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an^mercf/u/^ w^ojave me Me ai/f of m^resswpr apf^/^wsfj^fs 
for fie com/^//af/of) of fA/s wor/i 7(/ff6 a sefjse of ufmosf 
arafffu/e a^/w^e/lffjess, 9 com/a/er mu ^ /easa»f /uhf fo e/^^resf 
mjfsweere fiapj^ fo mu su^ervfsor K?r. M TOaseem ^i^'a, w/io 
ara^fea^ me fie Mt/f/eae of wor^fyi ufjo/er /i/s au/^^ce a^/ 
assfjfje^me fie fo^fc "Parffc/^affofj ofTi/fus/i'm TCfome^f fft fie 
Socfo-Ccfi^ifrai a^^ !£/ifcaf/offai J^cf/(//f/ej ^urwa fie /^ 
Cenfuty ffj ^oifiiiaf^/a^/fie surroun^'pja reafons'. ^efoun/ 
f/me fo ^jcujj t/af/ouj ^ffi'cifi^ as^ecff of fie fo/^/c afj/iei&e/ 
me w arranaffTa fie coiiecfe/^fa ffj fie /^rese^f sia/^e. Tius 
fi/s ^sserfaf/o^ wori woui/^iar/if iave iee» /^oss/iie mfiouf 
its /ear^e^jiff^ffce af7/careftfiju^erm/of7. 9^ pjofifjow iow 
fo a/eauafeif e^/^ress mjf fiaf^if fo i/m. 
9 iat/ejreaf^/easure e^^^fesswj mu /ee/^seme ofjrafffu/e 
fo ftoftS. /!. l8ia/am, Ciafrman afj/Co-or^'mfor, Cefjfre of 
J!^/i/afJce/Sfu^r ^e^arfmenfofU/sforjf, X M U, J^i/jfari 
y iave afwaus £e»efife//row wferacf/off w/f£ f£s jcio/ars 
a»/ mu /earm/ feac^ers sue4 as Prafi Ti/fu^amma/ t/mar 
fl9e/^arfmef}f of Ufsfonf, J^. M ti., S^^jar^J, Mr. Joja 
Swj£ :^of£f f^arefY^ Co/iijie, SarefY^J, Il9r, Sumh/':^a/fm 
^£afj, ^r. %f. '^, Zama?j, a/j/^r. ^asafj ^mam. 9 e^^ress my 
arafffu/e fa a/Z^ofi f^em because ofi fiefr tffiAes/fafwj su^^orf 
arj/epjcourajemepjf ff/i^f^e com/^/effon ofif/ie wor^ 
9f7 f£e course ofiffs /^re/^araffon 9 ^at/e receft/e/£e^ fiom 
a ^umiSer ofifi'/ef?/}, co/leaattes afj/we^f-w/s^ers 9 am f/iarfffif/^ 
fo Ms. ^eefa S^arma, Ms. J^/i'a, Ms. T^ar^ee?? Ma/jsu^, Mr. 
Sia£f/a J^^^far, Mr Nafjer /^zam, Mr Sa^'m Jl^^sarf, 
Mti/lamma/Na/ees, Mr Asjf/iar ^i^a, Mr ^ztvafj Sf//'aiff, 
Ms. s^£a£eej[a }^/ima/afj/Ms Ta/i/ra yama/w^o £at/e ie/he/ 
me w t/arwus ways ^r Nafi's S/Z/'auf mtfc/1 /le/ie/ me w 
co/Ucfwj f^e maferfa/^fi'om ^za jCf£raru ^m/^ur 
Mjf s^ee/a/^f^a^^ are /ue fo Ms Tuifzee/a sf/!a£fjawaz fi?r 
a^f £er su^^orf an/ encourajemefjf arf/ s/!e a/so coffsfanf^ 
tffye/me fo comJ^/efe f£e wor/^mf^jreaf care. 
/If^rafy, Cefjfre of S^/vance/Sfu^, ^e^arfmefjf of Msforj/, 
J^. M t/:, }^/j^ar£, 7/fau/apja Aza/ £flSrafy, S^. M U, 
/^/fjar^, an/^za jOf/Sraru, ^m^ur. 7/fr. Waaar-uA^asan 
/^ro(////i'/fa /Soo^ aff//re/erefjce maferfa/^ 
jCasf^, 9 /^/ace o^ recor/mu araf/fu^e fo mu /afier l9r. 
7^. /^f/au^'^, mu mof^er Mr/. Ne/(, t8/, mjf £rof^erj, 
^/su^'/f, 7^/rozu^'fj, j^zzazu^% an^ mjf j/sfers 7^s. 
^aseefja '^^afoon, 7/fs. T^froza, Mr. Parueen /or a/Tf/iefr /ove, 
care, suMorf, erfcouraaemenf, a^^jSesf ms/iej w/ifc/j Ae/ie/me 
a^/epjcouraae/me fo com/^/efe f/!e wor^ m a rtj^f wau. ^ am 
^4aff(/if/^o a/l^off^em /or £earwa mY/i me a/l^^^e f/mes w/if/e 9 
was £usu mf/j mjf wor/i 
9 receff/e^ ^e/i apj/ jcff^fjce /rom a rjum£er o/ 
^sfmjtf/s/ie/fc^o/ars, /Suf ^ offe o/f4em fs rej/9of}sf£/e /or ^/!e 
errors f£afjf//l^remaw. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The theme taken for the M. Phil programme pertains to the 
regional studies during 19 '^' century, which is entitled, "The participation 
of Muslim Women in the socio-cultural and educational activities 
during 19^ '' century in the region of Rohaillkhand". 
The theme is also gender specific and the topic has been taken 
keeping in view the Muslim women and their participation in the socio-
cultural and educational activities. Another fact of this study is related to 
the study of a volatile century of the Indian History, i.e. 19^ '* Century north 
India. As this period is the period of great transformation due to complete 
take over of the British as a foreign power. So, the study could try to 
unravel the various such facts of homogeneity and contradictions in the 
Indian society, particularly at socio-cultural level in northern India. 
The study relates to one of the most important locality which 
was Muslim dominated part of the present Uttar Pradesh, and in that 
setting or environment, the study about the Muslim women, their 
participation, public life, their position in the society viz-a-viz. their male 
counterpart and how much freedom they had or fulfilling their aspirations 
and dreams. 
Another aspect of the inquiry which is related to the vital 
aspect of them is understanding or any other such aspects which kept 
women in seclusion, or none participatory in public life. Was there any 
contribution of the socio-religious trends and traditions from the passing 
Mughal empire, or the Muslim society had completely transformed 
themselves altogether. The study could work as a model for understanding 
the socio-cultural moorings of other different Muslim localities of 
Northern India during 19* century. There are some intricate issues which 
is also involved in the study. Rohilkhand being the predominately 
populated by the Afghans from Afghanistan and a separate new local in the 
region for the Rohilla tribes from Afghanistan. This may also open up the 
understanding related to the trends of migration of Afghan population into 
that region and emergence of a altogether a new small independent 
kingdom for Rohillas. So, a study in contrast and compare with the British 
taken over the region has also been a vital part of this study. 
In this study we have employed the convention techniques of 
understanding the topic and reaching to the conclusion. As it is imperative 
for working on such theme, it requires going to original sources to study 
and analyzing it in the light of modern researches. In this work also we 
have consulted multitudes of sources which can be categories as the 
primary sources, in the form of manuscripts, in the forms of Insha 
(crosspondences), in the form of Dastawezat, Sanads, Farmans and similar 
kind of variety of source materials which could lead us to better 
understanding of the theme. There are various private collections, archival 
sources, and other such sources which have yet not been consulted from 
libraries such as Rampur Raza libraries, and Maulana Azad Library 
Aligarh, have also been included in this work. In regard to over documents 
we have the British government records, gazetteers, news paper reports, 
revenue records, and also the information from various journals, are to 
served for the purpose of forming this dissertation and highlighting those 
important aspects which have not yet been explored. 
In this regard, the whole work has been analyzed under different 
headings and has formed six chapters. 
The first chapter is basically introduction related to the area 
concerned in this regard it is Rohilkhand. As no history can be written 
without understanding the locality, geographical location served the 
purpose of a canvas, where the drama of history was played. In this 
chapter, canvas being the region of Rhilkhand and is surrounding regions, 
which extends upto Delhi. Demographic study of this region during 19^ '' 
century also forms the important portion of this study. We have tried to 
reach out to the settlement pattern of the population which formed the 
region of Rohilkhand. In this context, a historical perspective has also been 
taken in this chapter and an effort has made to go back to the historical 
period of the region more importantly the Mughal period but previous 
regions has also been taken into the account, but the focus had been on 16"" 
and 17"^  of the region. 
The second chapter which is entitled, 'Muslim society and culture 
in North India, pre-nineteenth century; also forms an important part of this 
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dissertation as without understanding the previous centuries we can not 
understand the present. So, in this regard a study in the socio-cuhural 
trends of pre-nineteen century Rohilkhand had become an important part. 
In this chapter also we found the study of the Muslim population, their 
social norms and conditions, viz.-a-viz. the study of caste system of the 
Hindus, which could suggest the trends in the society. But the major focus 
has been on the Muslim women in pre-nineteenth century era, in the 
surrounding region of Rohilkhand, their position, their participation and 
the question of their womanhood. Various other social problems and 
parameters have been studied in this chapter which includes the long 
tradition of Pardah system, marriage, divorce, condition of widows, 
polygamy, and other such social evils, which have become part and parcel 
of Muslim society. The educational aspect has also been taken into account 
and that could show the opportunities and aspirations of Muslim women. 
So, this chapter is a study in background about the problem taken for the 
research. 
The third chapter deals with the role and conditions of Muslim 
women during the Revolt of 1857 in pre region of Rohilkhand, and as the 
topic suggests it is a study, which have been done, taken into the 
consideration the fact that the tragedy of 1857 which have engulfed the 
Muslim society during the middle of 19* century and had caused 
tremendous transformation in the Muslim society. The revolt of 1857 had 
not only transformed the socio-cultural trends but it had led to the 
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westernization in the Muslim society due to the loss of power, prestige and 
the sources of income. Most of the Muslim Land Lords during the 18"^  
century and upto second half of 19"' century had lost their fortunes as a 
result of this great tragedy, so much so that it had greatly affected the 
psyche of the Muslim women also; as their male counterpart had been 
fighting the injustices done to them. There emerged great number of 
prominent ladies who belonged to the earnest while ruling houses or were 
from the elite colours, who jumped into the tray and bravely fought the 
might of the British and showed tremendous courage and determination 
against the enemy. Though there are references of a number of unknown 
ladies who had no position in the society or were from down trodden 
section of the society, also fought in this revolt of 1857, Which shows that 
Muslim women were not altogether different from what were happening 
around them. 
The forth chapter deals with the socio-cultural trends and traditions 
of the Muslim women in Rohilkhand during 19"^  century. This chapter is 
specific to the women related socio-cultural trends and traditions which 
includes the food habits, and their specialization in cooking various types 
of food. The manner of eating and now to arrange, settings for the guests at 
home, the toilet and ornaments, what type of decorations they applied. As 
their target was to look freely. In this chapter a detailed study have been 
done to know the types of dresses that were worn by the Muslim women. 
Giving minor details about the dress, the dastkari, zardazi, and other 
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decorative applied on the cloths. In the same chapter, the attempt have 
been made to understand the various details and intricacies related to the 
marriage of the Muslim girl from the point of the first engagement, down 
to the preparation of marriage, the Nikah ceremony, all have been include 
in this chapter. 
The fifth chapter deals with the educational aspects of the Muslim 
women during the 19'** century Rohilkhand. This chapter, the attempt has 
been made to understand the level of Muslim women and their 
participation in the educational filed. 
This chapter is vital from the point of view of understanding the 
social contradiction of the Muslim society where the women were hardly 
given opportunity to excel in such field which were considered to be male 
bastions and unfortunately in this regard education also suffered. The long 
drawn pardah system in the Muslim society had impeted various such 
activities related to the |Muslim women which could have given them the 
boost and more social serenity. But the reasons cited for not giving them 
more chances of education were explained or unexplained social ethos and 
religious injunctions. Some wrong interpretations of Islamic law and 
values had led to the limited accessibilities for the Muslim women in the 
educational filed. But nevertheless the Muslim women broke through such 
unwanted barriers during 19^*^  century and emerged as intellectuals and 
scholars. We have references of schools of Muslim women getting higher 
education during 19"' century also, particularly in the region of Rohilkhand 
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and the surrounding districts. In this chapter, a great care have been taken 
to understand the growth of education and educational institutions, meant 
for imparting education for Muslim women. 
In sixth chapter, we have discussed the position of Muslim women 
during 19^** century Northern India particularly in the region of Rohilkahnd. 
In this chapter, the positions of Muslim women have been shows in 
different shades and colours, and the attempts have been made to form the 
true picture of their position. As after we noticed the suffering of the 
women in India context in our times, we have tired to analyse that did the 
Muslim women suffer silently during 19 century also or were freer from 
what they are today. Another aspect of their position has been considered 
in this chapter which suggests their social aspects, inferiority or 
superiority. The aspect of reliance of Muslim women has also been studied 
which deals with the problem whether the Muslim women were self 
reliance or thoroughly depended on others. For resolving this problem, the 
economic aspects related to the Muslim have been studied and their 
participation in economic activities has been studied. Then, the next 
portion forms the socio-legal aspect of the ownership of property by 
women and Islamic rules have been taken into account for this study. One 
of the important aspect of activities related to the Muslim women and 
which had great cultural values also, comes out from the fact of artistic 
activities of Muslim women as how many types of trades they have been 
involved in, which included, embroidery, art of decoration, art of painting 
and other such activities. So, this chapter reveals the true position of 
women and their economic condition during 19'*' century. 
The other portion in this dissertation, comprises of maps of the 
region giving clear location, the boundary of Rohailkhand in different 
period of history, apart from the portion on sources and the bibliography. 
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CHapterl 
Chapter - I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The present Rohilkhand region derived its name from the Rohillas 
who are said to have been original inhabitants of 'Roh' (the mountainous 
region of present Afghanistan). The region is located at the foot hills of the 
Himalayas. This is also called terai; North Central Division of the United 
provinces, lying below the Himalayas and between 27° 35 and 29° 58 N. 
and 78° and 80° 27E. It is bounded on the north by the sub-Himalayan 
tract of the Kumaun Division and by Nepal; on the west and south by the 
Ganges, which divides it from the Meerut and Agra Divisions, and on the 
east by the Division of Oudh.' 
Fertilised and Prosperous Region : 
The river Ganga, Ram Ganga. Dooha and many other small 
tributaries of this region, make the Rohilkhand land very fertile. These 
rivers make ideal condition for agriculture, food grains, tobacco and sugar 
cane have been the commercial crop of this region. The region has been 
fertile good for health and prosperous one. It is due to illustration that 
Rohilkhand has been an important centre for civilization and economic 
property. 
These factors have been responsible for attracting various tribes to 
come and settle. 
In Historical Past: 
In ancient times the first mention of this region has been made in 
Rigveda and in Mahabharat. In those times this region was called 
'Panchal' and it extended from the foot hills of Himalayas to Chambal, 
which flows even south to the Yamuna. The kingdom of Panchal was 
divided in north and south with Ahichatra and Kampelya as their capitals 
respectively. 
Political condition and large size of the kingdom if remained and 
independent state till the times of Samandragupta, the illustions Gupta king 
who compared its ruler Ahichytra.^ 
The famous Chinese pilgrim Huein Teang also visited this region 
in 630 A.D. and he presented a picturesque account of Ahichytra. This 
region was an important centre of Aryan civilization in ancient India."* The 
Tomar Rajputs had became powerful in this region in 700 A.D. and they 
maintained it till the 12^ ^ century. Bamshal was the seal of their 
administration. It was in the 11"" century that the Katheria a branch of the 
Survanshi Rajputs having migrated from Kannauj, settled in this region. 
The name of other region changed from Panchal to Kather during the 
period of prominence of the Kathvigas. Prithvi Raj Chauhan having come 
to power in 1180 A.D. in Delhi constructed forts in Sambhal and Amroha.^  
The Hindu rule continued in this land till 1196 A.D. The year 
when Qutubuddin Aibek the first ruler of Slave dynasty established his rule 
in Budaun and Bangash it was the on set of Muslim rule in this area. 
The history of the encuring years in this region is the story of 
revolt of the Hindu population against the Muslim rulers and a crucial 
supervision of other revohs by the Muslim ruler. In 1256 A.D. Nasruddin 
Mohammad, in 1266. Balban, and Jalaluddin Khilji also launched 
campaigns and cruelly sustained the revolts of Hindus and compelled them 
to subjugated to the sultanate of Delhi.^ 
With the establishment of the Mughal rule in Delhi Rohilkhand 
came under the Mughals. During the whole of Muslim rule Badaun and 
Sambhal continued to be the centre of government. The present city of 
Bareilly was established in 1637 A.D. during the region of Shahjahan by 
Jagat Singh a Hindu ruler. After the name of his two sons Baraldev and 
Basaldev. On establishment of the Rohilla rule, the Rohillas shaped 
Bareilly into a city. Ali Quli was appointed as a Mughal officer in Bareilly 
in 1628 A.D. Raja Mankad Rai a local Zamindar cleared the forests in the 
western part of the region but most of the areas of Rohilkhand which were 
located in tarai were covered by dense forests and there was a look of 
proper approached to go to the fact of the Himalayas.^ 
Strategic Location: 
Geographically this region was on the main route that the invaders 
followed in the course of their advanced from Haryana towards eastern 
U.P. but the region was widely covered by dense forests and measured by 
many rivers.^ 
The natural surrounding of Rohilkhand provided shelter and safely 
to its people against probable foreign invasions. The geographical 
characteristic of this region was extremely fertile and suitable for health 
owing to its climate. These were unlimited probabilities for expansion of 
agricultural area by cutting the forests. It was for these reasons that the 
Rohillas were happily inclined to make this region their permanent 
abode.'" 
Emergence of Rohillas: 
In 1707 when Aurangzeb died the grip and the administration of 
the Mughals was considerably weakened and an era of political chaos 
commanded in Rohilkhand in the atmosphere of political chaos prevailed 
for the next thirty years in Katchar." 
The interest of Mughal officers, the Bungash Pathans, the Rohillas, 
the Nawabs of Oudh and other Hindu and Afghan chiefs clashed with each 
other and it was out of these chaotic conditions that the Rohillas 
established themselves as a supreme power of the region under the 
leadership of Nawab Ali Mohammad Khan and Hafiz Rahmat Khan. A 
section of Afghans stood by the side of Ali Mohammad Khan in the 
process of emergence of the latter as the fore most among the Rohillas. 
Hafiz Rahmat Khan emerged as the chef of Rohillas Hafiz Rahmat Khan 
emerged as the chief of Rohillas kingdom later on.'^ 
The accurate time of the influence of the Rohillas in India is 
different to be determined because they did not appear on the political 
horizon of India as a political power. They continued to come into India 
gradually as the soldiers of Delhi sultans and Mughal Emperors after the 
establishment of the Muslim rule in India. *^  
They contributed in various military campaigns launched by the 
Muslim rules. After the accession of Bahlol Lodhi to the throne of Delhi in 
145 the Afghans migrated into India in a very large number and they 
settled here. 
XThe influence of the Rohillas has begun with the early invasion of 
Muslims. Though the historic passes in the north west of sub continent but 
their settlement in the country started from the day of Bahlol Lodi, the first 
Pathan ruler of Delhi and his successors. The resourceful and vision people 
they required political domination and even after losing their.''* Empire to 
the Mughals they continued to serve their Maters in various capacities this 
influx received fresh impetus with the rise to power of Nadir Shah. His 
occupation of Persia and Kabul drove them to India. Where immense 
opportune Hies for acquiring political influence and wealth awaited them 
as a result of the progressive decline of the Mughal Empire after the death 
of Aurangzeb in 1707.'^ 
The situation further worsened as the Hindus tried to strengthen 
their position and reoccupy the land but the Hindus Zamindars and chiefs 
began to fight among themselves and in their mutual quarrels they fill 
tempted to speak aimed assistance from the Afghans commonly know as 
Rohillas. Who had swarmed into this area and settled down at different 
places in Kateher particularly in the towns of Budaun, Aonla, Bareily, 
Moradabad, Shahjahanpur, Bijnor and other towns.'^ 
After the death of Aurangzeb they bloom more numerous than ever 
tempted by the certainly of military service and wealth and plunder. They 
flocked from their mountains into India. In the word of Shir-ul-
Mutakharin. 'they seemed to shoot up out of the ground like so many 
trader of gross mainly in search of employment'. Many enlisted themselves 
in the military service. 
Rohilla a word signifying mountaineer or high lenders was the 
name after given in India to these Afghan adventurous or immigrants 
originally there were no difference among the three terms Afghan Rohilla 
and Pathan. 
The Afghans settled in Hindustan are called Rohillas because they 
migrated from Afghanistan (Roh). The word Rohilla has derived from the 
west Rohu signifying the mountainous region of eastern Afghanistan. 
According to Farishta "Roh" is name of a particular mountain. The people 
of India call them Pathan because the Mohammadan aggressor come to the 
city of Patna and dwelt here. 17 
They possessed in common with all other mountainous people 
strong physique high fighting qualities and love of freedom which made 
them particularly responsive to appears, to arms and daring exploits. 
Having no settled life at the some of sustenance they made their services 
easily available to the Muslim kings and conquerors, who had been 
tempted forced and provoked to invade India since the last decade of the 
lO"' century. The fertile plans of India furnished them with ample 
opportunities to conquer, to settle and to organise India. Muslim history 
and made a remarkable contribution to political, social and cultural life of 
this subcontinent. A virile and fold nation they invigorated the Muslim 
state and society and life a precious legacy in administration and culture to 
the succeeding generations. 
The origin of the Afghans has been subjected to close and critical 
investigations. Many European writers are of the opinion that the origin of 
Rohillas is similar to that of the Jews of positive, but there is no 
resemblance in physical features, system of nomenclature, customs and 
manner, religions, social usage and languages.'* 
The position of the Rohillas in Rohilkhand was the same as the 
position of Russia was in Polland or of the French in Spain in the times of 
Nepolean. The Rohillas are Mohamadans, the native Hindus and have only 
changed masters. 
They contributed in various military campaigns launched by the 
Muslim rulers/^ After the occasion of Bahlal Lodhi to the throne of Delhi 
in 1445 A.D. The Afghans influenced into India in a very large number and 
they settled here.'^ 
During the long period of the Sultans and Mughal Emperors the 
Rohillas continued to come to India is search of lively-hood and they 
settled even with Hindu and Muslim Zamindar and made their place as 
guards and soldiers under them. 
It was during this period that some Rohillas families settled in the 
region of Rohilkhand and Daob on the death of Aurangzeb in 1707. The 
Mughal administrative structure started crumbling and consequently the 
conditions of the Rohillas on Rohilkhand and Doab region became abruptly 
pre dominant. There were many reasons of enhancement of this pre-
dominance in the beginning years of the 18^*^  century.^'' 
Firstly, Mohammad Khan Bangash who failed from on offshoot of 
the Rohillas. Afghans come to Farukhabad as suhedars of the Mughals and 
the Rohillas gained importance in the region of Doab, The increasing 
influence of one of their tribesmen men was sufficient to attract the 
Rohillas to adopt a similar path. Secondly, political chaos and the resultant 
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internecine feuds of the Zamindars and chieftains of Katehar or modern 
Rohilkhand become an order of the day.^' 
These internecine feuds provided an opportunity for earning both 
fame and wealth to the courageous and valiant Rohillas. Therefore the 
Rohillas did not adopt any other profession except the profession of arms. 
During the early years Daud Khan, Dundey Khan and Sardar Khan were 
the prominent Rohillas to settle in the region and they were learning head 
some amount of money and fame by participating in the internecine feuds 
of the Zamindars. The Rohillas become very prominent and influential by 
1720 A.D. under the leadership of Daud Khan and his adopted son Ali 
Mohammad Khan with the achievement of prominence by the two the 
Rohillas come in quite a large numbers from Afghanistan. It was during 
this period that Hafiz Rahmat Khan had come from ROH, settled in India 
and achieved success in establishing the Rohillas kingdom in this region. 
The establishment of Rohilla kingdom was greatly facilitated by the 
activities of Ali Mohammad Khan, who was predecessor of Hafiz Rahmat 
Khan in this region. It was due to predominance of the Rohillas and 
establishment of their rule here that the whole region come to be called 
Rohilkhand. These were the geographical and economical regions of the 
settlement of Rohillas in this region. 
During the reign of Bahadur Shah (1707-1712), an energetic, 
ambitious and inter-prising Afghan named Daud Khan adopted son of Shah 
Alam of the Baharaich clan of Roh come to India in pursuit of horse trade 
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at the end of Aurengzeb's reign probably in the year 1707. Here in the 
prevailing disturbed conditions in and around the imperial capital he found 
that military carrier was more profitable and be began to collect arms and 
man and soon discounted his stock rapidly rising. His reputation as a 
resourceful military leader and organiser of victories spread throughout 
Katchr and his services were in demand among local Zamindars and land 
holders, who were busy in the expansion and safe guard of their estates. 
The officers sent from Delhi to look after the affairs of the district were 
also helpless and needed the assistance of armed adventures to maintain 
the semblance of royal authority and collect revenue from the disturbed 
areas. In fact Aurangzeb's long absence from Delhi during the last two 
decades of his life to deal with the growing Maratha menance in the 
Deccan aggravated by the weakness intrigues and duplicity of the 
independent Muslim kingdom of the south had encoveraged unruly 
elements in the north to raise their heads. The fratricidal wars among the 
incapable successors of Aurangzeb provided them with an largely looked 
for opportunity to do many with the burden of royal authority. The 
imperial hold on provinces had sackoned and local Zamindar and Raja of 
the Daob and trance congratic plains refused to honour the empirical 
farman or pay tribute. '^* 
Daud Khan's services were enlisted by local Rajas for their 
protection from powerful neighbours or for aggression against week rivers 
soon he rise to such prominence that the emperor of Delhi Mohammad 
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Shah secured his help in an engagement against the Marathas and as a 
reword for his brilliant success and meritorious services on this occasion 
he got bosiden royal patronage same villages in the district Bareilly. What 
is even more important his reputation fast travelled home and drew a large 
number of fresh Rohilla Sardars who joined him with their followers. Same 
of them like Dunde Khan, Fateh Khan, Sardar Khan rose to fame and 
honour in future. He also succeeded in establishing entence cordial with 
the laazir Aminuddin which proved of immense help to the Rohillas in 
future. 
In pursuit of his career as a free lana soldier and military leader he 
enlisted himself in the service of Raja Deep Chand of Kumoun and met 
with his tragic death in 1724. Daud Khan combined in himself qualities of 
determination and ambition along with prudence and foresight left as his 
legacy, a nuclear Rohilla state and a young man of precious nature, 
educated and a yet tracked by him like his own son to look after and 
develop his tessiforial heritage into an integrated Rohilla empire. And Ali 
Mohammad Khan was eminently filled for his onerous task.^ ^ 
Ali Mohammad's origin parentage and caste are thickly 
surrounded in mystery. His relation with Daud Khan is like wise enigma 
that he was not a Sayyid and his covetour honour was thrust upon him by 
interested historians under circumstances not even remotely connected 
with history is torn out by strong evidence. 
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The version that he was originally a Jat or Ahir who incidentally 
fell into the hands of Daud Khan and caught his taking also appears 
untenable in view of his character habits social matrimonial connections. It 
fairly stands to season that he bore the same relation to Daud Khan which 
litter he had to his adoptive father Shah Alam and for building his carrier 
he followed his footsteps.^^ 
It is mentioned that he had his own son named Ahmad Khan. Even 
if it is true Ali Mohammad Khan impressed him so deeply with his 
qualities that at the time of his death, when Ali Mohammad was only 
fourteen years of age Daud felt no hesitation in ignoring his natural son, 
and leaving his will in favour of his adopted son. The Rohilla Sardar as 
was their practice, not in a council to discuss the question of succession 
and approved Daud Khan's nomination with out making any reference to 
his real son. This decision confirms on the one hand, the view that Ali 
Mohammad was Afghan by origin and on the other hand rules out the 
probability of the existence of his son because in that case Ali 
Mohammad's succession, even if he had been nominated by his father, be 
would not have secured unanimous consent of the proud Afghan tribal 
leaders.^'' 
Ali Mohammad came into power in 1742 by defeating Raja Nand. 
His capital was Aonla in the district of Bareilly. In 1749 Ali Mohammad 
died (his tomb is still there at Aonla). He left six sons of whom two elders 
FaizuUah Khan and Abdulla Khan, were not present, at they had gone 
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Kandhar and other four were still young. Before his death he made 
arrangements for dividing the country among them and the chose his uncle 
and trassed friends Hafiz Rahmat Khan Hafiz Rahmat Khan was the real 
son of Shah Alam.^ * 
The invasion of Ahmad Shah Abdali in 1748 gave an opportunity 
to 'Ali Muhammad Khan to return to Katiher. Abandoning his charge as 
faujdar of Sirhind, he escaped to Aonla. He soon recovered his old 
possessions in Bareilly and the Jagirs of the Wazir, Safdar Jang, Firuz 
Jang, Zulfiqar Jang including the Khalf-i-Shar land and some Khalsu land. 
Once again the whole of Katiher and the adjoining districts passed under 
his control, the imperial army being wholly engaged in repulsing the 
Abdali's in vasion. 
Ali Mohammad Khan did not live long to enjoy the power he had 
re-established in Katiher. He fell seriously ill and, despairing of recovery, 
summoned a council of Sardars. In their presence, his said to have placed 
his turban on the head of Hafiz Rahmad Khan, saying 'After me you are 
the custodian of the country. Hafiz Rahmat Khan responded tearfully and 
in turn placed the turban on the head of Sa'adullah Khan, a lad often years 
and third son of Ali Muhammad Khan. On 16 September 1748 Ali 
Muhammad Khan breathed his last.^ ^ 
When Sa'adullah Khan, AH Muhamad Khan's third son, succeeded 
to the mantle under the guardianship of Hafiz Rahmat Khan, the 
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arrangement temporarily averted a conflict among the Ruhela sardars. The 
Terai Campaign and Internal Problems in the 1752 A.D. 
After the death of Daud Khan his adopted son Ali Muhammad 
Khan began to expand the powers of Rohiles all a rend Katehar. He made 
Aonla his head quarter and formed a strong army and started conquering 
the neighbouring territories. Soon he was master of present Rohilkhand. 
He called Hafiz Rahmat Khan son of the his father's master to 
India to help Hafiz Rahmat Khan came to Aonla. He was warmly 
welcomed by Nawab Ali Muhammad Khan and both to get her expanded 
the Rohilla Empire for and wide. 
The Mughal Subedar of Samdhal of Samdhal were irritated by the 
expansion of Rohila Pwer. The Nawab of Oudh also wanted to crush rising 
power of Rohillas. Thus the combined Mughal and Nawab of Oudh's 
forces defeated the Rohillas. After this defeat Nawab Ali Muhammad Khan 
was arrested by the Mughal Army. It was only because of Hafiz Rahmat 
Khan's wisdom that the escape of Nawab Ali Mohammad Khan become 
possible. 
The Mughal Emperor foreboded the Rohillas from their return to 
katehar. They were of governorship of Sirhind. The Rohillas remained 
only for a short period in Sirhind. Ultimately the Mughal Emperor offered 
the Nawab Ship of Rohilkhand to Nawab Ali Muhammad Khan after this 
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Nawab Ali Muhammad Khan became the ruler of this area and this area 
was also named Rohilkhand. 
After 1748 the Rohillas Empire was divided into the sons of 
Nawab Ali Muhammad and Hafiz Rahmat Khan remained the guardian of 
these princess. Hafiz Rehmat Khan made Bareilly and Pilibhit as his 
political head quarter. He continued to expand the Rohila Empire. During 
his times Rohilkhand was always under few of Maratha invasions. To 
cheak the Maratha Invasion, he had signed a treaty with the Nawab of 
Oudh by which it was concluded that the Nawab of Daud was to save 
Rohilkhand from the Maratha invasions and the Rohilas were to pay for 
this protection a sum of rupees forty lakhs to the Nawab of Oudh. 
In the year 1773 Marathas Invaded Rohilkhand but returned from 
Kachila as there was a civil was in Poona. At this was of Oudh demanded a 
sum of Rupees forty lakhs from Rohillas as they claimed that the Marathas 
went back to Poona only because of the fear of the Nawab of Oudh. 
Hafiz Rahmat Khan refused to pay. The Nawab of Oudh with the 
help of the English invaded Rohilkhand and fought a battle in Miranpur 
Katra in which Hafiz Rehmat Khan was defeated and killed and entire 
Rohilkhand was annexed into Oudh.^' 
In 1802 the Nawab of Oudh handed over Rohilkhand to the 
English for his payments to the English. The English made Bareilly, the 
head quarter of Rohilkhand commissionary and divided this region to 
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various districts. The region of Rohilkhand remained peaceful till the 
revolt of 1857. When the news of revolt in Bareilly, Badaun, Shahjahanpur 
and Bijnor.^ ^ 
In 1802 Rohillkhand was transferred to the Britishers by the 
Nawab of Oudh in lieu of his payments to the company. Rohilkhand was 
made a commissionery with Barailly as its head quartects.^^ The Rohillas 
were always having revenyeful attitude towards the Britishers because they 
always believed that they were ruined by the Britishers only. The and some 
others revolted against the British in the years 1837. Barailly witnessed 
two important events. One establishment of Bareilly college and the second 
first communal riot of Bareilly and pahalwan Wasiq Ali Khan was 
responsible for this riot.^ ^ 
The Britishers got the revenue settlements done in Rohilkhand in 
order to improve the economic condition of poor peasants of this region. 
Before the Revolt of 1857 Rohilkhand also was prepared for a revolt 
against the Britishers. In Bareilly the sepoys revolted in the killed the 
English Officers and than marched to the city and plundered the masses. At 
this Khan Bahadur Khan took the leadership of the solders and declared 
himself Nawab of Rohilkhand under the sovergnity of the Mughal 
Emperor.^ ^ 
In the Rohilkhand come under the Britishers in 1857 Ruhellas 
revolted against the Britishers and they remained Independent for most 
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than 18 months and ultimately these Rohillas was crushed and Britishers 
reoccupied the Rohilkhand.^^ 
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Chapurll 
MusGm Society ^Cu&un in 9fortA 
Chapter - II 
MUSLIM SOCIETY AND CULTURE IN NORTH INDIA 
PRE IQ*"* CENTURY 
(Part-I) 
India of the 18"' century partially failed politically to make 
progress. Though it progressed socially and culturally but economically it 
found in humble with the decling Mughal Empire. The increasing revenue 
demands of the state, the oppression of the officials the greed and rapacity 
of the nobles, revenue-farmers, and Zamindars. The marches and counter-
marches of the rival armies and the depredations of the numerous 
adventurers roaming the land during the first half of the IS"' century made 
the life of the people quite wretched.' 
India Prospered on Various Regional Level: 
India of those days was also a land of contrasts. Extreme poverty 
existed side by side with extreme riches and luxury. On the one hand, there 
were the rich and powerful nobles, steeped in luxury and comfort, while on 
the other hand backward, oppressed and impoverished peasants living at 
the bare subsistence level and having to bear all sorts of injustices and 
inequities. Even so the life of the Indian masses was by and large better at 
this time than it was after over 100 years of British rule at the end of the 
19^*'century.^  
Indian agriculture suffered during the 18"' century because it was 
technically backward and stagnant. The techniques of production had 
remained stationary for centuries. The peasant tried to made up for 
technical backwardness by working very hard. Peasant performed miracles 
of production, moreover, he did not usually suffer from shortage of land. 
But unfortunately he seldom reaped the fruits of his labour. Even though it 
was his produce that supported the rest of the society, his own reward was 
miserably inadequate. The state, the Zamindars, the Jagirdars, and the 
revenue farmers tried to extract the maximum amount from him. 
Even though Indian villages were largely self-sufficient and 
imported little from outside and the means of communication were 
backward, extensive trade within the country and between India and other 
countries of Asia and Europe was carried on under the Mughals. 
India imported pearls, raw silk, wool, dates, dried fruits, and rose 
water from the Persian Gulf region; coffee, gold, drugs, and honey from 
Arabia, tin, sugar, porcelain, and silk from China; gold musk and woollen 
cloth from Tibet; tin from Singapore; spices, perfumes, arrak and sugar 
from the Indonesian islands; ivory and drugs from Africa; and woollen 
cloth, metals such as copper, iron and lead paper from Europe.'' India's 
most important article of export was cotton textiles which were famous all 
over the world for their excellence and were in demand everywhere India 
also exported raw silk and silk fabrics, hardware, indigo, saltpetre, opium, 
rice, wheat, sugar pepper and other spices, precious stones and drugs. 
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Since India was on the whole self-sufficient in handicrafts and agricultural 
products, it did not import foreign goods on a large scale. On the other 
hand, its industrial and agricultural products had a steady market abroad. 
Consequently, it exported more than it imported and its trade was 
balanced by import of silver and gold. In fact, India was known as a sink of 
precious metals.^ Constant warfare and disruption of law and order in many 
areas during the IS*'' century harmed the country's internal trade and 
disrupted its foreign trade to same extent and in some directions. All these 
factors had an injurious effect on trade thought much less than generally 
believed. The impoverishment of the nobles, who were the largest 
consumers of luxury products in which trade was conducted, also injured 
internal trade. In fact, at the dawn of the IS*** century, India was one of the 
main centres of world trade and industry.^ 
Peter the Great of Russia was led to exclaim. "Bear in mind that 
the commerce of India is the exclusively command it is the dictator of 
Europe". 
Historians disagree whether there was overall economic decline as 
a result of the decay of the Mughal Empire and the rise of a large number 
of autonomous states or whether trade and agricultural and handicraft 
production continued to grow in some parts of India. At the same time, it is 
true that there was less economic distress or decline in agricultural and 
handicraft production in the Indian states of the 18"' century than was to 
result from the impact of British colonialism in the IS"' and 19"^  centuries.^ 
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The Social condition of the people is a subject of deep interest and 
important for India, as it is much more so, on account of its antiquity i.e., 
the long history of the social institutions and the variegated nature of the 
population. 
In Northern India, a region which has borne the brunt of foreign 
infiltration through the ages and hence has witnessed a queer mingling of 
races and cultures,'the social condition in the second half of the nineteenth 
century form a theme both fascinating and baffling revealing contradictory 
states. 
Posing difficult problems which involved forces of diverse and 
obscure nature. Beside, the religious element which forms every where an 
important and necessary factor in the social life, was much more so in 
India. The Indians, weather Hindus, Muslims, or Parsis had their social life 
prominently intertwined with their religious practices and dogmas. The 
every day affairs of life for them derived their sanction, more or less from 
religious injunctions so that they were uniquely sanctified to change the 
practices of yare or to introduce an innovation however small and in 
significant was looked upon as sacrilege. Their devotion to tradition, the 
commanding influence of custom, the force of habit and the desire to 
maintain status quo amounting to strong aversion to change had been the 
chief features of their attitude to life. They had given a unique continuity 
to their institutions, but had at the same time yielded result which were 
highly paradoxical.* 
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The social condition in the middle of the nineteenth century reveal, 
on the one head, a close identity in many respects with those of the remote 
antigaly except so far as western influence had begun to affect them and on 
the other head, reveal a complexion of natural evolution and change. In 
spite of the fact that much had changed in Northern India an account of the 
successive in nasions could well afford to proclaim against the trite saying 
tempora mutantu nos et mutamir-in-illis, indeed^ New religions had 
sprung up and declined, new dialects had grown into existence, new 
conquerors had invaded the fai land, rivers had changed their courses, 
earthquakes had swallowed up or cast down once renowned cities; the sea 
washed where once the rice fields boomed and the salt marsh or the stand 
were seen where erst. "Old ocean made his melancholy the people moan on 
the whole were the people of the post." India of the ancient times and that 
of the mid-nineteenth century had much in common. They were connected 
by the unchanging charter of the people, the bulk of them, being Hindus. 
Despite the changes in the religious practices and the accretions through 
the centuries, there was a psychological identity between the early Aryan 
followers of the Vedas and the worshippers of new gods and practitioners 
of magical incantations.'° This dictum, in general, could apply, just as well 
to other communities living side by side with each other, for they 
manifested similar traits. 
The society had not been Static nature's inexorable low of change, 
had operated unsparingly. It had through the centuries wrought havoc with 
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the social and the religions institutions. It had lost its intellectual rationale 
during the millennia of viassitudes. It had degenerated into a complicated 
system of polytheistic doctrine and caste usages. Ceremonial idolatry, 
sacrificial ritual and superstitions had become its striking features." It was 
principally displayed in endeavouring to overt the anger of evil demons 
and in doing homage to local divinities supposed to guard the worshippers 
from the assaults of malignant idols, trees, rocks stones and shapeless 
symbols. Great attention was given to private religious usages and the 
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performance of domestic ceremonies at birth, marriage, funeral. 
The popular Islam, or of other religious as of popular Hinduism 
can be said, that it verged on idolatiory and subsisted on meaningless ritual 
religion in other words, had for all but another name for convention. The 
social institutions, had lost their original rational form making conditions 
for from salubrious people were clinging to dead forms and were trying to 
draw spiritual sustenance there form. 
The corruption and degeneracy of the priesthood, by and large, 
was appalling. Their ignorance of spiritual teaching was lamentable their 
one obsession was disputers over points of ceremonial and get their power 
was a force to reckon with.'^ 
Caste System: 
The caste as an institution had last its original essence and in 
course of time had assumed rather an irrational from considerations of 
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artificial purity had made it strictly hereditary and rigidly invidious. But it 
influenced more than ever, the whole social organisation. Its lows 
governed the conduct of all, high and low. It controlled the intercourse of 
the people in every grade and condition of life. The social life of the vast 
multitude of the people of nineteenth century northern India manifested a 
strong and dominant influence of the customs and usages of the majority 
community, the Hindus. 
The differentiation showed itself in the special rights and privilege 
or the disabilities and the stigma attached to certain groups. In certain 
communities the status of an individual was determined by birth. However, 
was the most striking feature of Indian society even up to the close of the 
nineteenth century.'^ Caste was the central feature of the social life of the 
Hindus. Hindus were divided into numerous castes (Jaats) which differed 
in their nature from place to place. The caste system rigidly divided people 
and permanently fixed their place in the social scale. Caste rules were 
extremely rigid. Inter caste marriages wee forbidden. There were 
restrictions on interlining among members of different castes. In some 
cases persons belonging to higher castes would not take food touched 
persons of the lower castes. Castes often determined the choice of 
profession, though exceptions did occur. Caste regulations were strictly 
enforced by caste councils and panchayats and caste chiefs through fines, 
penances (prayaschitya) and expulsion from the caste. Caste was a major 
divisive force and element of disintegration in the India of 18"^  century.'^ 
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Muslims were no less divided by considerations of caste, race, 
tribe, and status, even though their religion enjoined social equality. The 
Shia and Sunni nobles were sometimes at loggerheads on account of their 
religions differences. The Irani, Afghan, Turani and Hindustani Muslim 
nobles and officials after stood apart from each other. A large Muslim of 
Hindus converted to Islam carried their caste into the new religion and 
observed its distincting, though not as rigidly as before. Moreover, the 
Sharif Muslims consiting of nobles, scholars, priests and Muslim in a 
manner similar to that adopted by the higher caste Hindus towards the 
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lower caste Hindus. 
(Part-II) 
Muslim Women in Society: 
The story of India womanhood, through the ages, has been for the 
most port, one of honourable subordination to and protection by men. 
Many Muslim women have become salary corners in the present 
age. Some of them earn even higher salaries than their husbands. There are 
also many successful business- women who are not salary earners but who 
control abundant wealth. In general, the affected women in this article are 
found, mostly, in countries of capitalist ideologue. Most of the women face 
the problem of how to disburse their earnings in conformity with the 
principles of is clam. They are after at logger-heads with either there 
husbands or parents in his regard.'^ 
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Men and women are two inseparable parts of human society and 
they have always shared and joys together. 
The contribution made by women cannot be studied independently 
of the study of social and economic position of women in the society about 
the opening period of this time. 
The middle of the nineteenth century it was a common befife that 
women were fit only for house works, that their place was in the kitchen 
and at best they night come in the drawing room.^" 
Then a change in the status of women came as a sequel to the 
advent of the Muslims in Rohilkhand and surrounding areas. The social 
laws and customs which came to be evolved in the changed set up of 
things, stamped the women with the stigma of mental deficiency and 
created in them a profound sense of inferiority complex. Gradually they 
come to be almost wholly confined to home and to domestic activities. 
Though women were still treated with respect, yet, the birth of a female 
child was looked upon as an unfortunate event in a family. 
Some of the customs which affected their contribution to India 
nationalism were. Infanticide, child marriage. Conditions of widows, 
polygamy, offering girls to the deity and prejudice against women's 
education. 
Muslim women are allowed to earn from their labour as provided 
by Allah in the Qur'an IV:32. They also have exclusive rights on the 
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disbursement of their earning. However modern trends tend to be 
dissuading them from maintaining a peaceful matrimonial home, especially 
the cooking-class among modern women is that no husband can harass 
them, as long as their appointment with their employers remain intact. 
Thus Muslim women should be guided on the teachings of their religion on 
Nafagah and home management.^ ^ 
In the nineteenth century, the "women question" loomed large. 
This was not a question of what do women want", but rather how "can they 
be modernized"? It became the central question in nineteenth century 
British India because the foreign rulers had focused their attention on this 
particular aspect of society. Enamoured with their civilizing mission, 
influential British writers condemned Indian religious, culture and society 
for their rules and customs regarding women.^ "* 
Because social change-in British terms "social reform" - became 
such on important issue, of the Indian Muslim women in the early parts of 
the nineteenth century are often in bedded with discussions of sati, child 
marriage, widowhood, polygame and prohibitions on education. These 
issues dominate the narrative, leaving us uniformed about women's work-
and occupations, values and emotional lives, and health and physical well-
being.^ ^ 
The social life of economic, cultural or ethnic groups shows 
marked differences in different geographical regions. Though the general 
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characteristics and value system of the society may broadly be the same. 
Moreover the repetitive dynamic that is inherent in any social situation 
imparts some sort of uniformity to the entire social set up. It is, therefore, 
not only difficult his almost impossible to prove that the pattern of social 
life in the 18"' century was in any manner different from that in the late 
16'**, 17*'' or even in the beginning of IP*** century, although some minor 
differences in trends are discernible here and there. 
This was the period in which the customary culture remained 
almost unchanged, when the symbolic and ritual more of the caste and 
class hegemony and the manners, styles and gestures continued to be the 
same for the most part. 
The society changes with changes in the psyche of the people, 
which in this case were facilitated by the impact of western education and 
technological development. 
Intellectual Stagnation: 
Education as an organised system there was hardly any worth the 
name. The masses were, on the whole, steeped in ignorance and lived, in a 
blissful state with no realisation of it whatever and hence no aspirations to 
the betterment of their conditions. The intelligentsia, belonging mainly to 
the higher castes and educated mostly in the traditional style, were content 
with some knowledge of their classical literature and moved in their 
conventional grooves. 
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A handful of youth, educated at missionary institutions on western 
lines stood ill at case with their conditions. Sceptical and critical of their 
environments. They clamoured for changes, reform and progress, but 
without much avail. 
The Intellectual Stagnation was reflected in the general 
degeneration of the whole system, religious and social a system in which 
stress was on the community and not on the individual, on mutual 
obligations and not on rights of individual self ^ ^ 
Men and women are two inseparable parts of Human Society and 
they have always should sorrows and joys together. If men have 
endeavoured to free themselves from slavery women have not lagged 
behind. 
History is full of heroic deeds of both men and women who have 
fought for independence of their motherland. The history of the struggle 
for India's freedom is like many others a story of joint endeavour of both 
men and women. 
The contribution made by women cannot be studied independently 
of the study of social and economic position of women in the society about 
the opening period of this time. 
Indian Womanhood: 
As the nineteenth century it was a common belief that women were 
fit only for household work, that their place was in the kitchen and at best 
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they might come in the drawing room. One of the founders of women's 
India Association women's conditions and status held the opinion that the 
condition of women in general all over the country was at its lowest ebb 
from the point of view of literacy, health, social status and economic 
independence.^' 
Some of the customs which affected their contribution to Indian 
nationalism were Infanticide, child marriage, conditions of widows, 
polygamy, offering girls to the deity and prejudice against women's 
education.^^ 
The rigours of the conventional community bore most heavily on 
women, wielding irresistible influence on the men folk in the domestic 
sphere he spite all their disabilities and handicaps, they were, nevertheless 
the greatest sufferers.^^ 
The invidiousness of race and the desire to preserve purity of 
blood made the social laus highly stringent from birth women was looked 
upon as a liability on whose account the family might have to suffer 
compromise particularly in the matter of marriage which was regarded an 
essential sacrament performed but once in the life of a women.^ "* 
Purdah System: 
"The last down word step", faithfully possible because of all that 
had gone before it, was the acceptance of the custom of secluding the 
women of the upper castes, in women's apartment and cutting them off 
from all participation in public life. 
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Purdah was maintained generally by the Muslim women, and also 
by some sections of the Hindu women. Particularly belonging to the upper 
and well-to-do classes. 
There was no purdah amongst the women in ancient India, but it 
slowly crept into the Hindu society. Purdah was more strictly observed in 
North India than in the south in fact, wherever the influence of Muslim was 
strong, the women were kept in seclusion.^^ 
Poor women, especially in the rural areas, who had to work out-
doors for their maintenance, could not have afforded to observe the rulers 
of purdah or to remain in seclusion with the same rigidity as their sisters 
belonging to the upper classes of society. The Vast mass of peasant women 
did not confine themselves to their houses.^^ 
In the lower strata of society, for instance, the peasants and 
working classes, this custom could not be observed as the women had to 
help the man in his economic pursuits. But even amongst these classes an 
unmarried girl was not allowed to go unescorted. The married women 
would hide or cover her faces in the presence of elders and also from the 
husband when he met her in the company of others.^^ 
Child marriage-Early Marriage: 
Early marriage had become almost an universal feature of the 
contemporary Indian Social life. Girls rarely exceeded the ages of nine or 
ten years and the boys sixteen or seventeen before they were wedded.''^  
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The girls who escaped the cruel custom of infanticide were 
married very young i.e. between the ages of five and ten years having no 
opportunity for the improvement of their mental or physical self. It might 
be argued that since girls did not go to school and had no social life, they 
were married young. It also secured their purity. Marriages were arranged 
by parents. Early marriage was convenient because the younger a girl the 
easier her adjustment to the new environment. 
The custom involved a number of abuses. The awareness of the 
importance of marriage and its responsibilities were absent in such 
marriage for the child - wife, marriage was associated with sweets, 
beautiful dresses, fire works and for a few days to be the centre of 
attraction with perhaps a ride on the horse or in a palanquin in the gay 
evening procession after the marriage her companions, most often, were a 
husband much alder in age or a few elderly women in the house.^^ 
The system married all development physical, intellectual and 
even spiritual. 40 
Ages Group 
Otol 
l to2 
2 to 3 
3 to 4 
4 to 5 
5 to 10 
10 to 15 
Percentage Married 
0.3 
1.2 
2.0 
4.2 
6.6 
19.3 
39.1 
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Conditions of Muslim Widows: 
The widow was compelled to head a forlorn life and was deprived 
of the minimum comforts of life. She had to live on one meal a day. Sleep 
on the floor and could not wear nice clothes. It she happened to be under 
20 years of age, she was allowed to wear a white su with a small border. 
But if a widow was alder, she was supposed to wear an all white suit she 
was burdened with work. In a family of ordinary means she had to be a 
kitchen maid, menial servant, a nurse and a housekeeper, all in one. The 
sign of a widow was considered inauspicious so she was kept out of all 
festivities.'*' 
Some of the widows who showed reluctance to became satis were 
either drowned or they had to spend their days in utter misery. They were 
regarded as untouchables and were not retained in their aaste and families. 
Naturally these widows had to throw themselves the mercy of low people. 
Ishwar Chandra Vijyasagar was bee to get an Act passed in 1856 which 
legalised widow re-marriage.'*^ 
However, reformers had taken up the cause of widows. Widow re-
marriage associations were started and widow homes were opened to train 
them for an independent career and thereby save them from dependence on 
their relatives. The first such home was started by Saispada Benerjee in 
1877 at Calcutta. Slowly more such homes came up in Bombay and other 
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places. The problem of widows became less acute with the raising of 
marriageable age and the spread of education. 
Polygamy : 
Polygamy was prevalent among both the upper and lower classes 
of Muslim society, though ordinarily it was not encouraged peoples of 
lower class were normally monogamist, and their lives usually had no 
rivals in their homes. But those with adequate economic stability could 
afford to indulge in the extravagant luxury of maintaining several wives.'*'* 
Polygamy was allowed in Islam and a man could marry as many as 
four wives at a time, besides concubines, and this practice was not 
disfavoured by the Mughal Emperors. Therefore, all the Mughal Emperors 
form Babar to Aurangzeb were polygamous, and had several wives in 
addition to a number of concubines. 
There is no denying the fact that the higher and richer sections of 
the Muslim society deeply indulged in this evil practice, as lust and 
debauchery were common vices then and the maintenance of number of 
wives was regarded an index ofone's richness and social status. 
The life of Muslim women under a polygamous husband was 
nothing but a pathetic tale, though they led a very luxurious life whose 
pomp splendour and luxury could only be imagined by a common lady of 
the Mughal Period. 
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No doubt, when the first wife was alone, she was loved and 
respected by all, but with the arrival of her co-wife, her position changed 
adversely and she felt inferior. She suffered trouble not only from co-wife, 
but also from her relatives. The first always tried to satisfy her husband so 
that others be deprived of his attention. The entrance of the co-wife, in 
general, was not liked by the first wife.'*^  
So far as the relation between co-wives is concerned, very few 
were cordial and friendly. Generally, they never trusted each other as their 
enmity knew no bounds. 
Sometimes a neglected wife tried to draw the attention of her 
husband by means of costly dress, jewellery and perfumes and sweet 
anointments. 
Thus, it is crystal clear that though Muslim ladies hated the life of 
co-wives but were helpless. In an age where polygamy was a common 
practice hey had to Surender to this evil custom of accepting co-wives and 
becoming co-wives themselves.''^ 
Education of Women : 
Muslim education in India, during the period under review, was 
imparted by three fold agencies, viz. (a) Madrasas, Colleges (b) Mosques 
and Khanqas and Makhtabs and private houses. Education of Muslim 
women, especially, belonging to the higher and well to do classes, also 
made a considerable progress in our period.''^ 
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Arrangements had been made, under Emperor Akbar, for giving 
suitable education to the inmates of the royal haram, and he is also said to 
have established a girl's school in his palace at Fatehpur Sikri. In the 
Massir-i-Alamgiri. We find a reference to the education of the females of 
his haram under his directions, learnt the necessary rules and doctrines of 
religion, and all engaged in the worship of God, reading and transcribing 
the 'Quran'. The various customs and practices relating to female 
education in Muslim India, and he rightly holds that there was a number of 
education institutions for women in the different parts of this country, 
mostly attached to the private house. Muslim widows generally regarded it 
to be their duty to each up young girls in their own houses. The holy Quran 
formed their chief textbook."** 
The absence of education amongst women was largely responsible 
for their low status in society. 
Long before the government took up the cause of women's 
education, missioners were already at work. The progress in the work was 
rather show because female teachers from suitable social position were not 
available. The shortage of teachers could be judged from the fact that as 
late as 1881-82, the total number of girls in normal schools through India 
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was SIS. 
The percentage of educated women slowly increased. The 
following figures taken from the census Report give an insight into this 
development of women's education; Women's education was given a fresh 
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impetus with independence and as a result their literacy rate is 18.70 per 
cent.^" Muslim the most important festivals observed by the Muslim of the 
district are Barawafat, Shab-e-Barat, Id-ul-Fitr, Id-ul-Azha, Giarohvin 
Sharif and Musharum, the last named being on occasion for morning rather 
than a festival. Their occurrence corresponds with particular dates in the 
Islamic calendar, which is a lunar one. 
Id-ul-Fitr: 
After the long fasts of the month of Ramazan came the much 
awaited Id-ul-Fitr. The great day of feasting depended on the appearance of 
the moon, and could be delayed by one day if the "Hilal-i-Id" did not come 
out as expected.^^ Id-ul-Fitr falls on the first of the month of Shawwal 
when thanksgiving parfears are offered by Muslim men in mosques for the 
successful complection of the fasts of the prvious month of Ramadan.^^ 
The special sweet dish, wermicelli, (SHivaeia) prepared on the 
occasion gives it another name mithi or sweet Id. People gave alms in 
accordance with the injunctions in the traditions wore their best clothes, 
assembled in the mosques to say their parers and then spent the rest of the 
day in visiting, marry making and picnicking.^'* 
Id-uI-Zuha: 
Id-ul-Zuha or Bakra-Id is celebrated on the tenth day of the month 
of Zillijja to commemorate the occasions when the prophet Ibrahim 
Submitted himself to the will of God. Men attend morning prayers is 
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mosques and sheep and goats are sacrificed in God's name. Id was 
celebrated for three days with great festivities, fire words and banqueting. 
It was the day when people were obliged to wear new dresses and meet 
each other with a display of affection. The women put performs over the 
clothes of their men before they went to the Id prayers. It was considered 
was lucky to see them coming home after the prayers (Namaz) on the day 
of the festival prayers were said at the Idgah and all those who professed 
the faith, sacrificed animals according totheir means - sheep, goats, lambs, 
cows and camels.^^ 
It was considered highly meritorious to sacrifice one animal for 
each members of the family, but since this meant heavy expenditure, one 
victim for the whole household was allowed. In extreme cases, several 
pooled resources and made joint sacrifices. Part of the flesh was distributed 
to the poor part among friend and the rest used by the family. Quite a part 
from the religious ceremonies, the festival was regarded as a day of joyful 
remembrances; consequently, as one of holiday and festivity among all 
en 
ranks. The children had their sports and amusements women dressed in 
their choicest, clothers and costly jewellery to receive or pay visits. 
^ Besides the two Ids, the great festivals of the Mussalmans, there are some 
others which are not properly feasts, but were, as now, generally regarded 
as such.^^ 
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Muharram: 
Muharram was celebrated mainly by the Muslims except the very 
orthodox. The objections of fanatical Sunnis were instrumental in 
aggravating the hostility between Shiahs and Sunnis, and led to occasional 
outbursts of violence, in spite of the fact that many Sunnis also 
participated.^^ 
The first ten days of the month of Mohammad Commemorate the 
tragedy of Karbala which witnessed the martyrdom of Imam Husain (th 
grandson of the prophet Muhammad and his companions). Although this 
occasion has special significance for the Shias, the Sunnis also take part in 
some of the observance.^^ 
The Imambaras are illuminated on the eight and ninth of the 
month, majlises religious assemblies are held form the first to the ninth and 
tazias are taken out in procession specially by Shias and Sunnis on the 
tenth day (Ashra).^' 
Religious and reverential, the celebrations involved a good bit of 
sentimental and emotional expression. Sometimes black cloths and special 
prayers were read by Shias. Taziyas representing Muslims erected on the 
plains of Karbala over the remains of Hussain were built at great expense 
and taken in procession through the streets, crowded with thousands of 
people of all communities, presenting a scene of Uttar confusion. Men and 
boys disguised in all kinds of quaint get-ups ran about fencing and 
jumping. Curiously enough, the Hindus also took part in the ceremonies.^^ 
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Barawafat: 
The Birthday of the prophet Muhammad, is celebrated on the 
twelfth day of Rabi-ul-Awwal when also distributed and Muslims gather to 
listen to discourses on the prophet's life.^^ 
On this day food was cooked in large quantities and after prayers 
had been read it was distributed to the poor. In some parts of the country it 
was more customary to keep this day as he anniversary of the Birth of the 
prophet, but as the Jashn-i-Milad-i-Sharif ox the feast of the Noble Birth. '^* 
Shab-i-Brat, meaning the night of the record, was celebrated on the 
fourteenth day of the month of Shaban when a sweet dish, halwa was 
prepared and fathahs or prayers were read over it for the benefit of the 
deceased ancestors. It was believed that God on this night registered all the 
actions men were to perform during the ensuring yer.^^ 
Giarahvin Sharef: 
Giarahvin Sharef \^ a festival of special importance for the Sunnis 
of the eleventh day of the month of Rabi-us-Sani in honour of Abdul Qadir 
Jilani, an early Muslim start of Baghda, who was acclaimed as being a 
descendant of the Prophet Muhammad, prayers, sweets and flowers being 
offered in his memory on this occasion.^^ Coming to the Muslim festivals, 
it has been mentioned before that Islam being a puritanical religion; the 
Muslims had too few festivals of their own.^^ 
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Chapter - III 
Role and Condition of Muslim Women During the 
Revolt of 1857 in the Region of Rohilkhand 
Mid 19'** century is considered as a significant mark in Indian 
history. The great uprising of 1857 brought a biggest change in Indian 
society. However it took a regional form in one by one place but in why it 
could be denied that it influenced more to north Indian Muslims. Common 
people given the impression to have long lived experience with Mughal 
dynasty. That is way Mughal maintained their presence for long time. 
Though, the whole India fragmented in to several small states due to 
disintegration of Mughal Empire. Despite of Mughals decline these states 
seem to fined it difficult to destroy their existence form people's mind that 
is why people were unable to adjust with new power. Therefore a kind 
despair had existed there. Hence they just needed to some kind of excuse to 
rebel as well people did not undue remembrance. 
Thus big frustration was with those who were not prosperous 
completely. Since these mutineers were protesting against change instead 
of moving ahead that is why Metcalf see it as backward looking while 
Rudranshu Mukherji believes in collective disappointment. Nevertheless it 
is not to deny its spread was at moss level along with several enthusiastic 
women. Since most of them healed hauled from urban area therefore they 
had more fear of getting uproot.' Women too were getting conscious 
towards all around happening. They showed a concern about their 
increasing deteriorated condition, Basic questions to what extent this 
mutiny had influenced to Indian Muslim women? Were common Muslim 
women too connected with mutiny? 
In the history of Indian independence as much as the incident of 
1857 had provided the space to gender debate as no other. This revolt made 
the British opined that Muslims are rebellious by nature there by they 
could not cline peacefully.^ This hypothesis has created three kind of 
historiography, European historiography, Nationalist and Muslim 
Historiography. Though this revolt was commenced by a Hindu Brahmin 
but Muslim made it pervasive. 
The Revolt of 1857 is not only significant point of view. How the 
reveilles fought against the British forces but it is also important from the 
point of view, however, the participating constituent or the section society, 
who had taken in part in the Revolt. 
When we go though the sources we fined that not only the reveal 
forces had fought in the war but also it was equally participated by chuck 
of women from the Indian civil in this regard we also find that there was 
civil participation from the Rohilkhand and surrounding regions. There 
were the ladies who had greatly change might of the British roll with all 
means possible in the work we have to examine their role.'* 
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Britishers got the revenue settlements done in Rohilkhand in order 
to improve the economic condition of poor peasants of this region. Before 
the Revolt of 1857 Rohilkhand was also prepared for a revolt against the 
Britishers. In Bareilly the sepoys revolted in the cantonment and killed the 
English officer and than marched towards the city and plundered the 
masses. When the people of Bareilly came to know the atrocities of the 
revolutionaries then they collected together and went to Khan Bahadur 
Khan the grandson of Hafiz Rahmat Khan and requested him to protect 
them from the plundering soldiers and they offered themselves that they 
will provide ration and money needed by soldiers.^ 
At this time Khan Bahadur Khan took the leadership of the solders 
and declared himself the Nawab of Rohilkhand under the sovereignty of the 
Mughal Emperor.^ In Bijnor Mohammad Khan revolted against the 
Britishers.' In Moradabad revolutionaries almost destroyed the system of 
British Government. In Budaun Najib Khan formed his independent 
government. In Pilibhit the thakurs of Bisalpur made an active participation 
in the revolt. In Shahjahanpur Hakim Alim-UUah Khan organized a revolt 
Nana Sahib after his defeat in Khanpur came to Bareilly for shelter.* 
Nawab Khan Bahadur Khan dispatched Subedar Bakhat Khan with 
soldiers to Delhi to serve the Mughal Emperor. It was Khan Bahadur Khan 
who continued with an independent government in Rohilkhand from 21^' 
June 1857 to 6'^  May 1858. The last battle fought by the revolutionaries at 
Bareilly in Nakatia in which Khan Bahadur Khan was badly defeated and 
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failed to reoccupied Rohilkhand. Khan Bahadur Khan was arrested and 
prosecuted and was hanged to death.^ 
So it was natural for their devoted wives to assist their husbands in 
this dire need. The convicting records of port clear strengthen the question 
why Muslims women were sentenced to life time imprisonment to a large 
number?'° 
Why they needed to prove themselves loyal to British? Indeed 
muting accounts proves futile this established conception that only elite 
women had took part in revolt, whose tiara were in jeopardy. Though it is 
not only confined to Zeenat Mahal. Beghum Hazrat Mahal, Rani Laxmi 
Bai and conspiracy of palaces. If one ask what is revolution? Definitely it 
should have mass acceptance as well as women's contribution to a larger 
extent where a prostitute too stepped out from brothel. Did such things 
occur in 1857? 
It is noticeable at the time prostitute were beings registered under a 
professional caste of Muslims. Repeatedly British were emphasized that all 
loose character Hindu women used to accept Islam." 
In this connection a widespread revolt had started in remote places 
of India and took a distinct phase in different part of India Nonetheless 
western United Province was most affected part of rest where mass 
contribution seems more contrary to Kanpur and Lucknow where vested 
interest was more dominant while Faizabad. Allahabad, Banaras and 
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Azamgarh seem to take mass movement. But Western United Province is 
remembered for heroic deeds of Muslim women particularly from middle 
class as well as lower class women. Being the adjacent part of Delhi it 
experienced more disturbance than other parts of India. Since 2/5 of 
Muslim population resided in Meerut and Ruhelkhand division whereas 
majority of people hailed from ashraf and from well off families who were 
getting uprooted.'^ In view of the fact that government job was confined 
for those who taught in western knowledge and there was no space for 
traditional knowledge hence unemployment was more rampant amongst 
Muslims that added their misery.''* Therefore Muslims perceived British as 
destructive force. 
They felt that their interest was safe with Mughal emperor. Thereby 
they initiated to wipe out all symbols related with British government and 
had started to proceed towards Delhi. 
Apparently in absence of their male counterparts women had kept 
on their protest. There were a large number of female rebellions who 
appalled against British especially in adjacent part of Delhi such as 
Meerut, Bulandshahar, Farukhabad and Muzaffarnagar.'^ They not only 
took part in this war of independent but also drunk the cup of martyrdom 
for freedom of their motherland. Most prominent amongst them was 
Habiba,'^ a Muslim Gujar and Rahimi'^ a Muslim Rajput from Meerutt 
who took part in insurgent and executed on gallows in 1858. Many other 
Muslim women were also hanged and an estimated 258 young women are 
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believed to have died while fighting against British. Another prominent 
Muslim women was Jamila a young pathan from united province who took 
part in mutiny. For this she was captured by the British and executed on 
the gallows. 
Being the centre of Mughal emperor, women of the Delhi had to 
confront ferocity from both side earlier from plundering of Tilangas and 
Gujjars and later on from British high handedness along with their male 
counter parts. In addition to mutineers coming from across the North India 
had provoked them. In this way there was big hue and cry all around the 
city but surprisingly this plundering had not clogged them from protest 
Instead of fearing they were incessantly making plea to king. This shows 
the political consciousness of Indian Muslim women how they maintained 
their faith in Mughal emperor. Where as mothers were pleading for their 
son's release on the name of their helplessness and widowhood. 
At a time several widows were complaining about atrocities 
committed by Tilangas and troopers. It seems that mutiny influenced more 
to Maulvi Nazir, famous Urdu novelist who saw everywhere widows in his 
1 ft 
famous novel Aiyama. Over and above incidents of execution and rape 
increased their misery which was very common phenomenon during whole 
mutiny while same was done by Europeans after mutiny.'^ It is old age 
custom where ever any war happens it is women who used to be victim. 
Perhaps this was the reason that encouraged prince and princess of the 
place to jump into apprising despite of emperor dithering.^" 
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They seemed to have more upset about their present condition. 
They might have hoped in bringing their splendid post. At the time several 
Beghums were asking for guards onto their gates.^' Few of them had over 
responsibility of fort's management. 
When British were busy in launching their campaign against male 
rebellion then their female counterparts took arm in their hands. It appears 
that they earlier assisted from behind the Purhda, precisely the way British 
dealt with rebellion they came out from four walls of the house. Eventually 
they too became the target of British measurement. Thus many women 
executed to death hanged and burnt alive. 
In addition to many British were convinced that some women were 
raped yet according to one of the captive drummer, John Fitchet, they were 
not ill treated or disgraced in any way. The daily supervision of the captive 
was the responsibility of a Muslim women named Husaini Khanam, the 
servant of the Nana's favourite courtesan Adla. Most people called her 
'Beghum' on account of her imperious manner, and she is said to have 
made the prisoners lives a misery. It was she who selected the women to 
grind gram; yet she was also responsible for improving the food and 
serving out the 'freash clothe' presumably on the Nana's orders.^^ 
Basic question why prostitution was considered problematic just 
after 1857? Did colonial presence made it more challenging? Why all 
prostitute had been registered under Muslim sects? These issues are 
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relevant and debatable till this day from the time when %itish influence 
started to effect any male exodus was taking place.'^ ^ 
At the time some Muslim women used to keep some land holding 
whereas Mahalwari system was in practice since their right was protected 
under Shariat in such areas. After maintaining peace particularly after 
1858 British started to identify the landowner with whom they could 
collect more and more revenue.^ '* 
This was the reason why a big number of petitions for re-
ownership of land was coming from Muslim women particularly from that 
locale which was most affected by mutiny. Noticeably most of them were 
widow, who were appealing for showing mercy on their helplessness and 
impoucrish condition.^^ 
But most of the cases had been rejected on the ground of 
confiscated property or limitation Act. Indeed these women were coming 
in court after 1870 by which reason automatically they had come under 
limitation Act of 1858 that gives only 12 years to suit a petition in court. In 
addition to British attitude dealing such cases was after discouraging. 
Second issue was related with ceeded land or conquered land in 
the area of Bundelkhan was considerable. British government used to 
secure some compensation in the from of cash and pension in lieu of their 
land. Aftermath of revolt continuously Muslim widows were complaining 
over pension reduction.^^ 
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MUSLIM WOMEN PATRIOTS OF 1857: 
Begum Hazrat Mahal: 
The History of freedom struggle will remain incomplete with out 
the mention of the tough resistance given to the British by the highly 
courageous wife of Wajid Ali Shah Begum Hazrat Mahal. When Oudh 
come under direct control of the British. They were confronted with a 
gigantic wave of resentment. The victorious sepoys from all directions 
were rushing towards Lucknow, the capital city. Sir Henry Lawrence was 
then in charge of the British administration at Lucknow as the Chief 
Commissioner of Oudh province. On 30"^  June, 1857 his troops were over 
whelmed by the freedom fighters. Sir Henry ordered retreat to residency, 
leaving the rest of the city to the rebel forces. Lucknow fell and with it. 
The British authority over Oudh vanished. The sepoys had now achieved 
their goal. But they did not known what to do next. They needed a leader 
and guidance. 
The king of Oudh was than a captive at Calcutta. The sepoys 
approached Begum Hazrat Mahal and she readily agreed to crown her eleven 
year old son. Birjis Qadar, as king on S"' July, 1857 and herself as regent.^ ^ 
The role of Hazrat Mahal in the rising was as enigmatic as her 
career was in the houm of Wajid Ali Shah. 
The Begum headed a government with top revolutionary leaders in 
key position under whose banner different sections of the soldiery 
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assembled to form a united front for about ten months the revolutionary 
government under the its control and engaged the residency continuously 
for twelve and half weeks. 
Under the seal of king Birjis Qadar she issued proclamation to the 
people to unite under bonner of the new Government to fight against the 
British.^* 
She thought the province extensively to stir the feelings against 
foreign rule. She was in direct contact with Nana Sahib and with some of 
the noble and time honoured tolugdars and zamundars. 
Who actively participated in the investiture of the residency and 
later in the battles of Lucknow. 
Dashing and daring she sanctioned five of rupees to have a wall 
built round the Lucknow to fortify it against advancing British troops. 
When she was informed that the British had won over Rana Jang 
Bahadur of Nepal with the promise of Gorakhpur and Share of Oudh, she 
immediately sent the Rana a counter offer of Gorakhpur, Azamgarh, Arrah, 
Chapra and the province of Banaras, if he would unite with her". Her battle 
tactics, to bear the stamp of on expert strategist. She contacted the officers 
of the Indian regiments serving the British at Cownpur (Kanpur) and 
arranged with them that they should 'fire blank ammunitions' and after 
words 'turn upon the Europeans'. She even personally appeared in the field 
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(February 25, 1858) an elephant back along with other officers to supervise 
defence operations.^^ 
After the capture of Lucknow by the British, the Begum was listed 
by them as number one of the enemies still at large. 
She escaped from Lucknow with a large following across river 
Ghaghra, to take refuge in the fort of Baundi in Bahraich district. 
She fortified the fort with heavy guns and armed men. She had 
nearly fifteen to sixteen thousand followers with her at Baundi. These 
followers and the zamindars and talukdars engineered a series of attacks 
against the British and provided the foreigners with some of their toughest 
encounters in 1858 in the whole history of the uprising the historian innes, 
in his sepoy Revolt admits that, "at least the struggle of Qudhiar must be 
characterized as a war of independence". 
After Queen Victoria's proclamation the British wanted to win 
over the Begum by offers of clemency and even a pension with status. The 
spirited lady replied with a counter proclamation under the seal of he 
minor king Birijis Qadar warning the people to be misled by false 
promises. At this time certain weak minded foolish people have spread a 
report that the English have forgiven the faults and armies of the people to 
Hindustan. This appears very astounding for it is the unvarying custom of 
the English never to forgiver a fault be it great or small. So much so that a 
small offence committed though ignorance. They never forgive it therefore 
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we, the ever abiding government, parents of the people of Oudh, with great 
consideration, put forth the present proclamation, in order that the real 
object of the Chief paints may be exposed and our subjects be placed on 
their guard".^° 
Vanquished though she was the Begum remained faithful to her 
cause to the last and maintained a never failing resolution of purpose. She 
was determined not to fall into the fort of Baundi in December 1858. She 
wondered in the dense jungles of the Sub-Himalayan Tarai with a handful 
of faithful soldiers artillery eluding the British. She ultimately crossed over 
to Nepal sometime in he last quarter of 1858. where she was given refuge 
by the king in exchange of jewellery inspite of many promises of money 
and status the self respecting Begum never accepted British rule an did not 
return to India.^' 
"This Begum exhibits great energy ability. She had excited all 
Oudh to take up the interest of the son, and the Chiefs have season to be 
faithful to him will the government treat these men as rebel or honourable 
enemies."? The Begum died in 1854 at Kathmandu.^^ 
Azizan Begum: 
Kanpur was taken by the freedom fighters on June 4, 1857 leading 
them was Azizan Begum, a charming lady who set an example patriotism. 
Born in 1832 in Lucknow to Hussain Khan and Hamida Begun, she lived 
Bithur, Azizan was proud of her loyalty to her ruler and preferred death to 
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selovery of her mother land. She hated British imperialism bitterly and was 
its sworn enemy. She did not compromise the Britishers till the last breath 
of her life. She spurned all favours, including condonation of her death 
penalty. Sir George Tiravelin has stated in his book while writing about 
Azizan: "On the 7"^  June, 1857, Peshwa Nana Sahib issued a call in Hindi 
and Urdu urging the Hindus and the Muslims together under his banner in 
order to protect their religion and the country from the tyranny of the 
Britishers. He urged them do enrol themselves in his army and fight for the 
liberation of their mother land".^^ 
The selfless fighter, Azizan responded to Peshwa's call forth with 
donned a soldiers's uniform and plunged into the battle along with her 
companions. She used to wear the special uniform of her regiment and 
were military medals and decorations on her shoulders. She was invariably 
armed with a pistol and a sword. As soon as the war bugle was sounded, 
Azizan quit her home went from house to house and recruited women in 
the army. She taught them horse riding and use of fire arms and raised a 
women's Brigade.^"* Janki Prasad in his evidence at the trial of this brave 
girl could not help paying her a tribute. 
The day the flag was raised, she was on horse back in male attire 
decorated with a brace of pistols and joined the crusade. 
I saw her as thousands of other did. The company of their warriors 
under Azizan fearlessly went around cheering the men in arms, attended to 
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their wounds and distributed arms and ammunition. They also acted as 
informers messengers. 
Azizan was an active member of the revolutionary high command. 
She enjoyed the confidence of Tantya Tope, Nana Saheb, Azimullah Khan 
and other leaders. Several people furnish evidence of interest shown by 
Azizan in the revolt and the ability with which she organized her brigade. 
As already admitted by Trevulyn Azizan was recognized for her 
valiant exploits. She in fact becomes a legendary figure. 
After the fall of Kanpur, she was brought before Sir Henry 
Hovelock, who was so struck by her compliances that he could hardly 
believe what she was accused of to all appearances Havelock could have 
given in to his heart and spared her life had she only compromised but 
Azizan knew know her weakness at this juncture would affect the morale 
of her compatriots. She baldly retorted. 
I stand committed to destroy the British, lock stock and barrel and 
as the bullets of the firing squad hit Azizan. She once more cried out 
"Nana Sahib ki Jai" sending shivers down the spines of the British.^ ^ 
Rahimi: 
Rahimi had the relationship with a Rajput family. Born to the 
village of Muzzafarnagar, U.P. She took participation in the first war of 
independence. She was convicted to fighting against the British and was 
awarded the death penalty. 
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It is the responsibility to the integrity of India that ail this 
sacrifices and patriotism, Chauvism would certainly carve a path of 
success to the youngeters, towards nation. 
Asgari Begum: 
Asgari Begum was born on 5"' July 1811 in district Muzaffarnagar 
Uttar Pradesh. She was the revolutionary mother of the leader Kazi 
Abdurrahim of Thana Bhowan. She was arrested in 1847 in freedom 
fighting and was burn alive.^ ^ 
Habiba: 
Habiba born in a city of Muzaffarnagar Uttar Pradesh in 1833. Her 
relation was with the Gujjar family. She was convicted to be the freedom 
fighter against Britisher and was given order to hung till death.^ * 
The upsurge of Indian people in 1857 has furnished many 
examples of unsurpassed courage and sacrifices made by Muslim women 
but it did not find proper place in the pages of history. 
It was on September 20"', 1857 when Delhi city and fort were 
deserted that stray skirmishes occurred in place like Chandni Chowk. 
During the fighting, there came a burqa-clad Muslim women of about 50 
years of age in green garment indicating that she was out to die for the 
cause. She exhorted her compatriots to die fighting for their country. 
Ultimately when she was left all alone. She mounted on a horse 
with a rifle and made her way knocking down a number of British soldiers, 
until she was captured" and sent to Ambala.^ ^ 
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At that time, there was a green clad old women, who was giving an 
bearing example for immense courage and bravery. 
This brave old women ware in men's dress used to ride on a horse, 
and encouraged the people of the city for "Jihad" O! came, God have 
called you at bahisht (heaven). On listening her words, people of the city 
followed her, in huge crowd with these people. She used to attack them 
(Britishers) with full courage and bravery, her attack was always strong 
enough to get her successes. She used to create havoc against the enemies 
with sword and gun. If her companions leave the battle ground them this 
courageous, warrior old women used to fight alone and them used to come 
back alive. The eye wittiness narrate about her bravery.'*^ 
That women had extraordinary valour and she never scared about 
her life. She used to move forward despite, the havoc all around in the 
battle. Some time that women was said to have seen on foot, mound in the 
horse. She was versed in archery. Her valour and boldness encourage the 
town people with fervency. 
After coming back, where where she did go? Who was she? 
No one could come to know. At leant one day in the month of July 
(probably 27,28 July) due to her continuous fighting with Britishers, she 
reached near the Britishers camp, she had been hearted and get down from 
the horse, where she was arrested and sent to Ambalea.'" 
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After her arrest at Ambalea, what did happen to her? No body 
knows Infect, the cruel Britisher named Hudson. Who liked to quench his 
thirst by the blood of the Mughal Princess, who too admitted that, she was 
the women of Delhi be remembered as the "June of arc"."*^ 
Zeenat Mahal: 
Zinat Mahal was a great lady of Mughal family. She was favourite 
queen of the last Emperor of Delhi, Bahadur Shah. She was active of 1857s 
revolt. She came exercise great influence over the Emperor. He wanted to 
secure the succession for a minor son, Jawan Bakht, the child of his old 
age by his queen 'Zinat Mahal', but there were several princes between 
this boy and the heir apparent, who died. In 1856, prince Fakir-ud-din also 
died. The emperor, under the influence of 'Zinal Mahal' made a fresh 
effort to advance the claims of Jawan Bakht. As the month of May 
progressed, the king was faced with fresh troubles. According to a report 
dated is 28**^  May, the sepoys had already plundered Delhi for three days. 
The suspected Begam Zinat Mahal to be in league with the English. She 
persuaded the Emperor despite his old age to become the leader of the 
rebel forces, in ISS?.''^ 
The sepoys suspicion was directed at Zinat Mahal, the treacherous 
principal queen. The muting had completely upset her plans. She had been 
trying to secure the succession for her son Jawan Bakht. Successive death, 
natural or unnatural, had removed two of the principal rivals. All the 
surviving princes, with the exception of Mirza Kobash, had relinquished 
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their claim to the throne. Zinal Mahal had refused positively to entertain 
any communication from the palace. It was very likely that the negotiations 
were made through trusted agents and written correspondence was 
avoided.'*'* 
Zinat Mahal tried to influence the Governor General through a 
private agent. Thomas Cavendish Fenvick, an English man of considerable 
legal knowledge was then seeking employment at Delhi. The Begam Jawan 
Bakht at Agra and Calcutta. 
Bahadur Shah also believed that the appointment of fenvick would 
be highly beneficial to the cause of Jawan Bakht and did not anticipate any 
opposition fromt eh British Government. 
After the fall of Delhi, Bahadur Shah took refuge in Humayun's 
tomb. Zinat Mahal had to bribe captain Hodson to spare their lives. They 
were conducted from their hidings and imprisoned, in a most humiliating 
manner, and later on, she was taken a prisoner along with emperor, on 21^' 
September, 1857 she was the only queen who accompanied the king, 
during his exile to Rongoon, where she died in 1882. She was very great 
lady.^ ^ 
Basti Begam: 
The great ladies of Mughal family Basti Begam was daughter of 
the last Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah Zafar, who was exited by the 
British Government in 1858 A.D. She was a celebrated poetess of Urdu 
who took part in the great upsurge of 1857 A.D.'*^ 
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Begam Alia : 
She was related to Oudh. During Muting Begam Alia constituted a 
militia comprising of women, as was done by Rani Lakshmi Bai, her bond-
maids were regularly trained in military exercise, under her supervision. A 
female espionage system was also constituted by her thus at a time when 
there was disunity and discord among Indian rebels. Begam kept the torch 
of rebellion alive throughout Oudh for two years. Thereafter, the army of 
the Begam gave in to the siege laid by the British soldiers, very few in 
number. Hud the Begam had any military expertise, she could have 
gathered and organized her forces more ably. 
She had regularly kept in touch with rebel leaders like Nana Sahib 
and Tatya Tope. However, Begam's stoicism enabled her to persist in 
fighting the British for as long as her strength and forces could hold out.'*' 
One of them was Ibrat-un-Nisa who became very significant in 
imperial palace during revolt. She was the superintendent of stores of her 
apparent of the Siraj-uddin Md. Bahadur Shah Zafar.'** Some women had 
kept on their prostest aftermath of revolt due to the atrocities committed by 
the British on to them. 
Saqina Beghum was one of the victims of British terrorism during 
the 1857. She was born at Farrukhabad and was educated in her house by 
learned scholars. At the age of 17 she was married to the son of Faulad 
Khan who was one of the nobles of the last Mughal King, Bahadur Shah 
Zafar and was killed during a pitched battle with the British army in 1857. 
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The day when her father in-law died she gave birth to a child who was 
taken away from her lap by the English. After twelve years struggle she 
succeeded in finding out her son. She died at her birth palace. 
Anonymous Martyr Dom of Jhansi: 
After 1587 the Rohilkhand after 1857 saw a great socio-economic 
change after the revolt of 1857, Hindu Muslim unity was badly effected. 
The upheaval of 1857-58 was the first organized armed attempt by 
the Indians to free them-salves from the political grip of the English. The 
period was one of great tribulation for the Indians and the English alike 
because the fate of both experienced such convulsions which were 
unmatched in the history of the country. The British emerged victorious, 
but the Indians gained too because the movement become a symbal of 
strength and sacrifice for the subsequent generations. 
The revolt of 1857 was mainly feudal in character carrying with it 
same nationalistic elements. The feudal elements of oudh, Rohilkhand and 
same other parts of Northern India led the rebellion. 
After the revolt of 1857 there was change cultural life of 
Rohilkhand. The Hindu became more enlightened. They themselves began 
to give up the vices of their society. The state system was abolished in 
1829 P.D. and polygamy, child marriage and unequal matches was 
discouraged by the spread of education.^" 
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After the Revolt of 1857: 
This Rohilkhand after 1857 saw a great socio-economic change. 
The Aligarh movement of Sir Sayed Ahmad Khan stood for social reforms 
among the Indian Muslim. It emphasized the utility of western education 
for the material prosperity of the Muslims. The movement began well with 
the task of liberalizing Muslim society. It aimed at emancipating women 
from various evils including polygamy. It also punished political 
awakening among the Muslims. The Aligarh influencing the Rohilkhand. 
They were attracted towards western education. 
They worked for the material prosperity of their community. They 
came forward to get rid of various social evils of their community. Beside 
this in Rohilkhand there was an excellent political awakening among the 
Muslims. They were attracted to the National cause and fought neck to 
neck with their Hindu brothers to achieve independence. In Rohilkhand 
there were few commercial riots in Badaun, Bareilly and Moradabad which 
created a difference and bitterness among both the communities. After the 
revolt of 1857, a number of modern Industrial unntures were under taken in 
Rohilkhand. This area was a main sugar cane producing area as a result of 
which number of sugar mills were established in this area.^' 
In the days of Rohilas the dwellings of people were thatched one 
and today the cities of Rohilkhand are Multi storaged. The social economic 
and cultural life of Rohilkhand had under gone among change and even 
today it is in developing stage. 
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The revolt of 1857 was the most severs outburst of anger and 
descent so cumulated in the hearts of Indian masses and a lasses over since 
the inception of British rule in Bengal following the Battles of Plessey and 
Buxar British historian dubbed it as a sepoy muting but Indian historians 
have failed it as the first war of Indian independence. Jawahar Lai Nehru in 
his book: 'The discovery of India' describes it as the great revoh of 1857 
and adds that it was much more than a millitary muting and it rapidly 
spread and assumed the character of a popular rebellion and a war of 
Indian independence/^ Though the revolt was started by the Indian solders 
in the service of the east India company, it spread like wild fire in the 
length and breadth of the country. Millions of peasants, artisans and 
solders fought historically for over a year and their saorilices from a 
glorious chapter of Indian history, Hindu and Muslims struggled shoulder 
to shoulder to through off the alien rules.^ ^ 
This create a question why Muslim needed to prove their loyalties 
after a long gap of 1857. Moreover the attitude of the Muslim scholars 
dealing with this period was to prove that common Muslim were not linked 
with muting but rather it was done by some opportunist depraved and evil-
door. 
However after 1857 in British opinion they had established peace. 
So they started to analyse its causes. They started to review the tyranny 
committed by sepoy during revolt. In this process a large number of rap 
and malestation cases of European women attracted the attention of not 
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only the British Government but to those travelers who were collecting the 
incidents of muting.^ '* Thus these women became the theme of their 
accounts and fiction writings.^^ Surprisingly these authors had ignored the 
Indian women for some purpose and made their centre of attention to 
European women. Also Indian scholars too kept reticent on this issue. 
Censorship on press seems to have major reason for suppressing their 
voice. While British were persistently writing on this issue. Sometimes 
they were projecting European women as vulnerable and innocent creature, 
sometime as a bold heroine who gave precedence to death instead of being 
polluted by these wicked rebellion. 
Whenever they talked about Indian women in their muting 
accounts they kept them between perfidy and devotion. It was commonly 
assumed that Indian women were very acquiescent to their husbands.^^ 
Conclusion : 
In this way like their male counterparts. Muslim women too took 
part in war of independence and faced several hardship aftermath of revolt. 
1857 is considered a training point for Muslim women it ingrained a sense 
of consciousness amongst them and gave an opportunity to emerge as self 
reliant women perhaps this was the reason that is why it was Indian 
Muslim women who made several female organizations prior to All India 
women conference and started raising issues related to gender such as 
polygamy, child marriage, liquor and legal issues.^'' 
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The participation of Muslim women's in freedom began from first 
war of Independence, 1857. This was the time when our society was still 
dominated by conservative traditions and social customs denied women 
their rightful place in it. 
Never the less leaving the hearths and home they come forward 
and fought against foreign domination. They also made supreme sacrifices 
without asking for a weaker sex treatment form a cruel world around. 
These brave women belonged to all the different Indian communities. Here 
only a few Muslim women have been selected to highlight their 
f Q 
contribution which was quite substantial, but is scarcely. Known. 
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Soda-CuliumCTtendsciTta^^ 
tBeiHusGm M^amen in ^tUS^fiatuf 
€htmg IS^ Centiay 
Chapter - IV 
SOCIO-CULTURAL TRENDS AND TRADITIONS OF 
THE MUSLIM WOMEN IN ROHILKHAND DURING 
19TH CENTURY 
Social Economic and Cultural Life of Rohilkhand: 
The region of Rohilkhand failed to make progress economically 
socially and culturally, during the rule of the Rohillas. The increasing 
revenue demands of the Rohillas chieftains. The oppression of the offlcals, 
the great of the Nobles revenue farmers and zamindars the marches and 
counter marches of the rival armies made the life of the people of 
Rohilkhand quite wretched.' 
Rohilkhand of those days was also a land of countrasts extreme 
poverty existed side with extreme luxury and riches and masses were full 
with poverty on the one hand were the rich and powerful. Rohillas 
chieftains steeped in luxury and comforts, on the their backward, oppressed 
and impoverished persants living at the bare subsistence level and having 
to bear all sorts of injustices and inequities.^ 
The agriculture during the 18"* century in Rohilkhand was 
technically backward and stagnant the techniques of production had 
remained stationer for centuries.^ 
The region of Rohilkhand was very fertile and it was watered by 
the river Ganga and Ram Ganga with many other small rivers. The 
peasants of Rohilkhand tried to make up for technical »^pCV*'aFdne»s"b^ 
working very hard.'* The farmers performed miracles of production and but 
unfortunately he seldom reaped the fruits of his labour. Even society his 
own reward was miserably inadequate. 
The state the zamindars, the Jagirdars another revenue farmers 
tried to extract the maximum amount from the farmers.^ 
Even though the villages of Rohilkhand were largely self sufficient 
and important little from outside. The means of communication were 
backward extensive trade with in the region and between the provinces was 
carried on under the Rohillas. Rohilkhand was on the whole self sufficient 
in handicrafts and agricultural products.^ 
The content warfare and of low and order in Rohilkhand harmed 
the internal trade in this region many trading centres were looted by the 
constants for power. The trade routes of tarai forests were infested and 
traders and their caravans were regularly looted. Even the rood between 
Delhi, and Bareilly and Bareilly and Lucknow were not safe for travelling.^ 
Moreover emergence of Rohillas in Rohilkhand led too the 
emergence of real cities of Aonla, Badaun, Pilibhit and Shahjahanpur. 
Rohilkhand was nine large scale manufacturers of cotton fabrics sugar 
dyestiffs and metallic products. 
The education was not neglected in 18"^  century in Rohilkhand. 
Elementary education was quits widespread in Rohilkhand. Among the 
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Hindu it was imparted through town and village schools. While among the 
Muslims through the Maulavies in Maktabs situated in Mosque. The 
schools the young students were taught reading writing and simple 
arithmetics. 
Elementary education was mostly confined to the higher castes but 
many persons from the lower castes also often received it.^ A very pleasant 
aspect of education then was that the teachers enjoyed high prestige in the 
community. Badaun, Aonla and Bareilly were the centres of higher 
learning of Persian education in Rohilkhand. The girls were seldom given 
education though some women of the higher classes were an exception.'° 
Social and Cultural Life: 
The social and cultural life in Rohilkhand was marked by 
stagnation and dependence on the past. Despite certain broad cultural unity 
there was no uniformity of culture and social patterns all over the 
Rohilkhand." 
The Hindus and Muslims of the Rohilkhand formed two district 
societies. The people of Rohilkhand were divided by religion, region tribe, 
language and caste. The social life of ruling class and chieftains was 
prosperous and superior from the life and culture of the lower classes.'^ 
Many Hindu and Muslim ladies played important roles in the politics of 
Rohilkhand. ^ ^ 
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The sister of Hafiz Rahmat Khan Bibi Sahiba played a very 
dominating rule in politics of the time. The peasant women usually worked 
in the fields and women of the poorer classes often worked outside their 
homes to supplements the family in come. The pardah was common in the 
higher classes of Rohilkhand both Hindus and Muslims.''* 
The boys and girls or both the communities were not permitted to 
mix with each other. The marrieages were arranged by the heads of the 
families.'^ Man were permitted to have more than one wife but except the 
well off all normally had only one wife. A women was expected to marry 
only once in their life time. The custom of early marriage prevailed in 
Rohilkhand. 
The evil of dowry was in higher classes were for bidden from the 
remarriage were as the widow women of lower classes normally remarried. 
There were all sorts of restrictions on widows. There was restriction on her 
clothing diet, movements etc. in fact she was to renounce all the pleasures 
of earth.'^ 
Culturally Rohilkhand showed some signs of exhaustion during the 
IS*** century, but 18"^  century was no dark age creativity of the people 
continued to fined expression, the cultural continuity with the procedure 
centuries was maintained and local tradition continued to envolve.'^ 
The Indian culture remained traditional. The Rohillas patronized 
men of letter and artists and musicians. Hafiz Rahmat Khan was himself a 
great laureate and he was renowned author of Persian.'* 
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A noteworthy feature of literary life of 1S"* century of Rohlkhand 
was the spread of Urdu language and vagarious growth of Urdu poetry, 
Urdu gradually become the medium of social intercourse among the upper 
classes of Rohilkhand. Struggle for power and wealth, economic decline, 
social backwardness and cultural stagnation had a depend harmful impact 
on the morals of a section of the Indian people.'^ 
The nobles in particular degenerated in their private life. The 
virtues of loyalty, gratitude and faithfulness to their pledged word tended 
to disappear in the single minded persaits of selfish aims friendly relations 
between the Hindu and the Muslims were a very healthy features of life in 
18* century in Rohilkhand.^^ Even though the nobles and chills of the time 
fought one another, but their fights and their alliances were seldom based 
on distinctions of religion. Thus the politics of that time was secular in 
Rohilkhand there was little bitterness an religious intolerance. All people 
high or low respected one another's religion and a spirit of tolerance and 
harmony was seen all over the Rohillas region. The mutual relations of 
Hindus and Muslims were those of brother among brothers.^^ 
The common people in village and towns fully shared one another 
joys and sorrow irrespective of religious affiliations. The festival of Holi 
and Id were rejoiced by both the communities equali.^^ 
The Muslims conperuted in nonreligious spheres such as social life 
and cultural affairs. The evolution of a composite Hindu Muslim culture 
continued unchecked. The Rohila chiefs and their Sardars and commons 
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joined in Hindu festivals such as Hoii, Dewali and Durgapuja, just as 
Hindus participated in the Muharram processions.^^ 
Food : 
The food of the Muslim was very costly and at the same time 
dainty, because the Muslim always preferred quality to quantity in maters 
of diet. Like their male members the Muslim ladies were also very fond of 
dainty dishes. Here it is conspicuous to note that their male members never 
discriminated against their ladies in sharing of delicious food. And it was a 
common practice among the Muslims to take food jointly^'* sitting around 
one dastarkhwan, which could never be expected in Hindu families. 
Muslim ladies not only displayed great luxury in food but some of them 
spent a heavy amount in the preparation of dainty dishes.'^^ This craving for 
a variety of delicious dishes resulted in a high degree of perfection of 
culinary art for the preparation of food. Male and female cookes were kept 
in Royal-house holds and well to do families. But even in the presence of 
such expert cooks the Muslim ladies liked to help them and made certain 
discs by themselves.^^ Ruhelkhand was known for their high degree of 
proficiency in the culinary art, this art come to be further encouraged and 
developed during the age of the great Mughals. 
The dishes during this period, did not suffer from lack of variety or 
quality, and they were chiefly in keeping with the socio-economic status of 
the different classes amongst the Hindus and the Muslims. Apart from the 
influences of the socio-religious customs and practices as well as the 
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economic conditions of the people, the geographical and climatic factors 
also appear to have played a very significant role in determining the 
various^* contemporary social grouping. Richness and variety appear to 
have been the two chief characteristic features of the food taken by the 
upper class and the lower class, both among the Hindus and the Muslims. 
Almost all of the great Rohillas maintained a well organised and expensive 
royal kitchen, with a large number of officials, big and small, and their 
subordinate staff cooks recruited form different countries, prepared a great 
variety of dainty dishes of various kinds of grains, vegetables and meats 
for the use of the Emperor and the royal household. The favourite dish of 
the Muslims was meat and its various preparations.^'' There were many 
meat shops scattered in all the big cities and towns of Northern India. The 
Muslims freely took beef, mutton, fish, chickens and many other kinds of 
birds. Among the various kinds of meat preparations served on the table of 
the Rohillas and upper class consisted of qalia-i-sada, gilia-i-Chashni dar, 
do piyaza, qalia-i-mahi, qalia-i-samosa, qalia-i-badam and kababs^^ etc. 
Two kinds of kababs, kabab-i-Hindi and Kabab-i-Shami were famous 
dishes of that period. Nargisi Kofta was very popular dishes of upper class 
and the common people. Rice was very popular among the rural class and 
upper class.^^ Vegetables were generally cooked with meat. Pickles were in 
great demand. 
The poor folk used pulses and vegetables.^^ The different kinds of 
cooked rice bread, ghee (or butter), milk products, sweet meats, plenty of 
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sugar fruits vegetables and 'sags' of numerous varieties. A special variety 
of delicious food known as 'kheer' prepared from fine rice, milk, sugar 
spices, dry fruits etc. appeared to have been commonly prevalent among 
the higher sections of the society particularly in regions now covered by 
the modern state of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh.^'* Similarly, 'khichari' the 
most popular dish of the Hindus has been referred to by almost all foreign 
travellers. 
As rice was the chief cereal of India, many varieties of food were 
prepared from it, some of them, were khushkah qabuli duzd biryani, 
'qima pullow', shullah and qima shurba, gosht and biryan {mutton 
biryarif^ was also liked Nur pullow, we fined references of 'pullow' of 
green, red and black colours in Pelseart's account. 'Mahi' (fish) and murgh 
pullow were also popular. 
Besides these salted food, there were many other sweet dishes 
prepared with rice 'Zarda biryanV (Zarda) was a saffron coloured dish 
very common in the society under review. Muzaafar was another variety of 
Zarda sapeda was a white sweet dish made with rice for mutanjan, rice, 
sugar and meat were used Shirbrinj was prepared with milk rice and sugar 
candy.^* 
So far as wheat flour is concerned many varieties were prepared. 
Sambosa, Namak para was also cooked. It was mostly eaten with Khushka, 
Sag (made of spinach and other greens with onions, ghee, papper, cloves 
etc. and it was one of the most pleasant dishes) and Halwa Qabuli 
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Duzdbiryan Shulla Bughra, Qima, Shurba, Harisa. It could be cooked in 
twenty different ways and it was also know as Khurma were prepared with 
wheat flour and sngox^^puwa and malpua were also sweet dishes. 
Mahbubf^ was a favourite dish. Bread of various kinds was 
popular with the Muslims during the 19 century Muslim ladies showed 
their mastery in its preparation. When they baked bread in an oven they 
called it tanori and when an iron plate, tanuk tabqi. 
On the other hand chapatti 'roghni' and mithi roghni were baked 
on an iron plate. Other varieties of such bread were 'warqi' begamati, 
mughlai, zafrani, paneri dosti and pent. Ladies of the nobility baked a 
kind of bread, which was very popular made with flour, milk butter (ghee) 
and eggs. Bread of Harley, jawar and bajra^^ were common among the 
poorer sections of Muslim society. Meat was the most favourite dish of 
Muslim men and women. Muslims ladies of the royalty and nobility were 
expert in dressing meat in different ways.'*^ 
It is remarkable to note that although beef and mutton were used 
by the Muslims but generally persons of quality preferred mutton and beef 
was common among the poor sort. 
Flesh of different birds was also a favourite dish of the Muslims. 
During the Muslim period a number of dishes were prepared with meat. 
Qurma murgh mussallam Qalia and Dupiyaza ^ were also favourite dishes 
for the morning breakfast Kabab and Roti were like by Muslim men and 
women. 
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Kababs were of different kinds, such as Shami Kabab, Seekh 
Kababs, Gular Kabab, Pasande Ke Kabab, Kalegi Kabab etc. Murgh 
Kabab or Kabab made of foul and patrige was also liked very much.'*^ 
Eggs were popular among the Muslims and different dishes were 
cooked with it. Halwa made of eggs was a favourite dish. During the 
period under review the common vegetables were brinjal, radish pumpkin, 
carrot, karil, torai seem, singer, purwas, arvi, ladies finger, kakri, sajna, 
turnip, cabbage and cucumber etc. Different kind of sag of poi lonikafangi 
sare methi sowa palak and bathua etc. were cooked. It is noteworthy that 
the Muslim widows ate a lot of vegetables."*^ 
Being one of the chief grains of India, pulses were in great use. 
Muslim ladies introduced varieties of dishes with it. It is important to that 
the people of Bihar, Oudh, Daab, Rohilkhand and Delhi used it much as in 
these areas the production of pulses was in abundance. Pulses of mung, 
massor, urad, Ghana (gram), moth and arhar were common. Pahit was rich 
dish made of pulses and mostly used with Khuska.'*^ 
Achar (pickle/^ was one of the favourites of the Muslim ladies 
who by nature liked sourish things very much. Therefore, though achar 
was of Indian origin, Muslim ladies copied it in due course and made it an 
important item of their dastarkhwan. Chatni was also an important dish of 
the Muslim ladies.^^ 
India has been famous for making different varieties of sweet 
meats. The Muslim introduced some more during the Mughal age. As 
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sweet dishes were liked by prophet Mohammad, the Muslims made it an 
important item of their table firni yaguti, faluda, sewai, murabba, nukti, 
reori and batasha were introduced by Muslim cooks during the Muslim 
period.^' 
Manner of Eating: 
Muslim ladies were very particular in observing formalities before 
taking their meals. First a dastarkhwan (square or circular piece of cloth 
for joint dinner) was spread over the carpet of the meal had to be served. 
Generally these dastarkhwans were made of "finest and whitest Muslim" 
interwoven with gold and silver flowers. Some had dastarkhwans made of 
leather which was called sufra. 
It is interesting to mention that in royal families when there were 
no outsiders at meal time, the king, queen and the princesses ate together. 
He always eats in private of excellent dishes which dressed and proved by and 
so by lunuchs brought to the kings.^^ 
In well-to-do families also men and women of the whole family 
took hand in lower classes the men generally took their meals first fryer 
observes. The women are conformable to the wills of their husbands being 
truly no more than their chief slaves, dressing the victuals and waiting till 
their lord have dined, before they eat them selves. 
It was customary among the Muslims to wash their hands before 
taking their meal, and attiring ''Bismillah'' (in the name of God) all started 
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their meals. It is also remarkable that Muslim men and women did not sit 
crossed legged while taking their food, but kneeling down with legs folded 
backwards and knees touching the ground.^ ^ 
The Muslims were very careful and temperate in their diet and 
never ate all bellies. Terry remarks they keep themselves to a thin diet and 
eat neat a pamper and please their appetite, but to satisfy and support 
nature. 
At the close of the meal all the Muslims prostrated them in prayer 
by saying "Alhamdu-lillah" (all praise are for God) and then washed their 
hands and dried them on towels. After finishing their food the Muslim 
ladies were habituated to Chai and Pan (betel).^ '* 
Toilet and Ornaments: 
The social and cultural life in Rohilkhand was marked by 
stagnation and dependence on the past. Despite certain broad cultural unity 
there was no uniformity of culture and social patterns allover the 
Rohilkhand.^^ Women in general were more particular about their toilets 
and ornaments then women^^ to look young and pretty has been the 
instinctive nature of the fair sex, irrespective of caste, creed and rank for 
this, they have always adopted contrivances to increase their physical 
charm and attractiveness. Muslim ladies, who were not the exception to 
this universal craze have practiced various amorous tricks, to enhance their 
beauty and charm, by means of which they could easily attract the attention 
of the opposite sex. Not only the young ladies but the middle aged women 
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too, concentrated in retaining their diminishing charm with the help of 
cosmetics.^^ 
Muslim women in general were very particular about their toilets 
and spent a major portion of their time in cultivating physical charms and 
graceful looks. But in comparison with the working classes the ladies of 
the leisured hours in beautifying their persons and adding to their physical 
charms.^ * The items of toilet of a Muslim women are dealt with one by one 
in the following pages. 
Women's Toilets: 
Women's toilet in regard to bating, anointing, braiding of the hair, 
decking the crown of the head with jewels, putting sectarian marks of 
castes and wearing pearls and gold ornaments tinting with lamp-black like 
callyrium, staining the hands, eating of pan (beat leaves) and decorating 
themselves with various ornaments^^ anointing with sandal wood unguent; 
wearing of various kinds of dresses; wearing earrings; adorning with nose-
rings of pearls and gold; wearing ornaments around the neck; decking with 
garlands of flowers or pearls; staining the hands; wearing a belt hung with 
a small bells; decorating the feet with gold ornaments^" morning duties; 
bathing, wearing of beautiful clothes; decorating the hairs; putting a 
vermilion mark (sindur) on the parting of their hairs anointing the body 
with 'kesar' and other perfumes; staining the hands with mehnadi wearing 
ornaments of gold; eating 'pan' and thereby, colouring the lips and 
applying 'missi' to the tooth, using antimony {anjan) in the eyes etc.^' 
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surma a preparation of lamp-black were used for decoration of the eye-lids. 
It was usual for the ladies of the upper and lower classes to use missi. The 
use betel-leaves for reddening the lips became popular since the early 
settlement of the Muslims in this country the middle aged women who 
tried hard to retain her diminishing beauty and charm by painting her 
eyebrows, powdering her face and putting antimony in her eyes. 
Ghaza was used in place of modern times powder for the 
enhancement of the beauty of the face. The Muslim women were very 
particular in dressing and oiling their hair. 
They plaited their hair in three different ways, either in the form of 
chotf^ or Khajuri chotf^ or Jura^^ Jura was tagged with tasel or a fine 
piece of choth. The hair was parted in the middle and this paring line was, 
and is called mong. Kanghi and shana were used for this purpose. Women 
some times put rid mark on their forehead. Women also used perfumes. 
They Mirror used by her while dressing and arsi served the purpose of a 
portable mirror.^^ 
Women Ornaments: 
The love of personal finery has been deeply embedded in the very 
soul of Indian ladies from time immemorial, irrespective of caste, colour, 
rank or race. By ornamentation, the women have always tried to enhance 
their charm and beauty. Truly speaking, however, though the garments of a 
women might have bun simple for centuries, the most significant part, her 
wearing ornaments, is being carried on the Indian ladies still. Some of the 
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most popular ornaments of the modem period of the 19 century in 
Rohilkhand.^^ 
Head Ornaments: 
From the detailed study of ornaments it appears that the Muslim 
women during the Modern period used to decorate their heads with a large 
variety of ornaments made of gold, silver and costly gems.^' These were 
hair pins used^° for making knots over the back of the head and were made 
of gold or silver. Sometimes, ghunghru were attached on the upper part of 
the Kants. 
Sheesphul was used commonly mang was a chain with golden 
beads and flowers worn on the head. Phul was smaller than the sheesphul 
mauli. This was a long cham. Sinthi, Chiruni. Description of another 
ornament is also available which was little round one inserted with two 
pearls in between. 
Ornaments for the Forehead: 
Like the head, Muslim ladies decorated their forehead with the 
following different kinds of ornaments this platforms provided ample 
opportunities to Muslim ladies to adorn it with varieties of ornaments of 
the people close to them. Tika^^ was extremely splendid and valuable 
forehead ornament. JhumarJ^ ornaments was a tassel shaped pendant, 
hanging beautifully on the forehead. Sikara or sekra,''^ was mainly worn in 
marriage, birth and on other special occasions. Chand was a semi-lunar 
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shaped ornament for forehead made of gold that can be seen in the modern 
age also7^ 
Bandni^ ^ was an ornament similar to binduli, made of brass and 
was in common use among lower class ladies. Domni or Dauni, Kutbi and 
Sosani, Chand Bina, TawitJ^ Banvata were beautiful ornaments. Sar-
Sor^° was favourite ornament of Muslim ladies. Mang Pati or Mang, an 
ornament made of gold chain was meant for resting on the central parting 
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of the hair. Benna, Bindi, were beautiful ornament. 
Ornaments of the Ear: 
In a Muslim society wearing of ornaments in ears was regarded a 
sign of respectability. Jhumka. Muslim ladies were very fond of wearing 
'Jhumka , made of pure gold, not only during the Mughal age and only 
upper class, but today also Jhumka is of favourite ornament among Muslim 
ladies. 
'Aweza' is pendant, and was worn m the ears. It was made of 
gold or precious stones. Bijli*'* a flat broad gold ear-ring having a leaf was 
either made plain or inlaid with precious stones. Bali was a small ring 
with a flower in the middle made of gold. It was very popular among the 
ladies of all classes. Bunda was commonly worn by Muslim ladies. 
on 
Khunti was another variety of Karnphul and was a smaller ornaments like 
no 
a nail and a murki. Khunt was a round ear ornament resembling a deep 
and made of gold/silver. Bala or Chakravali Kundal Kundal were another 
variety of earring made of gold inlaid with pearls, silver, and copper.*^ 
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Women had their ears pierced in several places in order to wear 
ornament in them. 
Nose ornaments: 
Dulag and nath sometimes pearls were tucked in this ring. There 
were several types of nose ornaments during Modern period. Laung was 
known as an ornament for nose had the shape of a clove and was preferred 
by the more fashionable ladies of the time. °^ 
Nath was a very popular nose ornament. As origin of this nose ring 
is concerned the credit goes to the Muslims. Nath was regarded as the 
symbal of a married life. Besar was a popular populr ornament in Medieval 
India.^ ^ 
Bulaq half moon shaped ornament had two varieties, buloq and 
chanotker Bulaq. It lag flat upon the upper lip. Karna-Phula was a nose 
ornaments having the shape of a white flower known as 'Kama'. It was in 
common use among the higher and lower classes alike. Katia was a gold 
chain, the one end of which was fastened to 'nath' and the hook was 
attached to the hair. Latkan was a pendant hanging from the 'nath '.^^ 
Neck Ornaments: Necks, too were not deprived of decoration and 
several varieties of ornaments existed for the ladies of the Modern period 
as 19**^  century in Rohilkhand and surrounding areas. Details of Neck 
ornaments varieties used by the Muslim ladies are furnished below. 
'Har'^'' was a very popular necklace of pearls made to pass 
through strings, generally interconnected with golden rose. Har was also 
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called 'Mala' and it was also known as motihar. Other varieties of 'Har' 
were 'chandanhar' or 'nausar har'' and modan mala\ Chandan means 
sandalwood and 'mohan' signifies fascination chandan Har was long chain 
or neckalace or a number of chains. Muslim ladies of upper classes had a 
great liking of or 'Har' made of precious stones especially 'maarwaries and 
such other gems.^ ^ 
'Hamel'^^ was a necklace made of silver or gold coins. It had 
another variety in circular shape and the frontal face was beautifully 
engraved. Zanjir'^ was a thin gold chain which was worn on the nick. 
Gulaband consisted of five or seven rose shaped buttons of gold on 
a silken cloth. This ornament was tightly fitted round the neck. Chandra 
Har- 'Chandra har' was very much popular among the well-to-do families. 
This ornaments was made of gold or silver chains with a moonlike tablet in 
the middle.^^ 
Hansli-Tauq was a soil collar of gold or silver in the shape of three 
fourth of a moon. This ornament was quite heavy and oppressive to the 
wearier like the many ornaments of Modem Indian ladies. Manikya Mala, 
Kath Shri, Champakalf^ Chauk, Haul Dil, Gaj Mukta, Ponwon, Made Ali, 
Jugnu or Jugni were other popular ornaments.'^° 
Ornaments for the Arms: 
Female arms likewise, were leden with different types of 
ornaments viz. Bazuband}^^ (armelet) Toda,"^^ a hollow circle warm on 
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the arms. Another ornaments of Arms were Bahunta.'^^ This was a round 
ornament made of five pieces. 
Ornaments for the Wrists and Fingers: 
Muslim women decorated their wrists and fingers with a large 
variety of ornaments. Kangan'"'' (bracelet), Gajrah a bracelet of gold Jawe 
Gajra which was flexible bracelet made of gold studs, of square shape, 
mounted on a silken band. Ponchian'"^ Chahanni, Kara, other ornament of 
wrists. Anguthi'"^ was a ring set with stones Chhalla was either a plain or a 
whole hoop ring usually without stones in gold and silver. Arsi was a ring 
with a round mirror.'°^ 
Ornament of the Waist: Bandhi-i-Kamar and haikal-i-Kamar. 
Among the main ornament for the waist mention may be made of Chhudr-
Khantika^^^ galedon bells strung on gold wire, and twisted round the waist 
and 'Kati mekhala' a golden belt highly decorative. Bichi'^^ a chain made 
like a centipede was usually of silver and wrapped round one's waist. 
Kamarsal, Zar Kamar, Kandora were other popular ornaments of the 
waist.''" 
Ornament of Feet/Ankles: Jahar-Chura"' or Kara,''^ Dhundhani, 
Maschi, Ghungru,"^ Baur, Payal, paizers"^ or Khal-khal, Payal is a Hindi 
name, where as paizeb is a Persian, Khal Khal, is Arabic word. It was a 
very popular leg ornaments."^ It was a hollow 'kara' with little bells or 
small pebbles put inside. Lachha,"^ Zanjiri"^ and Chhagal''* were other 
feet ornaments. 
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Ornaments for the palm: Rath Chur or Das Band"^- was a 
decorated gold plate worn on the back of the hard and attached to the five 
fingers by means of gold rings strung on it. Hath Phool was a bangle with 
five chains attached to rings worn on all the fingers. Hath was lotus 
shaped, set in with a ruby, and was fixed to the rings worn on all the 
fingers.'^° 
Ornaments for the Toe: Bichiya'^' or Bichhouh Napur}^^ Bhank, 
Anwat/^^ Unchat'^^or Ujjahatika, were important leg-ornaments.'^^ 
Dress: 
Styles of Indian dress in the 19"^  century represented the 
confluence of two streams of aesthetics and conceptions of modesty. 
Muslim custom required a dress that covered the body up to the throat, the 
wrists, the and the ankles. The religious injunction was obeyed, but the 
material out of which the dress was made could be as light transparent as 
the wearer wanted it to be; and this is borne out by the 19'** century. The 
main textiles were cotton, silk and wool silk, wool and the fine qualities of 
cotton were appropriated entirely by the higher classes. The poor had to be 
content with calicoes, or thick cloth called Gar ha or Khaddar}^^ 
The quality of cloth worn indicated the status of the individual. 
"The districtions of dress in Hindustan consist entirely in the finances of 
the linen of which the habit is made. The Indian summer also encouraged 
the production of very fine Muslims. The nobles made their turbans out of 
it and the ladies used it for their dresses. Its varieties were given such 
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poetic names as Ab-i-rawan, Shabnam, Sangoti, Jhuna, Malmal, Tangeb 
1 yj 
tarandam, Nayansukh, Sarkand, etc. 
But the finest of Muslims was by itself not enough to satisfy the 
vanity or the aesthetic cravings of the royalty and the upper classes. It is 
important to mention that the manufacture of such fine dress material was 
limited to the demands of a small class of well-to-do people. The 
difference between the dress of the nobility and the common Muslim 
women lay mostly in quality and material other than in style. Muslim 
(women) ladies belonging to the aristocratic families wore costly dresses 
made of the finest cotton clothes silver stuff or gold and silver, and of all 
the costliest things. 
Ladies of the royalty and nobility, preferred clothes for their 
garments such as ^atlas' 'makhmal', 'hareer', 'tas', 'zarbaff, 'badlah', 
'katna', mushajjar, shamama, ambrin, parniyan, lahi, tamani, shabnam, 
hammam, malmal, sarband, hilmil, baft hawa, panch talia, bhirun, siri saf, 
baftab, kamkhwab, mushroom, tanjeb etc clothes of chikan work was also 
in common use among them. Pintadoes, silk stuff, satins, velvet and 
damasks dyed into all sorts of lively and good colours, cloth of gold, silver 
and tissue used by the upper class ladies who had plenty of these.'^^ 
It is important to mention that the ladies of the upper classes used 
different varieties of dress for winter and summer. In cold weather they 
used dresses made of furs and fine wool whereas in summer fine Muslims 
were liked, "which is so fine". It is important to mention that the 
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manufacture of such fine dress material was limited to the demands of a 
small class of well-to-do people. The poorer classes of the Muslim society 
were too poor to afford such costly cloth. Therefore their ladies contented 
themselves by wearing less expensive dresses suited to their mcomes. 
Their common dress material was white calico and red 'salu' only on 
certain festivals, marriages, birth ceremonies and other social occasions 
they used fine clothes but inferior in quality from their sisters' dresses of 
the upper class for summer they had no special dress but in winter they 
used stuffed cotton and a variety of rough blankets instead of Kashmiri 
Shawl.^ ^^ 
The simple dress was commonly worn by the orthodox throughout 
the country with minor variations in different localities, particularly in the 
form of the dhoti, differing in its length and valuminoisness from province 
to province and in some ways with communities etc. in towns and cities, 
among the upper classes, generally, the shawl had given place to the more 
convenient coat which began to be made in European Style, fitted with 
buttons and provided with pockets and could be long or short.'•'^  In its 
original form it was fastened with tapes. But perhaps the most striking 
differences of costume between one part of the region and another were in 
the shape and cotour of the turaban. 
In North west frontier where Afghan fashions prevailed men wore 
very baggy trousers and covered their heads with a large turban folded 
round a conical skull cap.'" On the whole, the Rohilkhand costume, 
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despite the many specific varieties had a generic resemblance. Among the 
upper and middle classes "on gala occasions the dresses were quite 
resplendent with gorgeous colour". The aristocracy, consisting of the 
princes of the ruling houses and the Rajas and Nawabs etc. needless to say, 
were most extravagant and flashy in their dress and adornment, particularly 
at public functions.'^ '* 
The poorer classes of the Muslim society, were too poor to afford 
such costly cloth. Therefore, their ladies contented themselves by wearing 
less expensive dresses suited to their income. Their common dress material 
was white calico and red 'salu' only on certain festivals, marriages, birth 
ceremonies and other social occasions they used fine clothes, but inferior 
in quality from their sisters dresses of the upper class marriageable dress 
was very costly for summer they had no special dress, but in winter they 
used stuffed cotton and a variety of rough blankets instead of Kashmiri 
Shawl.'^ ^ 
Muhammedan ladies generally very strict in the observance of 
'Purdah', and they put on 'burqas' (complete veils) whenever they moved 
out unveiled, and in some cases, they observed 'Ghoonghat' (or a kind of 
partial veil) on account of the excessive heat of this country, no body were 
gloves and stockings, and sometimes the ladies of the well-to-do classes 
put on precious jewels and other ornaments over their bruches. Poor 
women moved about without shoes, but the rich ladies normally put on 
shoes of varied designes and colours and, sometimes, they were profusely 
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adorned with costly silver and golden artistic designs. But the finest of 
Muslims was by itself not enough to satisfy the vanity or the aesthetic 
cravings of the royalty and the upper classes, so along with eaving, the 
allied arts of embroidery, tailoring, printing etc. were also encouraged. 
Embroidered Muslim was known as Kasidah, that with exquisite 
embroidery was called Jamdani. She had revolutionized dresses and 
decorations, and had designed new varieties of brocade and lace, growns 
andcarpets.'3« 
The Muslim ladies were distinguished mainly by their shalwar 
(breeches) and shirts with half length sleeves. The rest of the arm was 
profusely adorned with numerous precious stones and ornaments. The 
famous Hindi poet Bhushan refers to the Mughals women of Delhi wearing 
cholis (corsets) 'Shalwars' long and loose shirts, 'phyjamans' (Suthani) 
and shoes. The 'Shalwars' was made of all kinds of stuffs cotton, silk or 
brocade, according to the socio-economic status of their career. The 
aristocratic ladies wore Qabas of fine Kashmiri wool during the cold 
weather, and some of them also used Kashmiri Shawls of the finest texture 
which could be passed through a shawal finger ring.'^' 
Nima a sort of Kurti was worn by Muslim ladies. Some ladies put 
on half smocks not reaching below the waist and upon the izar they were 
ghagra or lahnga, a kind of petticoat gathered at the waist and extending 
upto the feet. These drawers or bruches they wear a petticoat of Taffata or 
cotton, but so then that its easy to see all under it. 
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It is important to mention that the converted Muslim ladies never 
preferred dresses other than 'Sari'.'"*" 'Dupatta', a useful envelope and the 
most graceful part of the whole female costume was commonly worn by all 
Muslim ladies generally it was made of cloth of three yards. 'Dupatta was 
worn on the back of the head and fell in graceful folds over the person. "Its 
end hung down on both sides as low as their knees". They cover their 
heads with a sheet of cloth of gold and these are of different makes and 
colours. 'Orhni was also a kind of 'dupatta', but less long and much thick. 
The Muslim ladies of lower rank, removed their dress generally 
after a week or even earlier as required. In the summer season changed 
their clothes several times a day, due to the vicissitudes in the weather,''" 
This consists in general in the chola or close coat, which is much 
higher with women, than with men, in the daman, or petticoat tacked to it 
which is four times ampler in a women than in a men, and lastly, in the 
lining of the hem, which is always in white with men, but of the most 
gaudy silks with women, and these too with lace in general the women of 
all classes covered their heads with a piece of cloth called dupatta or orni, 
this dupatta was not only used to cover up the heads but the breasts as well. 
Some women especially of royal family and their female servants 
sometimes wore cap, made of fme and thin texture.''*^ The main body dress 
consisted of the kurti, choli, ungela, or mahrum and peshwa. 
Sinabund, a piece of cloth was used to cover the breast. Neema or 
neem tona was a jacket and was worn in the upper part of the main body 
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and probably corresponded to modern blouse, chapkan was also worn on 
the main body for legs, shalwar, or breeches were made of cotton, silk or 
brocade according to the means of the wearers and were stripped in several 
colours. The paijamah, was the main dress for covering the lower portion 
of the body, both for the poor and the rich woreen alike, differing only in 
the quality of the cloths and pattern.''*^ 
Marriage: 
One of the primary functions of the family or to be more pricise, of 
the head of the family was to choose spouses for the children at the proper 
time.'^^ 
Marriage, one of the prime requirements of men, is an institution, 
as old as Adam in Islam, marriage is a civil contract between two opposite 
sexes for the protection and development of society, and as a shield against 
sexual weakness, faultiness and unchastely. Marriage is a sacred duty and 
who ever dislikes this way of life is disbeliever of Islam.''^ ^ 
The Muslim of India generally celebrated observing a number of 
ceremonies and customs baring the early and middle ages of Islam. In 
Rohilkhand as well as in other Muslim countries very few ceremonies were 
celebrated. Only 'Nikah' and 'walima' were thought important. So it is 
clear that the various customs and ceremonies involved in a Muslim 
marriage in the Rohilkhand. In fact because of the existing political, social, 
economic, cultural moral and ecological conditions.''*^ 
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Marriageable Age: 
Early marriage had become almost an universal feature of the 
contemporary Indian social life during the period, among the Muslims no 
fixed age limit existed for the marriage. But as, it was an age of early 
marriage, generally girls rarely exceeded the age of nine or ten years and 
the boys sixteen or seventeen before they were wedded. 
The accounts of the foreign travellers, the Persian chronicles and 
the contemporary literary works a bound in numerous instances of child 
marriage in our period. Both the Hindus and the Muslims had fallen to 
it."*^  Young girls were considered a burden and parents remained worried 
to get their daughters married as early as possible. But they were not 
adamant about the early marriage of their sons. In a Muslim family girls of 
sixteen and seventeen years were considered to have crossed their prime.'''^ 
Selection of Marriage Partners: 
In every age selection of suitable matches for sons and daughters 
has been worrying all the Muslim families since children's earliest years 
upto period of its accomplishment.'^° 
A selection of a marriage partner depended on social and economic 
considerations, including the status of the family, their stands and 
relationship. However birth position and eligibility were considered 
seriously besides the family status included income, health behaviour. 
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temperament, inclination, social and economic condition, relations and 
field of influence.'^' 
Women as constituted by God, full of love and sympathy, could 
and did provide solace to him. She could understand his needs and desires 
and do her best to please him in every possible manner. In the same way 
man was to be a refuge for women and responsible of the fulfilment of her 
needs and fancies this relationship was considered to be necessary. 
Marriage was generally organised on the basis of established 
reports, interests or respect held by the family.'^ ^ 
The Marriage Proposal: 
The initiation of marriage proposal, as such has been a very 
important item, for it provides the way to negotiation and settlement like 
th 
today, in the 19 century, the main initiation started, obviously, with the 
parents or guardians concerned, but other people were also connected with 
it as relatives friend and intermediaries. The right to initiate a marriage by 
the mates them selves has been approved by Islam but during that period it 
was a social custom that usually the boys and girls did not initiate the 
proposal on their own castes.'^^ 
In a tradition of the prophet both of these functions have been 
referred to "marry women to enjoy their love and to be get children". The 
Quran say! "He created for you help ments form your selves that ye might 
find rest in them, and he ordered between you love and graciousness before 
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the marriage some customs and rites from their the Indian Muslims 
borrowed as mangni (engagement)". "^^  
Mangni (Engagement): 
This is very important part of the marriage. After the engagements 
and just married. Mangni was the first contract binding on the bride and 
bridegroom's parties to accomplish their engagement at an a appointed 
time and period. In the ceremony invited relatives and friends paid a visit 
of the house of the girl on the appointed date.'^^ 
There were different means of announcing betrothals. These 
formalities could last a month, a week, or these days. But if need arose, the 
marriage ceremony could be performed with in a day by reducing the usual 
intervals between the rites to hours and minutes. Generally, the people 
were very punctilious about these observances for fear of some evil 
consequence.'^^ 
Marriage Date Fixation: 
Generally at the time of engagement fixed of the marriage date and 
the month and years disordered. Mostly Muslims preferred to marry their 
children in the month of 'Rajab' 'Shaban' and after the 'Idul Zuha' was 
always declared with the first visibility of the moon and generally first and 
last weeks.'^^ 
The Muslims marriage was supposed to be a simple and straight 
civil contract, but one finds that it had become so full of formalities and 
customs similar to the Hindu that its true character had become obscure. 
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The moon were preferred. It was a common practice during those days to 
consult astrologers.'^^ 
Henna and Ubtan: 
The bride's and bridegroom the best glow of complexion and an 
intriguing odour from the body. Applying the ubtan i.e. a paste prepared by 
mixing form haldi, flour, oil sandalwood, orange peal and turmeric was 
considered to be a very important ceremony and second before the 
marriage apply the henna constituted another important ceremony. Henna 
was applied to the hands and feet up to the nails.'^^ 
Barat: 
The most dominant procession connected with marriage was 
'barat' for which invited guests started to assemble in the bridegroom's 
house a few hours before the fixed time. The day of marriage, this 
invitation sent well in advance of the marriage date made it obligatory for 
the brother of means to come with costly dresses and jewellery for the 
wedding.'^^ All guest were welcomed and encouraged to amuse themselves 
many others items. The bridegroom taking his both and dressed himself in 
wedding suit 'Sherbani'. He had also to wear 'Sehra' chaplet on his 
forehead covering the eyes like a veil falling down upto his chest waist 
'Sehra' was prepared with Ross and Jasmines flower, but in some times 
Royal families it was made of gold, silver pearls emeralds, rubies and 
diamonds.'^* Among commoners family the old person (or) and brother-in-
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law tied 'Sehra' on the bridegrooms forehead and received save cash from 
the family elders. 162 
Marriage 'Nikah Ceremony': 
The most important ceremony concerning marriage was 'Nikah' 
the celebration of the marriage contract.'^^ The settlement of the nikah 
(marriage), which could be performed only after procuring the formal 
consent of the bride through an agent with two other persons acting as 
witness. 
They called the muwakkils, the muwakkils and were outborised to 
contract the marriage. Before the marriage, the most important solemn 
engagements made by bride's and bridegroom's side for all these reasons 
the declaration of betrothal had to be made public before an assembly to 
responsible persons related to both the parties, so that they were solemnly 
bound not to many else where in the interim period.'^ "^ 
This Nikah ceremony Islam seeks the permission of both the bride 
and the bridegroom with out which the marriage is rule and vaid in 
accordance with the principles prescribed by the religion during this 
period. Nikah ceremony was performed mostly by Qazi at the time two eye 
witness as per the instruction of Islams to prove that a man and a women 
had entered into marriage contract.'^^ 
Mahr: 
The mehr had always formed on important part in a Muslim 
marriage. It was usually fixed before the marriage. The very fact that it 
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was obligatory for a husband to give a gift to the women he took in 
marriage establishes the fact that the Muslim marriage was a true civil and 
legal contract.'^^ 
Mahr is of two kinds- prompt and deferred prompt dowry can be 
demanded any time after the marriages can refuse to live with the husband 
and successfully resist a suit on restitution of conjugal rights on the ground 
of non-payment of prompt dowry in case the marriage has not been 
consummated. But where it has already been then non-payment of prompt 
dowy is not a defence ot a suit for restitution of conjugal rights but the curt 
can grant a decrees conditional to the payment of dowy. 
Under Muslim law, mahr is a settlement in favour of the wife made 
prior to the completion of the marriage contract. Muslim law requires that 
there should always be a consideration (mehr) moving from the husband in 
favour of the wife, for her sole and exclusive benefit. Another object of 
metres is the protection for the wife against the arbitrary exercise of the 
power of divorce by the husband. In this way the enforcement of mehr at 
the time of Nikah has two objectives in it self.'^ * 
In the first place, it protects the esteem and respect of the women 
not only through social protocol (nikah) but also by providing economic 
security (mehr) secondly, it can be used as a check upon the capricious 
exercise by the husband of his power to terminate the marriage at will. In a 
general sense, mehr is a sum of money or other property, payable by a 
husband to a women on or after her marriage with him.'^^ 
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Divorce: 
Early Islam made no distinction between a man and women in 
their desire to obtain divorce.'^ *^ There are various kinds of divorces 
available under the Muslim law. Except talaq-e-lafeueed (delegated 
divorce) and Khula (redemption) and muharat (mutual feelings) all other 
kinds of divorces are those practised by the husband. The husband has the 
unfettered and absolute power of divorcing his wife without any cause.''' 
But by the passing of the dissolution of Muslim marriage act 1939, 
a see change has been brought in the position of a women in this regard. 
Now, even a Muslim wife has a right to seek divorce/ dissolution of 
marriage in a court of law on a number of grounds. 
The most common and misused and abused from of divorce in 
India is triple talaq. Although it has been termed as talaq-e-biddat 
(disapproved from) is sinful (harm) but legal if pronounced in Hanfi law.'^ ^ 
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Chapter - V 
EDUCATION OF MUSLIM WOMEN DURING THE 
19TH CENTURY 
During the 19*'' century Muslim women's education in India was 
fostered by three of different agencies, the British government of India 
Christian missionaries and the 'Native enterprise was these agencies, to 
begin with the most important contribution was that of the British 
government of India. But in this connection, it should be remembered that 
British administration did not formulate a separate policy for the education 
of Muslim women. A study of the British educational policy regarding 
female education in general becomes necessary to gauge its impact on 
muslim.' 
The government did not recognize female as a branch of state 
system of education before the receipt of the wood's despatch of the 1854 
from the court of directors. The attention of the authorities did not appear 
to have been directed to the subject until many years after they had adopted 
definite measures for the education.^ Barring an extremely small number of 
woman, who received some rudimentary education, either at home or at 
schools, general or special, almost the whole of the female population of 
that age, the education of girl, was left entirely in the hands of individuals 
and private societies for in none of the general dispatches relating to 
educational matters submitted to or received form the court of directors 
during the first half of the 19* century.^ 
Education of Muslim Women During Muslim Period: 
Pardah system and child marriage were prevalent in both the 
communities, Hindu as well as Muslim. Hence the percentage of literacy 
among women went down very rapidly. Excepting very young girls a big 
mass of women was deprived of privilege of education. Very young girls 
had some schooling where it was possible. Girls of royal and rich families 
got education to their homes.'* 
Mughal emperors provided liberal education to their princesses. 
Razia Sultan, Gulbadan Begum, Nurjahan, Mumtaz Mahal, Jahanara 
Begum, Zibunnisa Begum were the learned ladies of the royal households 
during Muslim period. Akbar set separate chambers in Fathepur Sikri for 
girls education. Daughters of Rajput chiefs, Bengali Zamindars were 
usually able to read and write.^ 
The historians of medieval India were interested only counting on 
their patron kings, nobles, and their doings. Consequently they have 
ignored matters relating to the social and cultural life of Muslim society 
and women references to such topics are meagre and inadequate. It is very 
difficult, therefore, to reconstruct the working of the educational institution 
on the basic of such accounts.^ 
The Muslims always treated teaching and learning as a part of their 
religion, as an act of piety. Helping students spreading education, providing 
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books and rendering financial assistance and patronizing the ulema was 
considered as means of salvation. As a result education become a private 
concern, though considerable assistance was rendered by the state. 
During Medieval Period, there were no separate buildings for 
educational purposes. The mosques and the khanqahs served the purpose. 
The small rooms around the count-yard of the mosques were meant for the 
residence of the students and teachers both, many of those mosques are 
still used for educational purposes. 
In medieval India, the khanqahs were centres of learning both 
spiritual and material {temporal). They served the most important purpose 
of imparting religious education. The mystics of that period did not 
appreciate (lead) the life of the recluses. It is due to this reason that every 
saint of that period was engaged in educational work. 
They large number of students gathered in their khanqahs. The two 
hundred ulema and pious men studied under him and a large number of 
students completed their studies under him. In the year 1761 A.D.''^  
Mughal Emperor's Contribution to the Field of Women Education: 
The Mughal rulers of India remarkably contributed in the field of 
learning and education. Under their supervision and care, their daughters 
and other distinguished ladies of the harem, received education that 
immortalized their names. Babur's daughter, Gulbadan Begum, was credited 
with the authorship of Humayun Namah which includes the name of other 
educated and distinguished ladies.^ 
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Akbar is famous for his keen interest in promoting education. He 
made excellent arrangements in this field and appointed matrons. In the 
Mughal history, he founded a girl's school, for the first time in Fatehpur 
Sikri. Shahjahan, the builder of the Taj Mahal did not neglect the education 
of his daughters and appointed a Persian lady scholar, Sati-un-Nisa, as the 
Superintendent of Mumtaz's seraglio. She later on became the governess of 
princesses Roshan Ara and Jahanara.^ 
Aurangzeb, too was deeply interested in the education of the ladies 
of the imperial haram he himself supervised his daughter's education, was 
praise worthy in the eyes of God. Therefore, he taught his princesses, all 
the necessary rules and other relevant doctrines of Isam. Under his strict 
guidance, all the ladies of the harem were engaged in worshipping God and 
reading and transcribing the Holy Quran, together with the performance of 
virtuous deeds. Meritorious efforts were also made by the chiefs and 
private individuals to promote learning and diffuse education among the 
inhabitants of Hindustan.'° While the Quran may be said to make a 
distinction between men and women in some matters, it makes it quite 
clear that both are to be equal in the matter of education. It asserts, "They 
are loser who bestottedly have slain their children by keeping them in 
ignorance" (Q. 6:141). To leave his followers in no doubt about the import 
of the message of the Quran the Prophet himself specified, "It is essential 
for every Muslim man and woman to acquire knowledge."" These 
education has always been regarded as a religious pursuit by the Muslim 
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long before the establishment of Sultanate. They had fully developed their 
educational system and had made tremendous advances in the then known 
branches of science and learning. After the establishment of the sultanate 
of Delhi a number of cultural and educational centres sprang up in India. 
Most of the Sultans were well educated and some of them were 
accomplished scholars. Under their Patronage Delhi and surrounding 
regions and later on the provincial capitals vied with the great centres of 
the Islamic world. The intellectual achievements, as it would soon become 
clear, were in no way inferior to those of the renowned scholars of other 
Islamic centres. 
The view has been fortified by the mullas whose hold on the 
populance depends entirely on the latter's ignorance. As interpreters of 
Quran word they enjoy a position of superiority which would, naturally, be 
threatened if those preached to are in a position to put forward informed 
opinion and to dispute the edicts issued and opinions expressed. 
Ideally, a Muslim's education should start at the age of four years 
four months and four days and usually, an hour was fired after consulting 
an astrologer. Traditionally in upper and middle class families it was 
done by a moulvi or learned mad guiding the child's hand holding a per to 
trace the word Bismillah, (for which the ceremony has been named) on a 
takhti a small board.''* 
That this was not always so is borne out by the number of 
outstanding women produced by easy Islam. There was Bibi Isma who 
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fought along with the men in the battle of Uhad, one of the earlier wars 
waged by Muslims for the spread of Islam.'^ 
Among the names of the great jurists of Islam are to be found 
those of Umm-ul-Mominin Aisha Siddiqa, Bibi Fatima Zahra and Zaynab 
bint-e-Abi Salma. Shima, the foster sister of the Prophet, was a poet of 
repute. The annals of Muslim rule in India also echo with the names of 
great women, especially those of Razia Sultana, Chand Bibi and Nur Jahan. 
Gulbadan Begum, Humayun's sister was a talented writer who wrote a 
delightful account of her brother's life, while Jahan Ara, daughter of Shah 
Jahan was a noted poet. 
There existed separate Maktabs for the education of girls, but 
usually they received their education in the same schools where the boys 
did, of course up to the primary standard when sexual consciousness had 
not yet awakened, and after that they were segaregaled from them and 
given their education either privately or in the schools specially provided 
for them.*^ The daughters of the rich were given higher education in their 
own houses by learned ladies or old men of higher merits employed for the 
purpose. After acquiring primary education in the maktabs meant for them 
or at home, the girls were put under the tuition of some elderly ladies of 
proved piety for instruction in domestic science, i.e. cooking, spinning, 
sewing and looking after the young Proper arrangements were made for the 
instruction of girls in household duties and the subject loomed largely in 
the curriculum designed for them. 
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The cultural aspect connected to the life of the Mughals women, 
like the manner in which the Mughal women got education. The types of 
clothes and jewellry they wore, the cosmetics they liked to use while 
dressing themselves up, the pleasures and pastime they indulged in and the 
feasts and festivals that were celebrated by the Mughal. Women's 
education, both, among Hindus and Muslims were not encouraged during 
the medieval times. The strict rules of pardah and seclusion made their 
education a matter of great difficulty. At the primary level, the Muslim 
girls usually were imparted education in the same school with the boys, or 
in separate madrasas and maktabs meant for them. But once they grew up, 
the scope of education became limited to the daughters of the rich noble 
and royal families. Therefore, the middle and lower class women usually 
remained uneducated and Rohillas's women were educated. They imparted 
mainly religious education, the medium of instruction being Arabic, 
Persian or Urdu at the latter ones.'^ Many Rohilla women played important 
roles in the politics of Rohilkhand. The sister of the Hafiz Rahmat Khan, 
Bibi Sahiba played a very dominating role in politics of the time. The 
Rohillas patronage of the arts and learning extended beyond the limits of 
theology, music and poetry.^ ^ 
Education of Muslim women, especially, belonging to the higher 
and well to do classes, also made a considerable progress in our period. 
Jafar Sharif makes an elaborate reference to the various customs and 
practices relating to female education in Muslim India, and the rightly 
holds that there was a number of educational institutions for women in the 
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different parts of this country, mostly attached to the private house. 
Muslim widows generally regarded it to be their duty to coach up young 
girls in their own houses. The holy Quran formed their text book. 
The Muslim took great care in educating the female, under their 
own resources, and it became a popular proverb in Muslim society that 
shyness is women's beauty and education is her ornaments.22 
A great many changes happened in human outlook right from the 
inception of Islam to the Rohilla period. But the central theme of teaching 
in relation to the Muslim girls remained the same with a few exceptions 
due to the relationship of Hindu-Muslim culture. Whole educational set-up 
of the Mughals, basically, had no revolutionary change which could be 
accepted overnight. The formula of female education was, as such initiated 
just to meet the moral requirements of the women folk.^ "' Truly the female 
education in the modern sense, was almost entirely foreign to the customs 
and ideas of the age, yet it was neglected altogether. But as far as the 
question of female learning in the upper classes is concerned, it was not 
restricted and they could afford it according to their status. The spirit of 
female education developed out of religion and flourished in politics and 
fashion. '^* 
Agencies of Education During Muslim Rule: 
The agencies of education existing in the Mughal period differed 
categorically from the system of education prevalent in modem India, truly 
speaking, Muslim education was imported through the following three told 
agencies.^^ 
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Maktab: 
It was an institution of primary education and resembled very 
much to the present day elementary or primary school. The floor of a 
mosque, the rooms or verandah attached to a shrine or mausoleum or the 
door-way of the teacher's house, served as Maktabs. They were very 
common in that period in cities and towns and even in villages. Such 
educational institutions were commonly used by the boys as well as girls, 
and parents put no restriction in sending them to the maktabs. In reality, 
the students receiving their education in Maktabs, were of lower ages. 
The existed separate Maktabs for the education of girls, but usually 
they received their education in the same schools where the boys did of 
source, up to the primary standard when sexual consciousness had not get 
awakened and after that they were seegregated from them and given their 
education either privately or in the daughters of the rich were given higher 
education in their own houses by learned ladies or old men of tried merits 
employed for the purpose.^^ 
Khangah: 
Students of advanced age usually received their secondary 
education in 'Khanqah', mostly attached to mosques and run by Muslim 
missionaries. This was particularly meant for the grown-up boys, because 
the khanqah of the Mughal age was similar to present high schools. 
Therefore, the grown up girls were never allowed to received their 
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education in such school. However for the grown-up girls separate 
arrangement were made at their own residences.^* 
In Medieval India, the khanqahs were centres of learning, both 
spiritual and material (temporal). They served the most important purpose 
of importing religious education. The mystics of that period did not 
appreciate the life of the recluses. It is due to this reason that every saint of 
that period was engaged in educational work. They had fixed times for this 
purpose. A large number of students gathered in their khanqahs. 
Madrasa: 
This was similar to our modern college impairing higher 
education. Madrasas were mostly attached to mosques, mausoleum of the 
emperors, nobles and dervishes. But Muslim girls never received their 
higher education in khanqah and madrasas, due to the purdah system 
observed most strictly in those days. Muslim girls were never allowed to 
mix freely with boys who received their higher education in these 
institutions and perhaps no khanqah and madrasa existed only for girls. But 
the education of the girls did not end in maktabs only.^° The Muslim were 
the rulers very inclined to giving polished etiquettes and good education to 
their daughters, and the noblemen were their immediate followers 
possessing enough wealth to meet their education requirements at their 
own discretion and hence, they usually made necessary arrangement for 
residential education for their girls. Many private houses served as 
significant agencies of higher education to the girls privately. 
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MADRASA OF ROHILKHAND: 
Madrasa Mu'izziyah: 
This great religious institution of Badaun was foundered wither by 
Suhan Qutbuddin Aibak his successor Suhan Shamsuddin Htutmish not for 
from the Jami Masjid which was buih in 1223 A,D. As stated by Hasan 
Sijzi in Fawaid-ul-Faud, a large number of students came out of its portals 
after completing their studies. An eminent scholar, Shaikh Zainuddin, lived 
in madrasah Mu'izziyah near the Jami Masjid of Badaun, writes Shaikh 
Mujahid Nizamuddin Muhammad bib Ahmad. The reputed scholar, 
Ruknuddin of Badaun (who had among his students such eminent scholars 
as Shaikh Sirajuddin of Gazni, author of a large number of religious 
treatises), was on the staff of this educational institution. 
Madrasah Fateh Khan was at Aonla. It was established by Fateh 
Khan, Khan-i-Saman (lord High Steward) had amongst its staff Shaikh 
Wasi AH bin Rahmat Ullah of Jais.^ ^ 
Madrasah Zabta Khan was Founded by Nawab Zabita Khan, so of 
Nawab Najib-ud-Daula, at Darangar in district Moradabad. The institution 
could boast of having such men of caliber on its staff as Mulla Hasan bin 
Ghulam Mustafa of Lucknow and Shaikh Salim bin Kamaluddin of 
Fatehpur. Madrasa Hafiz Rahmat Khan. The Foundation of this great 
institution of religious learning was laid by Nawab Hafiz Rahmat Khan at 
Shahjahanpur by the side of the river Karrah. Allama Bahr-ul-Uloom, son 
of Mullah Nizamuddin of Lucknow, was appointed as trustee and principal 
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of this institution after he had migrated from Lucknow to Rohilkhand. 
Allama Bahr-ul-Uloom continued to teach in the madrasah for 20 years but 
after him it ceased to exist.^ ^ 
Nawab Faiz Ullah Khan established Madrasah Aiiya at Rampur. 
The students receiving education in this madrasah were also granted a 
fixed allowance. After the death of Nawab Hafiz Rahmat Khan he 
appointed 'Allama Abdul Ali' and thereafter Mulla Hasan bin Ghulam 
Mustafa of Lucknow as the head of this institution which continues to exist 
to this day. 
Madrasa Bareilly: 
This madrasah was also founded by Nawab Hafiz Rahmat Khan 
Maulana Rustam Ali bin Asghar of Kannauj was an eminent scholar who 
remained head of the institution for a long time. 
Madrasa Pilibhit: 
This institution of higher studies was also established by Nawab 
Hafiz Rahmat, perhaps in 1767, who also created a trust consisting of 
several villages for the upkeep of the madrasah.^ '* 
Curriculum: 
Arabic, the language of the Quran was a compulsory subject in 
almost all schools and colleges and Persian, the language of the court, was 
the medium of instruction. In the maktabs the curriculum comprised 
learning by rote the sections of the Quran necessary for the five 
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compulsory prayers, the practice of reading and writing the alphabet and 
other lessons on wooden boards called Takhtis, and the reading of the 
primer as well as some Persian books such as Saadis Kareema and Attar's 
Panduama; in the madrasas.^^ It included the art of administration, 
arithmetic, agriculture, economics, history, medicine physics, philosophy, 
law ritual, poetry and prose. Though the curriculum was sufficiently 
comprehensive and liberal, yet it is to be noted that every madrasa did not 
always undertake to make provision for all the subjects enumerated above. 
Much depended upon the staff and the principal of each individual 
institution; for we know that there were regular movements of eager 
students from place to place in search of teachers who had specialized in 
certain subject. The inclusion of the art of administration in the curriculum 
is significant that it shows that the subject was not exclusively reserved for 
the princes of the royal blood, as emphasized in the Arthashastras, but was 
taught to the delegate governors and even to the governed for their 
association with every department of the government.^^ 
After the collapse of the Mughal Empire, Urdu had no access to 
the public offices and courts. It was only in the 19**^  century that Urdu 
began to replace Persian, and reached the highest pitch when Bahadur Shah 
read out his own Urdu verses before his court poets.^^ 
In many parts of the country, Hindu indigenous schools were 
different from their Muslim counterparts. They were attached to temples 
and masjids respectively. They imported mainly religious education, the 
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medium of instruction being Sanskrit or Hindi at the former and Persian, 
Arabic or Urdu at the latter ones.^' 
Education was not completely neglected in 18"^  century India. But 
it was on the whole defective. It was traditional and out of touch with the 
rapid developments in the west. The knowledge which it imported was 
confined to literature, law religion, philosophy, and logic, and excluded the 
study of physical and natural sciences, technology and geography nor did it 
concern itself with a factual and rational study of society in all fields 
original thought was discouraged and reliance placed on ancient 
learning.¥0 
The Muslim system of education was retained, and warren 
bastings, the first Governor General of India established Calcutta and 
Madras which was intended to qualify the sons of the state. The course of 
studies followed the traditional pattern, embracing theology, logic, rhetoric 
grammar, law, natural philosophy, astronomy, geometry and arithmetic.'*' 
While the jealousy between the upper and middle classes of 
Muslims and Hindus over government jobs was still persisting a 
controversy, leading to another difference, appeared in northern India in 
the seventies of the 19* century, whether the court language should be 
Urdu or Hindi. In Bengal, the controversy took different form. Muslim 
leaders demanded that the Bengali language, to be fit for Muslim students, 
should have an admixture of Persian rather than Sanskrit words. In order to 
understand these controversies, we must acquaint ourselves with.^^ 
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Education During British Period: 
British Period (1800-1854): At the beginning of their region the 
Britishers were not prepared to provide public education to the Indian 
people, least of all for women. When the Charter Act of 1813 compelled 
the East India Company to accept the responsibility of education of Indians 
women, education was clearly avoided. Because they did not require 
educated women for administrative purpose. Their policy was to educate 
only a few people of upper class and the education will filter down 
automatically from them. Besides this Indian masses also had a negative 
attitude towards female education.'*^ 
As all the established native institutions existed for the benefit of 
the male sex only, and the whole of the female sex was systematically 
consigned to ignorance. Almost complete absence of the education of 
women in the Indian society of the early nineteenth century has been 
reported. Conditions appear to have been particularly bad in Bengal as 
Adam's second report testifies (vide chapter-I) even in the literary census 
that Adam conducted, be found only 4 women literate (as against 21,907 
men) in a total population of 496.974. Things appear to have been no better 
in Bombay. Where no girl pupils attending the indigenous schools were 
reported either in the enquiry of 1823-25 or in that of 1929 (vide Chapter-I, 
Jervis).'^'^ 
Reports of the existence of domestic instruction of girls among 
some Muslim families and evidence has also been found to show that a 
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similar custom existed among certain high caste Hindu families as well. 
But the actual numbers of women thus educated must have been infinitely 
small/^ 
During the East India Company rule, there was not a single 
government school for girls. East India Company was facing a big 
challenge in regard to promotion of women education. The conservative 
group refused to do anything in this direction. They favoured the policy of 
company of strict social and religious neutrality; in order to please the 
people prejudices against the education of women ruled the mentality of 
beneficial consequences than the introduction of education for their female 
children the general practice is to allow them to grow up in absolute 
ignorance, but this custom is not required or even sanctioned by their 
religion and in fact a certain degree of education is now give to the female 
relatives of those who can afford the expense of entertaining special 
instructors at their own houses.*^ 
1854-1882 Wood's Despatch (1854): 
The educational policy laid down by the Despatch of 1854 laid 
stress on the spread of female education with regard to women education. 
The despatch observed the importance of female education in India cannot 
be overrated; it is have observed with pleasure, the evidence which is now 
afforded of an increase of masses so strong that any attempt to educate 
their women could create a great uproar; and hence company restricted it 
self to the education of men only who would themselves, at a letter date, 
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under take the education of their women folk. In breaking the conservative 
outlook of male masses for women education, Lord Bentick and Lord 
Dalhousie took the lead. Dalhousie decided that the open patronage of 
government should be extended to the education of women. The following 
extract form his orders dated ll"* April 1850 gives an indication of his 
views on the subject."*^ 
It is the opinion of the Governor General in Council that no single 
change in the habits of the people is likely to lead more important and 
desire on the part of many of the natives of India to give a good education 
to their daughters. By this means a far greater proportional impulse is 
imported to the educational and moral tone of the people than by the 
education of men. We have already observed that schools for females are 
included among those to which grants-in-aid may be given; and we can not 
refrain from expressing our cordial sympathy with the efforts which are 
being made in this direction.'** 
However, due to disturbances of revolution of 1857 and 
declaration of policies of social and religious neutrality, it was not 
implemented. The opening of special primary schools for girls between 
1870 and 1882 was the results of establishments of municipalities as well 
as levy of the local funds aiding the primary education. Miss Marry 
Capenter, the great social reformer visited India during 1865-1870. She 
observed that the main obstacle to the progress of female education was the 
absence of female teachers. Due to her efforts first training college for 
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women primary teachers was established in 1870 for the first time for 
imparting training to the women so that they could become teachers in 
girls' school.'*' 
Indian Education Commission (1882-1902): 
The Indian education commission popularly known as Hunter 
Commission observed-female education is still in an extremely backward 
condition. 
Hence we think it expedient to recommend that public funds of all 
kinds, local municipal and provincial, should be chargeable in an equitable 
proportion for the support of girls schools as boys schools. For the first 
time urgent need for the special treatment of the education of girls and 
women education and suggested certain measures for its improvement. The 
commission suggested: 
1. Liberal Grants in aid to girl's schools 
2. Appointment of lady-inspectors. 
3. Offer of freeships and scholarships 
4. Differentiation of curricular, simpler standards of instruction. 
5. Stipends to those widows who enroll themselves for teacher training. 
6. Award or prizes to girls who agree to become teachers.^^ 
Sir Syed's View on Female Education: 
Sir Sayyid's views on women's education were consistent with his 
own cultural formation. Sir Syed believed that the aversion of the Muslim 
aristocracy to the new system of education was due to the fact that when in 
the reigns of the caliphs of Baghdad the Greek sciences of logic, 
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philosophy, astronomy and geography were translated into Arabic they 
were accepted by the whole Mohammadan world without hesitation and 
with slight modifications and alterations they gradually found their way 
into the religious books of the Mohammedans, so that in course of time 
these sciences were identified with their very religion, but European 
learning differed widely in principle from these Greek dogmas, and the 
Mohammedans believed that it was at variance with the tenets of Islam.^' 
For several years. Sir Syed had been persuading his coreligionists 
to take to English education and in 1871 he took a positive step by 
appointing a committee to investigate the causes of the aversion of the 
Muslims to it, and to suggest means by which their attitude could be 
changed. The committee's findings nearly tallied with the picture he had 
formed in his own mind. 
The History of education begins with the establishment of the 
Bareilly school in 1837. This was a Government institutions in which the 
peoples paid no fees till 1848. It proved very successful from its start and 
in 1850 was raised to the status of a Government College. The buildings 
were hardly damaged during the Mutiny and the college was reopened in 
1858 prior to which date it had been used as the head quarters of the 42"*^  
Royal Highlands, while a portion of the reorganization of the school 
permission was occupied for a time as the judge's court. In 1862 the 
college was affiliated to the Calcutta University, but in 1876 it was 
abolished owing to the students for attending other college by the 
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extension of soon afterwards, however, efforts were made to resuscitate the 
college, a committees was formed and the collection of subscriptions 
resulted in the realization of Rs.80,000 by 1883." 
Grants-in-aid were obtained from Government and the 
municipality, so that in a short time the institution was reopened in the 
from of college. Classes attached to the district high school. Its existence 
was scription and supplemented by liberal grants from Government 
enabled the college to be founded a fresh as an independent institution, and 
the new buildings erected on plot of land presented by H.H. Nawab of 
Rampur were fairly opened by Sir James Diggesla Ticicbe in July 1906 
Commissioners of Rohilkhand was president, while the executive 
management was in the hands of a committee elected from the board of 
control.^ '* There were, in 1880-81, altogether 10 schools supported by the 
state. One Arabic, with 18 masters and 86 boys, one Persian with 4 master 
and 34 boys, four Arabic and Persian, with 4 masters and 59 boys; one 
Ghausia, with 4 masters and 74 boys; one Nagri (Hindi), with two masters 
and 30 boys, one English with one master and 20 boys; and one school for 
girls, with one mistress and 13 girls. The total cost to the state during the 
same year, was Rs. 11708-3.6, giving an annual average cost, for the 316 
scholars of Rs.37-0-10. All school supported by the state, with the 
expellers of the four teaching both Arabic and Persian, were at Rampur. 
There are 27 scholarships in his Arabic school, 13 in the Persian, and 44 in 
the Ghausia. The total value of these scholarships amounts to Rs.436. At 
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the Ghausia Schoole the boys learn the Quran by heart and receive only 
religious instruction. The name 'Ghausia' is takes from that of the great 
saint, Ghau-ul-Azam, whose Musalman in Baghdad is the favourite resort 
of Muhammadan doctors and dervishes. The 'Arabic' and 'Persian' schools 
are at Shahabad, Bilaspur, Tanda and Milak. There is only one master 
attached to each school, but the older boys instruct the younger ones. In the 
girls' school the pupils read religious books. They were well housed, and 
13 scholarships amounting to Rs.260 per month, were given by the 
government.^^ 
The Bareilly District takes a medium place as regards the literacy 
of its inhabitants, of whom 2,7 per cent (4.7 males and 0.6 females) can 
read and write. The number of public institutions increased from 143 in 
1880-1 to 154 in 19000-1 and the number of peoples from 5,033 to 6,675. 
In 1903-4 there were 196 such institutions, with 9,636 peoples, of whom 
996 were girls, besides 163 private schools with 2,479 peoples of the total, 
3 were managed by government and 136 by the district.^^ 
During British period increasing attention was being paid to 
women's education. Rawat has pointed out that "If we take a historical 
survey of women's education in India, we shall find that having the 
modern period the education in India, and the authorities devoted their 
mind to the problems of women's education over since the advent of 
English education. Before the 20**^  century no organized or constructive 
efforts were made in this direction. The activities of the Christian missions 
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in the field of female education ultimately gave rise to an enlightened 
public opinion and realization of the necessary and important of female 
education grew space in the country.^ ^ This process of negotiation, 
translation or naturalization operated in the social and cultural realms as 
well as the political. 
Muslim reformers in the late nineteenth century had fewer 
resources who had served the Mughals, but they clearly saw themselves as 
part of a continuam involving high status. Maintaining high status meant 
husbanding scarce resources while retaining literary and religious culture 
and advancing their professional position. Consequently, women's roles in 
the household economy and transmitters of culture increasingly became 
matter of concern.^* 
The people had begun realizing the importance of women's 
education and a number of schools sprang up in the country. But the girls 
were not permitted to take any university examination till the early eighties 
of the last century. This period also witnessed many a social reform 
movement like the Brahma Samaj, Arya Samaj, Aligarh movement, which 
helped in the promotion of women's education. The Education 
Commission of 1882 further recommended the expansion of girls education 
with the result that posts of inspectors of girls schools were created and a 
few training schools for women teachers were also established. By the end 
of the nineteenth century there were 12 colleges, 467 secondary schools 
and 5,628 primary schools for girls with a total enrolment of 4,44,470 
students.^^ 
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During Muslim rule in India further deterioration in the treatment 
of women took place. During this period women were compelled to use 
purdah to cover their face so that they should be prevented from men from 
seeing them the other important factor which Rampered the development 
of education of Muslim women was the institution of early marriage. It 
resulting to which they had experience early mother head. The only aim of 
these women was centered to their households and they had restricted to 
take interest for literary persuits.^" 
The economic factor was also no un-responsible for the denial of 
education to women during British Period, the economic inequalities 
prevalent in these days prevented women of lower sections of society from 
acquiring even fair amount of literacy. The poor families of that period 
could hardly produce women of great repute in the realm of education or 
learning. So, it is surely fair to say that economic factor must have blocked 
the educational progress of the Muslim women of poor families during the 
modern times.^ ^ 
As a whole, we find that the position of women during the British 
Period was definitely inferior. "The women were not generally considered 
full persons whose advise was to be sought and experience relied upon, and 
conclusions were drown from this belief by men according to their 
temperament and culture.^^ 
Contrary to this view some supporting evidences have also been 
found has stated that the education of Muslim women was confined mostly 
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to the women belonging to royal and aristocratic sections of the society. In 
general there were no separate schools for Muslim women. They received 
primary education with boys. As soon as they grew up they were separated 
from the boys. There were maktabs in houses for the education of Muslim 
girls where Quran, Gulistan and Bostan were taught to them. When the 
girls finished the reading of Quran a special assembly was invited to 
celebrate the occasion. Generally, it was thought as the educational end of 
mediocre Muslim women. But high level of attention was paid on the 
education of royal Muslim ladies. 
The uplift of women has been one of the most significant trends of 
New India, and it has been furthered by progress of education among them. 
During the first half of the nineteenth century, some members of the 
aristocratic Indian families, guided chiefly by considerations of 
management of estates, and the Christian missionaries, prompted by 
religious zeal for the propagation of their faith, took interest in female 
education. An enlightened public opinion in favour of it was also gathering 
momentum, though most of the members of the orthodox sections of the 
community were opposed to it. In fact, very little was achieved in respect 
of female education till the mid-nineteenth century and the Government of 
the East India Company remained indifferent to it though it was 
responsible for some other important social reform.^ "* The nineteenth 
century was a period in which the rights and wrongs of women became 
major issues. If early attempts at reforming the condition under which 
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Indian women lived were largely conducted by men, by the late nineteenth 
century their wives, sisters, daughters, protegees and others affected by 
campaigns such as that for women's education had themselves joined own 
autonomous organizations began to be formed, and with in a couple of 
decades, by the thirties and forties, a special category of 'women's 
activism' was constructed.^^ Inspite of psychological evidences that women 
are in no way inferior in cognitive abilities in many specialized jobs in the 
fields of science or humanities, their number is limited even today.^ ^ 
But is not the end of stony. Now-a-days this feelings and 
parameters of womens education have been drastically changed. It has 
been found that in this era women are occupying every field of life and 
they have been placed in every job like administration teaching, medical, 
engineering etc. They are moving in the society as equivalents to men. I 
have no hesitation to say that women at same place have proved 
themselves as superior to men by virtue and by deeds. On the one side of 
coin they are progressing highly and on the other side they are being 
exploited by the males physically as well as mentally and in sum, it can be 
said that women should be aware about their grace and importance in 
society. They should also be know their self esteem than their education 
will be practically utilized and they in real sense will treated as equal 
segment of society like men.^ ^ 
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CRapUr'f/I 
1^ Century 
Chapter - VI 
POSITION OF MUSLIM WOMEN DURING THE 
19TH CENTURY 
The nineteenth century was a time of political, social and scientific 
upheaval in Europe. The British regarded their domination of the 
subcontinent as proof of their moral superiority. In arguments over how to 
best rule their colonial subjects in India, they were led to discussions of the 
ideal relationship between men and women.' James Mill, in his influential 
History of British India (first published in 1826), argued that women's 
position could be used as an indicator of society's advancement, the 
formula was simple: Among rude people, "the women are generally 
degraded; among civilized people they are exalt red". Mill explained that 
as societies advanced, "the condition of the weaker sex is gradually 
improved till they associate on equal terms with the men, and occupy the 
place of voluntary and useful coadjutors.'"^ 
The British were not the first outsiders with a radically different 
cultural tradition to conquer India centuries earlier Muslim dynasties had 
entered the sub-continent from north east. 
When we attempt to write about the social condition of India under 
the Muslim King, our task becomes very difficult for, in the first place our 
information on this subject is very scanty and secondly, it lives scattered in 
numerous original writings some of which are not easily accessible to 
everyone interested in Indian history in this chapter we will try to bring 
into focus the relevant rays radiating from the accounts of the 
contemporary chroniclers in such a way as to paint a vivid picture of 
society in Muslim India. 
In certain stages of social development, polygamy, or more 
properly speaking, polygymy, the union of one man with several women-is 
an unavoidable circumstance. The frequent tribal wars and the consequent 
decimation of the male population, the numerical superiority of women, 
combined with the absolute power possessed by the chiefs, originated the 
custom which, in our advanced times is justly regarded as an unendurable 
evil. 
Among all Eastern nations of antiquity, polygamy was a 
recognised institution. Its practice by royalty, which everywhere bore the 
insignia of divinity, sanctified its observance to the people. There was 
apparently, as among the ancient medes. Babylonians, Assyrians, and 
Persian, no restriction as to the number of wives a man might have.^ 
Our sure measure to gage the refinement of society in a given age 
and the status enjoyed by women therein the better their status, the more 
cultured the society, judged by this yardstick, society in northern India in 
the second half of the nineteenth century could not boast of a 
complimentary degree of refinement. 
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Condition of women was at the lowest ebb during the greater part 
of the nineteenth century. Ideologically, women were considered 
absolutely inferior to men, having no significance, no personality. They 
were, by and large, ignorant and illiterate. Reading and writing were 
deemed superfluous for them, if not completely pernicious sentiments 
regarding their capacity, uses and dispositions were contemptuous and 
brutal in the extreme. In no field other than the one concerning women 
perhaps Manu's so called injunction's were more punctiously observed, 
reducing women merely to physical and mechanical entities, owned and 
regulated by men for the satisfaction of their physical happiness.^ For the 
purpose of this study, a probe into monu's motivation to stress only the bad 
qualities of women and so to ordain stringent regulations to keep her under 
chick may be out of place. But his injunctions such as day and night should 
women be kept by the male members of the family in a state of 
dependence. In pursuits to which they are too devoted they should be 
restrained under the husband's power. The father guards them in 
childhood, the husband guards them in youth, in old age the son guards 
them. A women ought not to be in a state of independence, are significant 
in that they were in full operation. ^ 
Muslim Women the Silent Sufferer: 
The position of women in society and their role is the true index of 
its cultural and spiritual attainments, and the evolution of values and their 
status is the measuring rod in assessing the standards of culture in any age 
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and the best indicator of a nation's progress in India, many positive 
changes have taken place in the role and status of women. They are 
contributing in every aspect of national and social life but no 
transformation has taken place in the case of Muslim women. They still lag 
a behind their counterparts from other religions. 
For discussing the position and status of Muslim women in India, 
it becomes imperative to take a glimpse into the position of women in pre-
Islamic Arabia. At the time they were treated as chattels of men Polygamy 
was rampant. The eldest son used to inherit all the wives of his father 
except his own mother. Women were not free agents in marriage. Dowry 
used to be the sale price given to the guardian of the bride. Women had no 
rights of inheritance. The kinds of marriages prevalent were nothing sort of 
prostitions. Men used to divorce their wives at their whim and fancy; take 
them back and divorce them again and again take them back.* This kind of 
suspensory divorce prevented women from getting remarried. There used 
to be large-scale female infanticide in these circumstances. Islam arose as 
an emancipator of women. It became the first religion to give women a 
right in heritance (in the holy Quran, Surat-Al-Nisa out of 12 class be 
heirs, 8 are women). Women were made free agents in marriage Mahr was 
made payable to the bride for her security and was regarded as a mark of 
respect for wife from the husband. Except for the marriage where a man 
asks for the hand of the bride from her parents and marries her on payment 
it dowry to her all other kinds of so called sexual unions/ marriage were 
prohibited.^ 
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In India Muslim are governed by their Personal Law (Shariat) in 
all matters regarding succession, marriage, dissolution of marriage, 
guardianship adoption, will and legacies, gift, property and wakfs. To 
study the status and position of Muslim women in India, one has to keep in 
mind the economic, social and political conditions in India.'^ 
A husband can also keep his wife in by threatening to marry again. 
He looks upon polygamy as his irrefutable right guaranteed to him by the 
Quran and therefore God-sent. This supposed right is unquestioningly 
conceded him by his co-religionists and others. A Muslim man, according 
to the general concept, is one four wives at one time, getting rid of the 
unwanted one by divorcing her. The fact that there are specific conditions 
under which multiple marriages are allowed in Islam seems to be scarily 
remembered. Very few people seems to realize that the Quran lays down 
rather stringent conditions about taking a second wife and the domicile of a 
man in places where women greatly outnumber men. But no matter what 
the conditions are, no man can marry more than once useless he can treat 
all his wives with justice and equality." But assets the Quran 
pragmatically, "you will not be able to deal equal between (your) wives, 
however much you wish to do so (Q 429)". At another place is says, "If 
fear that you will not be able to do justice then marry only one" (Q 4:3). 
Most educated modernized Muslim assert, with a degree of justice, 
that if nothing else, the sheer economics of living militate against multiple 
marriages in today's world. Others rather jocularly point out that, given the 
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nuclear family, dealing with one wife is a full time job and that very few 
men have either the time, courage or inclination to take on any added 
burden.'^ 
Aspects of Social Inferiority of Women: 
The manners and etiquette of a society depend to a great extent on 
the mode of living and the made of living derives its complexion and 
character from the economic standard of various classes of the society, the 
climatic conditions of the country, and the degree of security generally 
deemed necessary. 
Within these limits however there have always been differences 
between the urban and rural way of life, but the dwellings of the people, 
rich or poor, have generally followed a pattern; and so have food and 
dress.'^ 
The standard of living was determined primarily, as mentioned 
above, by the economic status of the family, though its socio-cultural back 
ground was no less important. The higher classes the leading nobles of the 
court, the autonomous Nawabs and the big Zamindars had immense wealth, 
the second grade common peoples and same mercantile and landowning 
classes also seem to have been reasonable prosperous. 
But a great majority of people, the tillers of land, the workers in 
handicrafts, and the lower classes of sate employees lived in object poverty 
failure of rains and successive bad harvests responsible for famine 
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conditions and resultant starvation tended to add to the resources of the 
zamindars.*'* They could make the best of the two worlds by a paradoxical 
combination of exploitation and calculated generosity. This resulted in 
further impoverishment of the poorer section of society, and the disparity 
in resources was reflected in the manner of living of the various classes 
and categories of the people.'^ Yet the Indian society of the period shows 
indeed, that despite the smothering of the few development of women and 
denial of independent personality to her, the influence she wielded, 
however subtle and subterranean, was a force to reckon with. But it did not 
in any way change the stamp of social inferiority she bare. That was visible 
at each stage in her life from infang to old age and formed one of the chief 
characteristics of the then Indian society. It was perceptible as a general 
trend among the other communities also including the muslims and the 
parsis. Muslim women did not even take part in proqeris at the mosque.'^ 
The first display of the social inferiority of women was at the birth of a 
baby girl, presenting a striking contrast to that of a boy. May be it was due 
to the need for obsequies which legally a son only could perform that he 
was heralded into the world amidst acclamations of joy and jubilee was 
celebrated in the house honour of his birth.^' 
The Muhammadan law of succession is essentially a system of 
inheritance by male agnate relatives.'* The females get only half of the 
share of the males. In other words, a male relative gets the double the share 
corresponding to the female relative. Regarding the law of inheritance, 
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says the Quran: "Man ought to have a part of what their parents and 
kindreds leave behind them when they die; and women also ought to have 
a parts of what their parents and kindreds leave, wherther it be little or 
whether it be much; a determinate part is due to them. A male shall have as 
much as the share of two females; but it they be females only and above 
two in number, they shall have two third part of what the deceased shall 
lave (the remaining 1/3 goes to the public treasury); and if there be but 
one, she shall have the half. This is an ordinance from God, and God is 
knowing and wise." This much about women's share in the property of her 
parents'' after death. As regards her share in the property or estate of her 
husband, the widow is entitled to receive one fourth part of the estate only. 
In this regard, says the Holy Quran. "They also shall have the fourth part 
what ye they shall have the eighth part of that ye shall live". Clearly, the 
inheritance of a daughter in the property of her parents is half of the share 
of the brother^^ in the court of law. 
Prophet Muhammad assessed women at half of the worth of a man, 
specially as a witness before a Quzi in the court of law. "Two women 
being held equivalent to a men" and said Hughes. 
The Muslim Personal Law in India is not codified except a few 
legislation which have been passed according to necessity and 
circumstances. The first step in the direction was the passing of the Muslim 
Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act 1937 when if found that Muslims 
in Certain province in British India after conversion, continued to be 
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governed by their customary laws instead to the rules of succession and 
inheritance of the shariat. And under these customary laws, women were 
being denied a share in the property.^ * 
Muslim Women and Self Reliance : 
In India, Muslims are not only a minority, but also a tradition 
bound and economic-educationally backward community for various 
reasons, the Muslim women do not enthusiastically utilise the development 
facilities whatever available to them. Therefore, the enhancement of 
women's social position as well as transformation of Muslim Society 
depends much upon the modification of community behaviour. 
The Islam has given women the rights and privileges. The rights 
and responsibilities of woman are equal to those of man. Though men and 
women are not identical by nature. Yet they are created equals by Islam. 
The position of women in Islam is something unique, something novel and 
something distinct. The attitude of Islam with regard to women is very 
dynamic. Islam advocates for emancipation of women's social position 
through participation in economic and educational activities.^'' 
Islam, of course, imposes certain restrictions on the part of women 
to deal with outside activities, but at the same time, it admits that 
constructive participation of women is necessary for the growth of family 
and society. In the view of some Islamic Scholars, there is a need to 
compromise between the basic tenets of its faith with the demands of life 
under new situation but for various reasons, the Muslims all over the world 
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have been generally found conservative in their outlook so for the 
employment, education and organisation of the women are concerned. In 
comparison with the other major cultures, the Muslims of the world have a 
very low rate of economic activity by women, low female literacy, and low 
school enrolment at all levels. This call only be described as a shameful 
gap between the existing reality and Islamic ideals. 
Muslim women are mostly confined in home with full 
responsibility to carryout the domestic duties as good wives and wise 
mother amongst various reasons of women's low social position, the major 
ones are poor economic condition social cultural pattern of the society, 
negative attitude towards women's education and overall back wordiness 
of the Muslims society.^ '* 
It is an established fact that Islam provides rights of inheritance to 
the women the social history of Muslims shows that the Muslim women of 
different nations in medieval period shared political and economic rights 
with men. It is true that Islam provides share to the daughters than a son, if 
a man has both a son and a daughter, the share of the daughter is half that 
of son. But it is important to note that after her marriage a women enjoys 
rights in her husband's property. 
The phenomena of transmigration of souls and rebirth, holds that 
the quality of one's present life, and that actions in the present life will 
determine the character of one's future life the present is thus governed 
largely by the post; one must accept it as inevitable. While the past cannot 
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be undone, the future can be ensured by pursuing the path of dharma - the 
prescribed way of life for one's station in life. The prescribed way for each 
level in the caste hierarchy is different.^ ^ 
The ideal scheme of life recommended by the scriptures recognizes 
the necessity and interdependence of economic pursuits, bodily 
satisfactions, worship and ritual, and the quest for salvation, and prescribes 
appropriate approaches to them separately for each level of castes. One 
must follow the path appropriate to one's own station in life, and should 
constantly endeavour to avoid pap (sin) and earn (punya) merit. This alone 
can ensure a better future. The unquestioning acceptance of pre-ordained 
fate is further aided by the view that the material world and its 
manifestation are in the final analysis an illusion (maya) and not a reality. 
The status of Muslim women in India, neither in relation to Hindu 
women prior to the enactment of the Hindu Code Bill, nor in reliation to 
the status of the women in Arabia at the advent of Islam but in the context 
of the ideals of equality and social justice, the ideals to which the 
international women's year the Muslim society in India provide equal 
opportunities to its women for self-realisation, so that they can make their 
due contribution to national development and world peace?" The answer to 
this will be emphatically in the negative.^^ 
As the Muslim personal law stands today, a women suffers from 
many serious disabilities, which turns her into a second-rate citizen in the 
Indian society, not only in comparison with Muslim men but also with 
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other Indian women. A considerable body of educated Muslim opinion has 
openly favoured a change in the Muslim personal law. The need for it was 
felt even at the beginning of this century, when the well-known Muslim 
social reformer, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, wrote in his journal, Tahzibul-
akhlaqm that "the reason for the decline of Muslims has been that they 
have not realised that the present age demands a totally new legal system 
which should deal with the social, political and administrative system". 
Today there are several organised groups of learned Muslims who are 
demanding changes in the Muslim personal law, one of them, the 
"Progressive Muslim Group" claim that, "contrary to modern myth, 
Muslim law was not conceived as something static and unchanging till the 
end of time.^* 
Let us consider the iniquitous legal provisions which discriminate 
against the Muslim women in India first of all, her legal rights in respect of 
marriage and divorce are not only inferior to those of men, but are 
completely out of harmony with the demands of a modern society. A 
Muslim man can have upto four wives at a time, with no legal protection to 
the women against the exercise of the privilege. The law does not admit 
polygamy as a cause for seeking divorce by a Muslim women of course, 
the corresponding right of a women to have more than one husband in any 
circumstances is inconceivable, much less granted under law. A women 
can, however marry after divorce and also after her husband's.death - a 
favourable feature of Muslim law which distinguished it from Hindu law 
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before the enactment of the Hindu Code Bill. The discrepancy in the status 
of women in Islam and that accorded to Indian women is now for too 
glaring and must be removed as early as possible. It is indeed disheartening 
to find that while there is no immediate cause for hope for Muslim women, 
the inequality that Hindu women suffered under law has not only been 
removed by the Hindu Code Bill the there is talk further bringing this Bill 
up-to-date.^^ 
Muslim Women and Economic Status: 
Position of Muslim women with increased urbanization and the 
growth of new professions associated with colonial domination, work was 
increasingly separated from the home. Paralleling this change was the 
establishment of new educational, religious and social institutions. As 
families moved from their village homes to the cities, they increased their 
contact with "foreigners" and witnessed the erosion of traditional 
household activity like boys of an earlier generation, some of these girls 
attended educational institutions, social gatherings unrelated to family 
affairs, and new religious ceremonies these "new women", as they were 
called, were part of a modernization movement which sought to modify 
gender relations in the direction of greater equality between men and 
women.^' Many of the "new women" were also educated in their homes 
and then sent to a girls school parents who cared about female education 
waited until their daughters were older before arranging their marriages or 
occasionally allowed married women to continue their education. Older 
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brides became mothers at a later ago and often played a greater role in 
child rearing. Often there were opportunities to exercise some choices of 
their own and consequently their status was far less derivative than had 
been true for a previous generation.^^ 
There were also significant changes in what women could do often 
characterized as a movement from the private to the public sphere. But this 
both overly simplifies the Indian context and overly dramatizes what 
actually happened. The shift was neither abrupt nor permanent and many 
women, who briefly attended a school or permanent and many women, 
who briefly attended a school or emerged from purdah to attend a "mixed" 
function, returned to the household where they continued to live in the 
more traditional fashion.^ ^ 
Woman was entirely dependent on man, the earning member of the 
family by way of the domestic work she did, there was no recognition of it. 
Nevertheless, women of all classes, except the wealthiest, who could 
afford the of employing servants, did all the house hold work. Cooking was 
mostly done by women. Caste prejudices prevented the hiring of cooks; 
and training to be given to the daughters necessitated it. Besides, lack of 
education and absence of other interests limited the scope of their activity 
to the household work only. Among the poorer classes, the wife was a real 
help-mate, doing all the houses work as also giving a helping hand in the 
trade of the man for instance, in the case of patters, women prepared the 
earth, and later sold in the market the wares prepared by their husbands; in 
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the case of textiles, women did the spiritng, men took care of the weaving; 
among fishermen, men caught the fish women sold them in the market. 
Thus, women joined men in their occupatios,^ '* 
There were however, certain vocations which women adopted 
independently, especially those, who either had nothing but their own 
labour to depend on, or those, who needed to supplement the income of the 
male members of the family for other, some of the common, occupations 
were those of bangle seller, milk seller, grain-parches, dung-fuel-seller, 
etc. Hair dresser (Nain) and mid-wife (Dal) were regular professions. In 
families where females were kept in strict seclusion, poor women, found 
occupation as water carriers, scavengers, waske - women, etc. Some 
domestic trades such as chikan and other embroidery network, basket and 
fan making, vermicelli making, etc. were also carried on by women. 
Among the agricultural classes, who formed the bulk of the population 
women bore a good share of the labour, save among those who had the 
means to keeps their women in seclusion.^^ The practise in this respect was 
largely a matter of tribal custom, their abstention from field work bing 
looked upon as a mark of the highest social status. But it was not wholly 
regulated by such custom. While poverty would sometimes compel women 
who, from their caste, would not be expected to work in the fields, to do 
so, it was still more commonly the castes whose women ordinarily did field 
work of all kinds to affect the exclusiveness of higher castes. The practice, 
however, varied from region to region, in some parts from tribe to tribe of 
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the same castes from village of the same tribe and even from family to 
family of the same village. 
But a women's share in the work or her contributions to the 
income of the family did not make any difference in her position in regard 
to her rights to the property of the family. These rights mainly of the kinds, 
maintenance, succession and inheritance, determined, more than any other 
part of law, the status enjoyed by women, in any community. The legal 
position of most of the Indian women, in this respect, speaking generally, 
was rather sad. The law governing the two major communities - Hindus 
and Muhammadans based mostly on religious texts, had been subject to 
interpretations, and customs, old and obsolete. In the case of the Hindu 
law, it showed strange departures from its original ideals so that the Hindu 
women had come to labour hard under the greatest legal disabilities. The 
Muhammadan law appeared to be comparatively more liberal and 
considerate, while the laws governing married under the special Marriage 
Act of 1872 being adopted more or less in conformity with the social 
necessities or social opinions of the current era, were to agreat extent just 
and liberal. These laws of the minorities did not in any way affect the 
general position of the women.^ ^ 
Many Muslim women have become salary earners in the present 
age. Some of them possess high academic qualifications earn even higher 
salaries than their husbands. There are also many successful business. 
Women who are not salary earners but who control abundant wealth in 
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general, the affected women in this article are found, mostly, in countries 
of capitalist idealogy. Most of the women face the problem of how to 
disburse their earnings in conformity with the principles of Islam. They are 
often at logger-heads with either there husbands or parents in his regard.^ ^ 
It is an established fact in Islam that husbands should, 
traditionally, provide for and maintain their families. Similarly, from a 
historical perspective, Muslim women among the Salaf were mostly house 
wives who earned little or nothing because of their disengagement in wage, 
earning ventures. Thus they were folly maintained by their husbands. If we 
use that as a legal preceded, housewives of the modern age should be 
equally maintained fully by their husbands.^^ 
The traditions in charging the husband with the responsibility of 
providing food cloth and shelter for the wife. According to some legal 
manuals, these responsibilities of the couple can be classified into three 
categories: 
i) Joint responsibilities 
ii) Responsibilities of the husband 
iii) Responsibilities of the wife.'*" 
Socio-political conditions of the Muslim during the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries. The battles of Plassey (1757) and Baxer (1764) had 
conclusively shown the weakness of the Mughal central and the provincial 
governments. But he British was wise mononarch. They were content with 
the great of Diwan of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in return for an annuity of 
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twenty six lakh rupees Shah Alam II and choice but to grant the Diwani 
powers to a business company instead of an individual, an unprecedented 
act.^' 
The poor economic condition of Muslims was due to mutual 
distrust, suspicion and fear between the British and the Muslims. Such a 
state of mind is quite comprehensible between two people, one of whom 
has lost power to the other consequently, no Mohammadan gentleman of 
birth could enter regiments/^ 
The fatwa, beside giving the movement which is popularly known 
as wahabi movement legal sanction, is indicative of the discontent rampant 
amongthe Muslims of north India the so called wahabi movement was led 
by Syed Ahmad Barelvi (1786-1831) a disciple of Shah Abdul Aziz. The 
movement continued for about half a century in one form or the other. 
The case of N.W.P. was different. Muslims continued to enjoy the 
position of privilege before 1857, and even after 1857 their representation 
in civic services was more than their proportion in the total population of 
the provinces.''•' 
There is hardly any society which has not discriminated between 
its different segments on the basis of occupation, wealth or sex. The 
victims of discrimination have always found themselves hemmed in by 
environment women are, perhaps, the most conspicuous group in this 
category, because they have, as a rule, suffered more inhibiting constraints 
on self realisation than men. While an individual's 'status' in society may 
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be variously defined, its comparative measure may be sought in terms of 
impediments to self realisation/'* Such impediments have been imposed on 
women by Muslim society, as indeed by other limited her role principally 
to that of a mother and wife, and, for all practical purposes, denied her 
freedom to choose a role or a combination of roles which, after all is the 
fundamental preconditions for self-realisation, what has made this severe 
restriction particularly oppressive is the low social valuation given to it. 
What a mother or a wife does or achieves in her assigned role is taken for 
granted; it may be emotionally rewarding through satisfying inter-personal 
relations within the intimate family circle, but it is not deemed to have any 
social value and hence carries no recognition. Whether approbative or 
'otherwise'. The casting of the women into social oblivion is perhaps what 
causes the deepest sense of deprivation.'*^ 
Muslim Women and the Control of Property: 
Whether or not women control wealth and partake of the prestige 
which goes with it depends very much on where and when they live. By 
occupation, region, ethnicity and history, the peoples of the Muslim world 
are as diverse as any on the globe. That they have not, to date, created a 
single distinctly 'Islamic' system which solves to everyone's satisfaction 
the complex issues arising from the acquisition, distribution and 
transmission of wealth is a reflection of the internal variety of Muslims.'*^ 
Defining the nature of property, selecting the individuals who possess it 
and sorting out the distinctions of status which necessarily accompany 
ownership are issues as perplexing for Muslims as for the rest of 
humanity.^^ 
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The Holy Qur'an contains many verses which deal with women's 
rights to property. Its fourth chapter known as 'The women, asserts that 
women are entitled to inherit a portion of a parent's or husband's wealth. 
Whether a legacy or earned by her own efforts, material goods, once 
acquired, are supposed to remain in a woman's control. At least in theory, 
neither marriage nor any other bond gives males a claim to them while the 
women lives. But sacred books usually set standards which mortals have 
trouble living up to merely reading the Holy Qur'an does not supply us 
with a detailed historical or ethnographic account of how Muslim behave 
when faced with the crucial problem of who should receive how much of 
what. Local conditions always have a way of limiting compliance with 
scriptural injunctions. Some Muslims ignore all or part of what the Holy 
Book and the Shariah, the system isolation of Islam's moral imperatives 
command of the subject of a female's rights to property. Some societies 
deny women the full exercise of their Quranic privileges. In a few others 
women are able to enjoy some what more than the standards of the faith 
grant them.''* 
Building sociological generalisations about Muslim of a relatively 
women and property can be difficult as microsopic examination 
circumscribed period or region reveals tremendous variation in the ways 
women acquire or lose property and its social perquisites. This essay 
describes some aspects of the processes by which Muslim women in North 
India succeeded or failed to obtain material goods and the influence they 
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brought during the era of Mughal ascendancy, which lasted form the early 
sixteenth to the middle of the eighteenth centuries. 
There follows a more detailed discussion of the changes introduced 
by the British whose rise to economic and political supremacy began about 
the some time as the Mughal decline and reached its height at the end of 
nineteenth century/^ 
With regard to Muslim women and property, the major distinction 
between the two regimes lies in their differing definitions of wealth as well 
as the different administrative establishments which enforced those norms. 
While the Mughals ruled, most wealth was generated by control of 
the land's produce or from commerce. Land in itself was not the measure 
of wealth. What mattered more was command over the surplus crop or 
better still the cash it generated.^" 
India's British rulers, no less than the Mughal kings preceding 
them, depended on a tax or tribute levied on any agricultural surplus. In 
securing that revenue, however, the British were at a distinct 
disadvantage.^' They were few in number and almost completely ignorant 
of local arrangements of wealth and power for example. The status of 
Muslim women every where remains the same or again is it not true that in 
regions which are and have been culturally progressive in terms of 
movements of social reform and economic development. 
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The economic and educational backwardness of the women in 
marginal section of village population had attracted the attention of some 
dedicated village youths to take necessary action for changing the rural 
situation with this goal in mind an attempt was made to organise the 
village people, specially the women, for the purpose of their. 
The Muhammadan law, contained explicit provisions regarding the 
maintenance of a daughter or a wife, a Muhammadan father was under 
statutory obligation to maintain his daughter and the position of a 
Muhammadan widow was much better than her Hindu sister. The 
Muhammadan laws though orthodox in many respects like the Hindu law, 
was more liberal and equitable in its branch of succession and inheritance. 
A Muhmmadan women was given a definite and certain and was not 
excluded from inheriting her father's and husband's property even if the 
deceased left behind him male lineal descend ants for instance, upon the 
death of a Muhammadan intestate, his estate devolved immediately upon 
his heirs in specific shares.^^ A daughter received a share to the extent of 
half of that of a son, or when there were two or more, to the extent of two-
thirds collectively from the estate of the deceased. And although the 
daughter did not get a share equally with the son. She obtained it with 
absolute right without any qualifications. Many sections among Muslims, 
converted from Hindusim were, however, governed by Hindu law on the 
ground of custom as prevalent among them.^ "* 
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Women and Development: 
During the course of the nineteenth century, the pattern of 
women's lives began to change. In reality the concept of the "perfect wife 
was being redefined first, there were modifications in the appropriate 
activities for a female at different stages of her life. Second, the 
appropriate arena for female action was expanded. And third, there was 
anew and growing approval of individualism. 
As a consequence of change set in motion by the British conquest 
of India, by the end of the nineteenth century there were a number of 
women who were educated, articulate, mobile, and increasingly involved in 
public activities. In the rural settling life was dominated by the house hold 
for both men and women.^ ^ 
In the closing years of the 19"' century the Muslim masses were 
poverty stricken and backward economically and socially some of their 
intelligent and socially well placed leaders tried to measures for the 
regeneration of the Muslim community.^ ^ 
The Muslims as rulers of India had held many positions of power 
and privilege, and when they were gradually ousted from these, by the 
British, were naturally full of resentment against the new power which had 
displaced them. The British too followed for a considerable time the policy 
of breaking the Muslim up and keeping them down. "The British had 
decided that"-says Mohammad Noman-"for the expansion of the New 
Power and its continuance the only course was to crush the Muslims and 
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had deliberately adopted policies which had for their aim the economic 
ruin of Muslims, and their intellectual stagnation and general 
degeneration".^' 
For certain posts, the British Government explicitly laid down that 
only Hindus were to be appointed thereto, and not Muslims. The 
educational policy was "responsible for the increase of unemployment and 
the closing of the other avenues for the Muslims. The economic policy 
impoverished the Indian Muslims. In the army, their recruitment was 
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limited; in arts and crofts they were crippled and rendered helpless. 
Muslim are the largest and most significant minority in India, 
inspite of the reformative attitude of Islamic movement, Muslim 
Community in India remains largely back word and deprived especially 
Muslim women who continue to be uneducated, resourceless and 
victimized. It is difficult to exactly ascertain the reasons for the low status 
of India's Muslim women, but an assessment can be made on the basis of 
some statistics.^^ 
In modern times there has been a social and cultural awakening in 
India and it has been seriously felt by our social reformers and 
educationists that unless women are emancipated from the social shackles 
and bondages and proper steps are taken for their education and 
participation in outward activities such as, social, cultural, political, 
economic etc. the Indian nation cannot thrive and it cannot establish it self 
as one of the advanced nations of the world. It was also felt by our social 
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thinkers that since women from a large part of the social milien, impairing 
of mass education amongst women and their active participation in the 
multifarious activities of our society are absolutely imperative for the 
healthy growth of our society as well as the nation. 
Women, in Indian society are regarded as second grade citizens 
whose every aspect of life is confined to the rigid restrictions under the 
garb of castcism, customs and traditions as envisaged in our religion as 
well as social customs. Our religion and social castoms prescribe that the 
indan women should be confined to the home and they are prohibited from 
receiving any education or pursuing any profession or trade or occupation 
of their own choice or participating in any activity outside the limits of 
their houses. In other words there is a social injunction, implicit in our 
social customs and religion, which strictly forbids the Indian women from 
participating in any outward activities i.e. social, literary or professional, 
activities. This is one of the unique characteristic features of our male 
dominated Indian society.^' 
The Muslim women's live on the eve of this transformation? There 
are, of course, the records of the reformers (mentioned earlier) but these 
are tainted by polemics. Constructing a clear picture of the lives of women 
before colonial rule is difficult, although recent feminist scholarship has 
added a great deal to our view of the past. The pre-British records include 
an abundance of prescriptive texts but fewer documents that shed light on 
the actual live of women." 
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The women experienced these rules and prescriptions differently 
depending on religion, caste, age, place in the family hierarchy, and an 
element of serendipity. There were women who lived up to the ideal, but 
there were also women who rebelled against these prescriptions. The 
historical record confirms that women found an escape from conventional 
roles in religion and scholarship, and occasionally through political 
action.^ ^ 
Some women were able to live outside patriarchal households and 
gain status as courtesans. But the options open to women of extraordinary 
talent or those unhappy with their lives were limited. The second half of 
the nineteenth century there were reform groups in all parts of British 
India, they focused attention on female infanticide, polygamy, child 
marriage purdah, prohibitions on female education, and the patrilocal joint 
family." 
This shown that the position of women in modern Indian society is 
still inferior, oppressive and one of degradation all though Indian women 
of today are acquiring higher education, becoming employed in various 
kinds of jobs and professions, thereby becoming economically self-
sufficient while in the rural India of today where majority of the rural 
population are still struggling for survival from acute poverty, position of 
rural Indian women is inferior, and subservient to men. One of the 
prominent features of Indian society of today is that the Indian women of 
the rural areas are put to such inferior and/ or sub ordinate status helplessly 
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depending on the mercy of their male counterparts for their survival and 
subsistence having no dignity respect or status in the society. Bereft of 
any education and culture, on the demise of their husbands, they become 
uttering helpless and have to surrender them bands, to the mercy and 
kindness of other caring members of the family and have to suffer all kinds 
of humiliation and mental agony. This utter helplessness and sorrowful 
state of the Indian women badly nuds the attention of the society and it is 
the deity of the social reformers as well as the state to remedy these 
appalling distress and insubordination of women.^ ^ 
Muslim Women Artistic Activities : 
Every age has got its got its own peculiarities by which it is 
known. The Mughal were the ruling class of the country who brought with 
them their own culture, ways of living methods of cooking and many other 
manners all their own, which changed by and large when they lived, not as 
intruders but as the Indian people for a Muslim lady high proficiency in the 
culinary art was considered an essential and desirable qualification, 
because the Muslims, during the period 19^ *' century in North India, were 
very fond of delicious dishes. Since mothers are more particular about the 
molding of their daughters, and their future conjugal life, they takes 
measure to see that society may be proud of the mothers and daughters. 
Therefore, the mothers taught their daughters different arts and crafts, side 
by side with their literary education.^^ 
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Attempts have, as such, been made to take up various important 
artistic activities of theirs in the following papes. 
The Muslim lady high proficiency in the culinary art was 
considered an essential and desirable qualification, because the Muslims 
during the period under review, were very fond of delicious dishes. A 
women having vast knowledge in the art of cooking was very much 
admired in her society. Therefore, from the initial stage, Muslim girls were 
trained in the preparation of different tasty dishes. Besides imparting 
religious education, the mother of a girl always thought it her first and 
foremost duty to teach her the art of cooking. On the other hand, girls too 
indulged themselves in this particular practice and devoted most of their 
time to preparmg food. Keeping always in view new items, so that they 
could be admired. Due to the Perrah system they had enough time to gain a 
high degree of excellence in the culinary art thus, we find that during the 
Mughal age Muslim ladies of all classes took delight in cooking and were 
proud of their skill. 
In this connection it is important to mention that in the royal 
kitchen and in noblemen's houses professional cooks were employed, even 
though ladies of such families took extraordinary interest in preparation of 
dainty dishes, on important occasions as and when time warranted.^* 
Embroidery: 
India, from ancient times has been famous for different types of 
embroidery. References to embroidery work are scattered in the literature 
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of the Vedic era. It is important to mention that the Muslim's advent into 
India, in later centuries, brought about a rapid and progressive change in 
this art as the Mughals were very of using embroidered clothes and other 
things, hard embroidery was widely practiced during the period this fine 
art rapidly surpassed the old patterns and overhauled them completely. 
Embroidery in India has been traditionally women's art, they 
embroidered beautiful figurative and floral designs on cotton, silk, wool, 
velvet and even on leather.^^ 
The embroidery for personal household use was done by Muslim 
ladies themselves, in which they found great pleasure. It was done by all 
classes of Muslims ladies, including respectable families. In lower and 
middle classes, generally the mother encouraged and guided her daughters 
and happily passed on her art to them. In respectable families, Muslim 
ladies were put under the supervision of some elderly ladies for instruction 
in embroidery and needle work, as it was an honour for them.^" These lady 
teachers would not only give instruction about different types of 
embroidery but also encouraged them to exercise their own talents in this 
regard. In embroidery work, designs, both of primitive simplicity as well 
as of greater complexity, originating in Persia, were popular among 
Muslim ladies. During the modern period,^' different varieties of 
embroidery such as, chicken Dozi or Chikan Kari Kasheeda, Phulkari 
(Satin stich) chain stich, cross stich and all sorts of needle work both cut 
and wrought works were done by ladies. Embroidery with golden and 
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silver threads were mostly liked by the Muslim ladies but threads of either 
silk or cotton were also used. Muslim girls took great interest in 
embroidery work, from the very as in their marriage array their pieces of 
embroidery were kept as proof of their skill '^^  
Among royal families also, embroidered cushions, dresses with 
callers and bordering of gold embroidery, embroidered 'rumal' 
handkerchief and other things were given in the dowry of a girl. Therefore, 
in the royal harem princesses were taught methods of embroidery by 
certain old women, known as 'Atun'. 
Among the royal ladies, she herself introduced some admirable 
pieces of tapestry and embroidery. She invented a silver thread lace known 
as 'Kinari'. In order to enhance the beauty of the bride, bridegrooms 
garments, she started to use silver threads on it and gave it the name 
'Badlah', She beautifully embroidered leaves and floral designs with 
threads on clothes.'^ 
During the Mughal age, when the sewing machine was not 
invented, tailoring was regarded an important art. As sewn garments were 
worn by Muslims ladies in well-to-do families were given instruction, the 
cutting and stiching different types of dresses. In royal families too, ladies 
kriew the art of stiching and tailoring. Babur's wife Maham Begum and 
ladies of Humayun's household knew the art of stiching well. 
In modern period North India's women had proficiency in 
embroidery and needle work. In her leisure hours she invented some 
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beautiful pieces of embroidery work and introduced them to the people. 
She introduced new cut and designs in dresses. In women's grown she 
introduced some new styles which became fashionable among the ladies or 
Delhi and Agra.'"* Among the dresses introduced by her, were 'Nur Mahili' 
dress for bride and bridegroom), 'dudami' or 'dudamni' (Peshwas) and 
'panchtalia' (orhnis) besides others for introducing new designs, Nur Jahan 
become so popular among the court ladies that they insisted on wearing 
what Nurjahan had designed the modern time's ladies knew the art very 
well, and had interest in cutting and stiching different varieties of clothes 
'Angiya Kirti', a new design of ladies' dress was her great contribution in 
the field of Muslim women's costume.^ ^ 
Art of Decoration: 
Never before in the history of India, has art of decoration 
developed as rapidly, in a new fashion and style as during the Modern age 
the credit of this achievement undoubtedly goes to the royal ladies. 
Coming to modern women it blossomed fully, as is clear from the research 
conducted with the help of forcing as well as Indian sources. The 
developing art in the direction of decoration gained popularity with the 
masses during the period under review. Infact Muslim ladies of the Mughal 
age regarded it a duty to devote most of their time to maintaining their 
household and keeping the houses decorated. The elderly ladies of the 
family often guided the younger generation in this respect, so that these 
girls could be admired by society.^^ 
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In royal families, ladies never neglected the art of decorating 
palaces. There it is important to mention that on certain special occasions 
not only palaces but gardens streets and 'bazars' (markets) were also 
decorated under their supervision. Not only the royal ladies but the ladies 
of the nobility also knew the art of decoration and took delight in its 
exhibition on the occasion of festivals and marriage party was decorated 
their Nawabs and common men and other royal personalities, decorated 
their quarters and houses too. At this joyful event the Begums and ladies 
exhibited their art by decorating their gardens 'quite' wonderful in a new 
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fashion. 
Now it became modern women's habitual nature to decorate her 
apartment daily in a new fashion, she used to adorn the walls of the room 
with painted pictures and tapestries flowery curtains, made of sweet 
smelling flowers were hung on the doors, lunder her keen interest, 
devotion and aptitude in the art, husband used to say that until she came to 
his house, he had no proper sense of domestic pleasures or the or the 
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spirituality and sandity of marriage. 
It is important to mention that ladies was so much interested in the 
•art of decoration that she herself invented many new things for the 
decoration of her rooms 'farsh chandni', a silver carpet, was Nur Jahan's 
invention, it was spread over the carpet that lay on the floor, Khafi Khan 
mentions that Nur Jahan had prepared a beautiful certain for the main door 
of her room which was made of costly pearl, garnet and Zamurrad. 
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Thus we find that Muslim ladies took delight in the art of 
79 
decoration and exhibited their talents and skill on certain occasion. 
Art of Painting : 
The art of painting was one of the favorite fined arts of the Muslim 
ladies of the Mughal period till the sixteenth century it is difficult to say 
whether Muslim ladies achieved proficiency in this art or not, as no 
references to Muslim lady painters are readily available. But one thing is 
certain, that just as Rome was not built over night, in the case of painting 
too the seed in the sixteenth or earlier centuries germinated. It developed 
gradually till a time came when it was recorded and saw its full bloom 
during later centuries. In the 17 and 18 centuries when the art of 
painting was at its prime we fined references to Muslim lady painters too 
in the 19* century.*° 
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CONCLUSION 
Any work of this nature or magnitude could be considered as 
micro level study in its parameter, but macro or general in its 
characteristics. Working on such theme is not an easy task as it requires 
tremendous effort in focusing on a small territory or in a short period of 
historical time. There, the first problem which comes up is the scarcity of 
source material, and there emerges the need of corroboration of evidences 
of different locations and from different sources, not particularly written 
on the theme. The region of Rohilkand has always been an important 
point of attractions for the historians, particularly the medieval historians 
or the historians of later mughal period. As these regions face tremendous 
challenges or transformations from time to time and in case of 
Rohilkhand we find that it is a typical case of foreign settlement which 
emerged as an independent kingdom when the decline has set in the 
Mughal Empire. The reasons of decline of the Mughal Empire are 
numerous but the emergences of small and big independent kingdom are 
another phenomenon of study during 18^** century and 19'*^  century 
northern India. So, it could be taken as a model for an area study. And 
this model could be applied for the study of the emergence of various 
other local potantes or chiefdoms of humans. With the selection of an 
area-study as a theme in this dissertation, woman has been taken as a 
focal point for the theme taken for research. Keeping in mind the socio-
cultural, religious and economics aspects, apart from the study of the 
great transformation brought in by the revolt of 1857. 
Indeed a difficult task of knowing what greatly constituted the 
position of Muslim women during 19^** century North India by taking up a 
small territory of Rohilkhand. As the Muslim society is orthodox by 
nature, this study, the role and participation of Muslim women is quite 
revealing as to what extent the Muslim had given liberty to their women 
folk. And, in this study, we have found that the Muslim women by and 
large were free. Though their numbers were very restricted in the elite 
class Muslim only. The study has led us to believe that the region taken 
for this research is not an ambiguous one, but it is really an active place 
whether it is the emergence of Afghan powers before that or the British 
take over of the region. This place has always remained as very active 
with vibrant culture and with Muslims dominating in that region. The 
another outcome of this research is that we do not find much difference as 
far as the condition, socio-economic and cultural aspects of pre-19*'' 
century Rohilkhand. Though with the passage of time the position of 
Muslim families deteriorated that led to the Muslim women took for some 
work and being partially librated. As in the old good days and the general 
prosperity the Muslim women had any hard role to play in the economic 
aspects but with the coming of 19''' century, the situation started 
changing. We also find process of urbanization taking place during 18'*' 
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century and in the first half of 19*'' century which was the direct result of 
the decline of the Mughals as part. The regional centres which emerged 
during 18"^  century were quite new centres and people from different 
localities also flocked to emerging centres and altogether new 
urbanization has set in which quite continued to be sow unless until the 
first war of independence happened in 1857. This was also one of the 
great point of debate transformation and change the various socio-culture 
ethos of Muslims in quietly open and the names like Begum Hazrat 
Mahal, Azizan Begum, Asghari Begum, Zeenat Mahal and number of 
others who made their marks in the political life of the period also. 
So, in nutshell we can say that the revolt of 1857 was also a 
turning point for the Muslim women of the region of Rohilkhand and the 
surrounding places. The Muslim ethos in culture though did not change 
with all that was happening around in the form of the revolts and the 
battles as it is reflected in the study of the Muslim women having the 
same kind of dresses, same kind of ornaments, decorations, and marriage 
customs and all that. As most of the norms and traditions were based 
upon Sharia (Quranic injunctions), the Muslim women had raised their 
level of interactions with the general society as we find that during the 
latter half of 19 century particularly, the Muslim intellectuals and 
reformers calling for the transformation of the social customs and 
traditions and Muslim women to be active in various aspects of life 
particularly in terms of education. The study suggests that their social 
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activities had increased with their taking up various other tasks related to 
economic activities or educational activities. So, the no longer remain 
silent sufferer were thoroughly discarded but they were given due regards 
and recognitions as far as the Sharia and Quran were prohibited for them. 
Now, conclusively to say that women had some what better 
position despite various points for conflicts and contradictions which 
could emanate from the wrong interpretation of Islam or which could 
come as a result of interaction with the local culture. Rohaillkhand of \9^^ 
century provided Muslim women with all opportunities possible to make 
advancement to show bravery in the battlefield and to take part in the 
socio-economic activities whenever and wherever needed, and lived a life 
of dignity and status. 
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